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the United States, duly secured with
Canadian seals, manifests or invoices in
triplicate showing the character of the
merchandise in said oars and its quantity or weight, shall be filed with the collector of customs, who will, if there is
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the

Pleasant St.,
Hallowell, Me., July 28, ’91.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co.,
Gentlemen:—I have had the CATARRH for over teu years as badly as
All
TLB S7 anv 1118,1 could have it.
InE these years I was troubled with
DYSPEPSIA, so much so I had to be
very careful what I eat.
In addition to the above, five years ago
I had a SEVERE SUNSTROKE.
I read about DANA’S SARSAPARILLA, and de mf I Kin termined to try
it.
After IVlIvLr taking three
bottles of DANA’S SARSAPARILLA
I was COMPEETEEY CURED of
both the CATARRH and DYSPEP
SIA, and all the lasting effects of my

of Cumberland are

Republicans
requestSATURto meet at the Town House
THEedthe
of
next, at 2 o’clock
on

2nd, day
April
DAY,
in the afternoon, to choose delegates to attend
the State Convention to be holden at Bangor,
April 27th, 1892,
Per Order Town Commmittee.
Cumberland, Maroh 28th, 1803.

Minute Please!
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greatest blood purifier,
nunerve strengthener and
trient tonic known to man, is
sold by all druggists at $l a
It cures all nervous
bottle.
diseases, paralysis in all Its
forms, rheumatism, neuralgia,
and all blood diseases, the annoying troubles from which women suffer, stomach troubles
of every name and nature,
tones up the blood, strengthens
and builds up the system. It
is KING.
This is the storv in a nutshell.
A column couldn’t tell it better.

Hidden’s

Magnetic Compound,

clean, pure, honest medicine.
TRY IT.
BUY IT.
’TWILL DO YOU GOOD.
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constitutes a
family medi-j
oino chest.
Sick Headache, Weaky
Stomach,
Foss of Ap-h
petite. Wind J
and Pain inZ
the Stomach, >
Giddiness,

Fullness,Swelling after me als,DLzzin css.
Drowsiness, G>ld Chilis, Flushings of
Heat, Shortness of Breath, Costiveness,
Blotches on the Skin• Disturbed Sleep,%
and all nervous and trembling sensa-\ [
tions are relieved by using these PillsZ
Covered with a Tasteless and Soluble Coating ?
Z
!
Or all druggists Price 25 cents a box.
S
New York Depot. 355 Canal St.
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AIRS

PERFUMED

of Spring are not to be compared for fragrancy
with

Spring stack of
Paper Hangings is ready to
Our new

exhibit.

TRADE SLABS REGISTERED
Factory, Boston.

Semi-Monthly Parties, personally conducted
combining comfort, low rates, quick time, PullCall

sleeping cars.

on

or

address E.

E.

CUEBIER, New England Agent Southern Pa.
cific Co., 192 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
«0d6m
Jaul9

LOSING, SHORT & HARMON.

THE WEATHER.

eodtf

mar8

Fair

and

Warmer, with

Perhaps Some

Rain Tomorrow,

Washington, March 31.—f8 p. m.]—
The following is the forecast of the
weather for New

England: Fair Friday;
south winds; warmer in Massachusetts,
Khode Island and Connecticut.
THE OLD RELIABLE FIRM
—

or

—

E.B. ROBINSON & CO.
(ESTABLISHED 1847.)
Have removed to their elegant warerooms,
400 Congress St.,
and offer high grade ~F»T AV TVTOJS and
nw
/X.TSTSS at prises that defy com-

Report.
Portland, Me, March 31,1892.

-18 A.M. 8 P.M.

I

HAVE

YOU

SMOKED

Barometer. 30.364 30.440
36.
Thermometer. 38.
25.
Dew Point....13.
64.
Humidity. 36.
S
Wind.NE

It is

very mild and delicious cigar,

a

XO

OESNTS.

THE OLD 49
CIGAR

5c.

is of extra quality and pleases the majority.
TRV

FOR

THEM.

SALS

EVERYWHERE.
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Weather

Observations.

increase in cash in the treasury equivalent to a decrease of the debt of $1,250,000.
The Secretary of the Treasury has
awarded a life saving medal to Joseph
Fernald of Portsmouth, N. H., for saving
the lives of four persons in July last.
The Senate yesterday defeated the
proposition to strike out of the Indian

appropriation bill the provision that arofficers may be appointed Indian
agents.
Congressman Milliken was among the
speakers in .opposition to the wool bill in
the House yesterday.
my

MRS. TITUS’S SUITS.
A

as

Boston, 38°, SE, cloudless; NewTork,

principals

in the case, or rather cases,

She

suit against what was then the
firm of Snow <fc Pearson to recover five
years rental at $150 a year, and another
against Israel Snow & Son for four years
rental at the same rate. Mr. Titus also
petitions that her portion of the property
may be set off by commissioners that the
court may appoint. Snow & Pearson and
Israel Snow & Son, the defendants in the
case, bring bills in equity to enjoin Mrs.
Titus from prosecuting the suits and to

brings

nGirinol

aottlhiriPnf nf

all

in

unnihr

Lawyers Beaton and Fogler appeared
for Mrs. Titus and Attorney General Littlefield for the defendants.
The Insane

string

a

Greater

of

tore it

less

down is

political question. What apirehension have you got?
Simply that
me party may make a party question of
intrude it between

some one

Morgan spoke of Mr. Sherman’s antias having received Demo! ratic endorsement, so that the Senator,
1 le said, ought feel easy and quiet.
He
; ilr.

ilver policy

sked that the resolutions should go
until Modnay.
They were accordj ngly laid on the table.
iver

GOODS

IN

BONDS.

lliange in the Regulations Respecting the

Sealing

of

Cars.

Washington, March 31.—Acting Sec1 etary Spaulding has issued a circular to
“In the inofficers contained
f
1 a the circular of
this department, No.
8, dated May 2, 1S84, concerning trans1 ortation through the United States of
1 lerchandize passing between places in
'anada in a car secured by Canadian
ustoms seals, it is provided that when
c ars from Canada arrive at a frontier
j ort of the United States, duly secured
\ ith Canadian
seals, a manifest or in-

42°, S, cloudless; Philadelphia, 42°, E,
cloudy; Washington, 40°, NE, rain; Albany, 46°, SE, cloudless; Buffalo, 42°, \ oice in triplicate, describing the merSE, cloudless; Detroit, 48°, E, partly c handise and showing the value of each
cloncly; Chicago, 44°, SE, cloudy; St. a rticle contained in such cars shall be
Paul, 40°, SE, cloudy; St. Vincent, 42°, i: led with the collector of customs.
“The instructions above referred to are
NE, cloudy; Huron, So. Dak., 40°, E.
partly cloudy; Bismarck, 40°, E, cloudy; 1 ereby modified to read: “Whencars
f :om Canada arrive at a frontier port of
Jacksonville, OS0, SE, oloudles#,

premature.
ing.

Hospital.

>ver200

a

majority.

reply to a question as to how his
Presidential campaign was progressing,
sx-Senator Blair said lie would prefer
lot to discuss that matter.
“My name is
xefore the country,” he said, “and 1
lon’t like to talk about the matter.
It
In

vould not be in good taste for me to ex] >ress any opinion of my chances. Neith< :r can I
say what the delegation from my
i

tate will do.”

Does Not Bike the

Way

the

as the selection of a chairman
is concerned, theCommercial lias no criticism to offer except that it is premature
to make it two months in advance, that
generally being done on the evening before the state convention.
“So far as the selection of the committee on resolutions is concerned, the action
is unprecedented and unwarranted. The
committee on resolutions is supposed to
represent the sentiments of the delegates who compose the state convention,
and to be selected by them. The idea of
appointing a committee, the members of
which may not even be chosen delegates
to the convention, is so unprecedented
and so in excess of the authority of the
state or executive committee, that it
severe
criticism
meets with
among
Democrats in this, and, doubtless, other
parts of the state. Another point is

quantity

of

raised, that congressional districts are
not recognized in a state convention, and
when the convention meets, it will, of

found

course, take into its own hands the selection of a committee to represent its views
on state and national issues.”

among other evidences of his criminal
operations a set of counterfeiters’ tools.
When questioned regarding the possession of these unlawful belongings he
coolly acknowledged that he

RODE IN THEIR HOUSE.
That Was

Belonged to a Gang of Counterfeiters,
but he persistently refused to make any
admission that would lead to the detection of his confederates.
The Paris Echo today states that Ravachol has admitted that he was the author of the Boulevard St. Germain explosion. The chief detective asserts that

Eighth of

an

a

Mile by

Cyclone.

Nelson, Neb., March 31.—A terrible
cyclone struck Nelson at 6.15 p. m. today
It came from the southwest, and was
preceded by a terrific hail storm, lasting
The dalriage is estiseveral minutes.
mated at $100,000. Several public build-

in gs were unroofed and otherwise badlv

damaged. Where many dwellings stood
nothing is left except the cellars and
foundations.
When the storm struck
the town, many rushed into the cellars
and stores for safety. Half of one house
was carried an eighth of a mile, with a
woman and two children.
They escaped
uninjured.

MR. WANAMAKER
He Had

Nothing

To

All

REIGNED

Managed

to

Who Fell

With Bardsley's

FIRE

WHILE

Get Off Safely Except One,

Into

the

Water

the Blackened Hull
Handsome

and

Was

Hour, Only
Remained of the

Drowned—In Dess Than

an

“Golden Rule.**

Cincinnati,March 31.—This afternoon,
the steamer Golden Rule

was

about
sud-

was a

den burst of smoke from the hatchway
under the stairway at the front of the
boat. Panic at once seized every one on
board. The fire spread with great rapidity and only the persons nearest the
stairway were able to get down to the
lower deck and escape to the wharf boat.
All the rest were driven to the rear of
the cabin, where women shrieked and
fainted and the wildest scenes were enacted.
Lying alongside the stem of the
Golden Rule was the Keystone State. To
her the passengers ran and many clambered onto her upper deck. Some others
sprang to a fuel barge. The fire was so
fierce that the Keystone State was compelled to hack into the river. Some men
run

rum me suore
uuu caugnc me stem
of the Golden Buie and drew it to the
wharf boat and thus gave means of
escape to the few who had not got away
One passenger. Miss Nellie
otherwise.
Maloney, of this city, jumped too soon

and fell between the boat and the barge
and was drowned.
The great wharf boat was soon ablaze
from end to end and all its upper work
were destroyed.
Men with teams on the
wharf harried off with their horses and
abanoned their wagons. Steamer Fleet-

wood, lying just above, caught fire at the
stem and narrowly escaped destruction.
The Golden Buie was worth $23,000 and
was insured for $15,000. She had a cargd
valued at $50,000.
Everything was
burned in less than

an

hour.

Were Other Lives Lost?

Cincinnati, April 1.—At midnight
there were fears that several lives were
lost in the Golden Buie.
MAINE ASKED TO HELP.
Governor’s

Proclamation Respecting the
Starving Russian Poor.

[Special to the Press.]

Augusta, March 31.—The following
proclamation has been issued today:
STATE OF MAINE.
BY THE GOVERNOR—A PROCLAMATION.

The attention of the Executive of this State
has been called to the great suffering and distress that is being occasioned by the famine in
Russia, a famine so extensive as to embrace
some fourteen large provinces.
The governors of a number of our states have
already by proclamation urged, in the name of
common humanity, relief work for the sufferers
from this terrible calamity.
The State of Maine should not be found wanting' at such a time.
I therefore recommend that the people of
this stato promptly respond to the appeal that
has gone through our land of prosperity and
plenty, in behalf of starving people.
I further recommend the formation of relief
committees in various parts of the state and
that whatever funds or food supplies mav be
contributed to this worthy cause be sent to‘ the
Russian Famine Belief Committee of the
United States, 732 Fourteenth street, Washington. D. C.
Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta
this thirty-first day of March in the year
of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and ninety-two and of the Independence
of the United States of America, the one
hundred and sixteenth.
EDWIN C. BUBLEIGH.
By the Governor:
Nicholas Fessenden, Sec’y of State.

ALMOST BEYOND

EXONERATED,

Do

Steamer

SWEPT OVER THE CRAFT.

A

BELIEF.

Case of Cruelty to Children Discovered
in

Dishonest Performances.

Saugus, Mass,

Lynx, Mass., March 31.—Annie B.
Phit.adelpaia, March 31.—The report
Fisher and her daughter Mary C. of Saucommittee
investigation
Bardsley
gus were today arrested charged with
was completed this morning, and preto board more than two children
sented to the council’s committee this af- taking
at one time without notifying the board
The committee states that
ternoon.
of health. A dead infant three months
nothing in the course of their examinain a tattered pillow slip,
tion shows that Mr. Wanamaker had any old, wrapped
was found Wednesday by the chief of
dealings with Bardsley or was responsi
in
the
woods bordering the old
ble for the wrecking of the Keystone police
Near this place
The possible losses to the city Newburyport turnpike.
Bank.
is the old and squalid farmhouse occufunds will amount to §581,554
pied by the Fisher women. Under their
care were found six children, aged from
BRIEFLY TOLD.
three weeks to eight years.
Further
search revealed enough to justify the apR.
in
will
Newport,
I,,
Carpenters
plication for a warrant for the arrest of
strike for nine hours work at §3 a day.
the proprietor of the place, who refused
Schooner George Nevenger of Gardi- to give the names of the parents of two
at
is
Vineyard Haven, Mass., of the children. One is an idiot girl, fifner, Me.,
teen years of age, who has been in the
leaking 500 strokes an hour.
ace four years.
It is almost impossiThe new steel, twin screw cruiser
le to picture the wretched degree of
Raleigh was launched at the Norfolk, filth
and depravity of the place. A chilli
Va., navy yard yesterday in the presence
named Gavin was taken sick there about
Df 40,000 people.
,
» year ago, and the medical authorities
Two thousand boatmen have struck at
condemned the house as unfit for human
3t. Louis for new rules as to pay and sevhabitation. It was given a thorough fumjral steamers are unable to discharge
igation today. The owner of the place
heir cargoes.
of the

El

A train on the Georgia Pacific road
,vas held up by masked men and robbed
>f §2000 in registered mail matter Wednesday night. A postal clerk was slight-:
Officers with
v wounded in the fraoas.
ilood hounds are pursuing tho robbers.

cannot he found.
Mrs. Fisher »av» »
man named Wheeler of
Wakefield, forowned
it.
merly

It is now said that Garza, the bandit of
he border, is in San Antonio, Texas. It
s denied that he led a band Of insurgents. He and his followers are smug-

glers.
A meeting of the creditors of the Amercan Bobbin, Spool and Shuttle Company
n Boston yesterday seemed to favor a
^organization. The liabilities are $1,KI9,316.86; assets, $1,931,401.00.
A company with $1,500,000 worth of
dock is to build one of the largest distil-

Paris.

London, March 31.—The excitement
over the Anarchist outrages in Paris is
causing the London authorities to take
unusual precautions for the security of
life and property and
especially of
The London Globe
public buildings.
says in a leading editorial that London
is the dust bin of Europe. The majority
of agitators driven from the continent on
account of their conspiracies and outrages against social order find refuge in
England. The Trafalgar riots were
mainly due to this obnoxious and dan-

Carried
a

Ghaumartin, an accomplice of Ravachol,
who is now under arrest, betrayed his
leader, and told the police that Ravachol
intended to blow up the house of M. Bulot, one of the prosecuting counsel in the
recent Anarchist trials. M. Bulot’s residence, it will be recalled, was at No. 89
Rue Clichy, the scene of the destructive
explosion on Sunday morning last. Ravnp.li/Vl livflfl a.t, St Atari rip npm* flip Wnnrl
of Vincennes, four miles southeast of
Paris. He was seen going to Paris Sunday morning, carrying with him a small
portmanteau. He is the illegitimate son
of German parents, and was born in
France.

rages in

still pend-

says:
“So far

London Excited Over the Anarchist Out-

Heavy Majority.
Eastport, March 31.—The annual
The Beown meeting was held today.
xublicans elected the town officers by
Republican by

are

executive committee had asked the Hon.
ffm. H. Clifford to preside over the
state convention and ft ad also appointed
Commenta committee on resolutions.
ing on this action, to-night’s Commercial

evidence showing that he killed both
these persons.
Some time ago an old
man was killed with an axe which beThe murderer
longed to the victim.

they

pub-

a settlethe matter of
indemnity is

Bangor, March 31.—An Associated
from
Gardiner
Press
despatch
yesterday stated that the Democratic

put to him in relation to them. The police believe that they will yet discover

yesterday,

report

that

Wires Were Fulled.

strong, and many discrepancies
appeared in his replies to the questions

lodgings

Negotiations

Editor Bass

not very

and a

Affair.

TROUBLE AMONG THE CHIEFS.

Villain

>f the state.

mere or

The New Orleans

taustees of the

Democratic

in

reference

Paris, March 31.—A despatch from

Rome, March 31.—The
lished in American papers
ment had been effected in
the New Orleans lynching

River

a

leaving her wharf here, there

Janeiro.

Rio Janeiro says: “All troops here and
at Pernambuco are kept confined to the
The police have been orbarracks.
dered to be on the watch to suppress expected disturbances. A revolt is feared.”

than even the police supposed. He confessed the murder of the oldliermit of
Notre Dame de Grace.
He denied the
murders of an old man servant at Varizelle in 1885, and his former wife in 1888.
His denial of these crimes, however, was

stole a sum of money

PAJilC

as

Bevolt Feared at llio

questions

ustom officers which says;

have

caucuses

t and

<:

subjected to a
that revealed that

his

the hearing embraces several.

mense.

on

Scramble Off in Haste.

broken out in the British cantonment
and the flames are raging furiously. It
is impossible as yet to form any estimates
of the money loss, but it will be im-

shon. hn.vp received

was

Passengers

comparable Pagoda,” destroying a number of large and valuable pagodas in their
path. Tonight a third fire has just

valuables and effected his escape. Ravachol was questioned as to this crime, and
He
here too, his denial was very weak.
admitted that he was a graveyard ghoul,
he
and
told
of
a
number
that
of graves
b.v
had robbed. When the police searched

[Special to the Press.]
Rockland, March 31.—An interesting
hearing, which has been in progress before Chief Justice John A. Peters of Bangor, closed today. Mrs. Lydia T. Titus
of Boston, a daughter of the late Israel
Snow, Sr., of this city, and the owner by
inheritance of one-eighteenth of the
South marine railway property, is one of

may
| lying for
thePresidency and his sceptre.”

(

Heard

vase

Chief Justice Peters.

This Side of the House.”

lie Senator from Ohio

*

Somewhat Complicated

the

in the wine

tructions to customs

on

Morgan—“Votes

j lot now a

29.0|

The following are the observations of
the Agricultural Department Weather
Bureau foryesterday, March31, taken at
8 p. m., 75th meridian time, the obserrations for each station being given in
this order: Temperature, direction of
the wind, state of the weather:

the eastern part of the city and had its
The flames
origin in a cluster of huts.
spread for a mile, when the wind changed
and drove them back to the low courts.
Thence they extended towards the “In-

reward of 1000 francs.
The police
commissary who made the arrest will be
decorated with the ribbon of the Legion
of Honor, and the six gendarmes who
assisted him will receive medals and be
promoted for the share they took in effecting the capture of the notorious Anarchist.
Ravachol’s examination, which was
held last night, occupied five hours. It
chiefly related to his past life, and he

He Was

Washington Notes.
Senator Morrill is now able to sit up.
The public debt statement shows an

lirectly—always pretty directly—to the
: nere
party schemes of the politician,
fotes in this body are not necessarily
mntrolled by party motives. The restor< ition of silver to tiie position from which

7
Velocity.6
Weather.
CTd1es|Cl’dles
Mean daily ther... S8.0|Max. vel. wind. .12 SW
Maximum ther.. .46.0|Total precip.0

Minimum ther

Difficulty

Mr.

<

_

Local Weather

petition.

Plano tuning personally attended to.
Pianos exchanged. Second hand instruments
for sale.
febl3eodly

Proba-

bly rain Saturday.
Boston, March 31.—Local forecast for
New England for Friday: Fair; warmer;
southerly winds. For Saturday: warmer, possibly rain.

Calamity.
Rangoon, March 31.—9 p. m.—The
lire that started in Mandalay yesterday
burned itself out after causing immense
damage. Today there were two fresh
outbreaks, the first of which occurred in

a

Augusta, March 31.—The board of
HERE’S A REMARKABLE TALE.
Maine Insane Hospital
Governor Burleigh The London Times on Mr. Blaine and the
adjourned today.
was in consultation with them during
Argentine.
the day in relation to matters pertaining
London, March 31.—The Times corto the future management of the institu- respondent at Buenos Ayres telegraphs
tion. The governor today renominated as follows: An indiscreet notice in the
for trustees of the Insane Hospital Fred- press, the origin of which
has been
erick Robie of Gorham, R. B. Shepherd traced to one of the ministers, stated
of Skowhegan, and Lyndon Oak of Gar- that Admiral Walker was the bearer of
land.
happy proposals which insured the settlement of questions between the ArgenHoping for Help in Portland.
tine Republic and the United
States.
[Special to the Press.]
ViHALHAVEit, March 31.—Edward S. This was supported by subsequent postspeeches of the American minMyrick, while working on stone today prandial
ister, the secretary of legation and the
jot a piece of steel in his eye. He start- American officers here.
Official denial
3d for Portland on the afternoon train to led me
closely to investigate the affair.
enter the hospital there. He will probaAs a result I have come to the conclusbly lose his sight
ions that the Argentine declaration that
Chicago Man Took the Prize.
reciprocity with the United States has
been declined was only half the truth.
Brunwick, March 31.—At the compe- At first the
Argentine government detition for the prize offered by the class clined to hold their war
ships at the disif ’68 for the best original declamation posal of the United States, but the govnow
has
accepted in principle
by a member of the senior class of Bow- ernment
Walker’s generous offer of
loin College, the prize tonight was Admiral
United States protection in case the Arwarded to H. F. Linscott of Chicago,
gentine Republic becomes involved in
111., subject, “The Common Schools the boundary questions with Oliili and Brazil, and of protection against foreign inHope of the Republic.
terference if the Argentine Republic atCanton Halifax Gives a Ball.
This
tempts to cancel her obligations.
Watervi lle, March 31.—A brilliant is part of Secretary Blaine’s ambitious
to destroy European influ:oncert and ball was given tonight by programme
ence in the South Atlantic and Pacific in
Canton Halifax, No. 24, in honor of Gen- order to secure a
good card for the PresGeneral idential election.”
ual J. L. Small of Biddeford.
small’s entire staff was present with
EUROPE’S DUST BIN.
nany o ther guests from different parts

so

<

Member.

was

DRIVEN BY FLAME.

Mandalay's

LAND EUROPE’S DUST BIN.

committee.

aot allow him to utter a word on the
subject. The rules forbid it. We have
jot to vote aye or no in silence.”
Continuing, Mr. Morgan said he wantid to nlace on record on the silver ones.ion, those Senators who had presidential aspirations.
He said:
“Gentlenen are reckoning entirely outside of the
horoscope of probabilities when they
magine the people of the United States
:an be deceived
any longer by their
lodging the question.”
Mr. Sherman—“If the Senator wants to
ind out the position of Democratic canlidates for the Presidency why does he
lot take a vote in some Democratic
laucus? We have

eodlw

a

Boutelle was named as the Maine member of the Republican congressional

preservation of the country from
bankruptcy and financial ruin. “When
the senator from Nevada [Mr. Stewart]
rails up his motion next Monday,” said
Mr. Morgan, “to take the silver bill from
the calendar, the Senator from Ohio will

CALIFORNIA, TEXAS AND MEXICO.
man

in Paris.

PROTEST AGAINST MAKING ENG-

cliol

Washington, Maroh 31.—At a Repubcaucus to-night Hon. Charles A.

the

S. SLEEPER & CO.,
mar29

iiueiesi,

lican

Country Could Bely.
He wanted to know what the great finance committee of the
Senate had to
recommend as to the silver act of 1890.
He wanted to know something about the
iffect of that bill on the prices of silver,
in-the currency of the country and on

the most delicious
smoke on the market. 10c. all dealers.
TRY ONE.

;uamo

Mr. Boutelle

On which the

Sleeper’s Eye
Cigars,

S.

ui

tee investigate the facts and present them
to the Senate before the debate commenced. He [Mr. Sherman] took it that
the senator offered the resolutions as the
He suggested to
mere basis for debate.
him respectfully that if the Senate was
to deal with the question for the benefit
if the people of the United States and if
they were in such distress and disturbance as the senator imagined, the Senate
should act upon some specific measure,
lot by holding a mere debating school.
He hoped the senator from Alabama
would put in the form of a bill some
proposition which he desired the Senate
10 act upon, something that would give
relief to the people of the United States.
Mr. Morgan said if the senator from
Ohio was ready now to have resolutions
if instruction adopted, he hoped
he
would be quite as ready to discuss them
and express his views.
He should expect the senator to be very active in examining into the question, and in presenting from his great committee information

PILLS :!

a

HIDDEN MEDICINE CO.,

g

BEEGHAM’S

a

immigration.

Heed's Story.

Washington, March 31.—The House
committee on public
buildings and
grounds today ordered a favorable report on the bill appropriation $45,000 for
a public building at Gardiner, Me.
The President today nominated Nathan E. Roberts to be postmaster at Dexter, Me.

Thought It Was Bight
enough to instruct the committee to inquire into such and such propositions
But if
and report its views upon them.
the senator from Alabama merely offered
the resolutions as the basis of a discussion, it seemed better to let the commit-

5 “WORTH A GUINEA A BOX.” §
<vvvvvv\^vvvvvwy/wvrt/vwwrw\

The

The Anarchist Ravochol and the Ex-

Get Democrat-

Mr. Sherman

vUKbO
tlmonial.
H. NOEL STEVES, Merchant.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Maine.

A box of

To

to the immediate adoption of the resolutions, but if they were merely offered as
the theme on which to base a future discussion, it was hardly worth while to
refer them to the finance committee.
“I do not expect to refer them,” Mr.
Morgan broke in. “I expect to have the
committee instructed.”

years Til »T old, and
man
well I nM I
again. I heartily recommend DANA’S
SARSAPARILLA to any person suffering as I have been. Respcctfullv,
WM. 0. TAPLEY.
Hallo well, Me., July 2S, ’01.
I can heartily vouch for the absolute
truth of the above tes11 n B* ©
I am 74
now am a

Cumberland.

Morgan Trying

wanted to know what the trouble was
that prevented the people of Alabama
from getting fair prices for their cotton,
and whether the cause was domestic and
local or foreign.
Mr. Sherman said he had no objection

SUNSTROKE VANISHED.

CAUCUS.

a

to

Sarsapa-

an answer.

Financial and Commercial.
Marine News.

Just

any

of

rilla THAT CAN SHOW SUCH A CURE.
We wait
Which one will try?

Page 7.

SPECIAL

$500.00

give

will

Manufacturer

not given, like these foreign
ers, to the use of deadly weapons. L
was the
foreign extremist who gave
the example. The Globe advocates tin
proposition of the Rt. Hon. J. IV. Lowther that there ought to be a limit on
tors were

Washutotok', March SI.—Ex-Speaker Bavachol's Long Career of Crime and
Reed says that the Republicans are the
the Particulars of His Arrest—Lonic Presidential Possibilities on Record
ones who killed free coinage and exdon’s Interest in the Outrages in Paris
on the Silver Question—Captain Boupounds this position daily. A few days
—A Kemarkable English Yarn Concernago the New York World stated that the
telle on the Congressional Committee
monster petition which it had got up
ing Mr. Blaine's Negotiations With
—A Story Told by Mr. Reed—Other
against the Bland bill was a.tliing which
South American Nations—Other ForNews from the National Capital.
defeated the bill, and the World thereupon took to itself the credit of defeating
News.
eign
Washington, March 31.—In the Sen- free coinage. This self-complacent ediate today, Mr. Morgan offered a series of torial was shown to Mr. Reed, and his
Paris, March. 31.—The government
resolutions instructing the committee on opinion asked upon the same. In his looks upon the arrest of ltavachol as
most sarcastically drawling tones the ex- one of the
finance to inquire and report as to the efgreatest importance, not onlySpeaker replied: “That reminds nre of a in that it has thrown into its hands a
the
of
1890
on
fect of the silver act
story. A little boy one day read in a par
prices of silver bullion and as to the per of how, during a great storm at sea, man already condemned to death for
and most of the murder, but in that it is believed that
issue
of legal
tender notes, etc., a ship had foundered
The boy at his
passengers were drowned.
capture will put an end to the dynathe committee to report promptly on
once began to indulge in long and loud
the matter.
Mr. Morgan started a dis- laughter. In fact he could scarcely con- mite outrages in Paris. The government
cussion by stating that it was his pur- tain himself, and his merriment over the has rewarded, or intends to reward, evof the ship and the violence of
ery one in any way connected with the
pose to call them up tomorrow and sinking
the storm was greatly wondered at. Fithe
finanof
discussion
making of the arrest. The proprietor of
bring about some
nally he was asked why he was so joyful. the wine
cial situation of the United States. He In gleeful tones the small boy replied,
shop at the corner of Rue Lanwished to ascertain the opinions of Sena- ‘Why, that was the day I whistled so cry and the Boulevard Magenta, in whose
hard.’ That is the position which the
place Ravacliol was captured, and the
tors in regard to the necessity and proWorld seems to take.”
waiter who notified the police that RavaHe
priety of the free coinace of silver.
Senator

English agita

gerous foreign element.

TERRORIZE# 1 CITY.

plosions

PRICE THREE CENTS.

(Sau’ffi!

1892.

_

Mr.

Music and drama.
Deaths and marriages.
Atkinson’s great store.
An old register.
Sailing of the Numidian.
Presumpscot Base Ball Club.
The Nettie Cushing.
A profitable train.
Law court decisions.
Old houses.
Hon. C. F. Libby’s address at the Board of
Trade banquet.

one
copy shall
the conductor of the

to

be delivered
train.”

PRESS.

eries in the world. It will be located in
Peoria. 111. The movers in the project
svere at one time connected with the
vliiskey trust.
The defeat of the German government
the vote for a new cruiser has con-

POWDER

>n

duced the Kaiser and Chancellor Cnpri•i that such legislation in the face of

present temper of the Reichstag is
mpossible. Yesterday, therefore, the
teiclistag was prorogued by order of the

Absolutely Pure.

he

•falser.
:

;ation

It is understood that the proroof the Reichstag will be followed

1 >y dissolution.

of tartar baking powilor. Highest of
in leavening strength.—Latent Un ited Hates

A cream
; til

Government Food

ltejwrt.

Royal Bakin'q I’owuNf.

joc Wgjljlfc It ¥

'y

mm

ROCKLAND'S STRONG YOUNG MEN.

MISCEULAJTEOUS.

SEW YORK-THE BUCRiSGHAM HOTEL
For Permanent and Transient Guests.

BUCKINGHAM
:

)tei.

{European Plan)—Fifth Avenue, Few York.
This deservedly popular house situate in the
most fashionable, convenient and healthy localitv, with magnificent dining-rooms, unsurpassed cuisine, elegant public and private sitting-rooms. Every modern improvement, perfect sanitation and moderate charges.

Tariff—single rooms from one to two dollars
per day—double bed rooms with bath attached,
two to six dollars per day. Magnificent suites,
Parlor, large airy bed room, with bath and
dressing room attached, six dollars, and upward per day according to size and location.

'Successful Exhibition of

the Y.

M.

CROWDED RHODE ISLAND.

C. A.

Gymnasium Classes.
[Special to the Press.]
Rockland, March 31.—The members
of the Young Men’s Christian Association gymnasium gave their third annual
exhibition in Farwell Opera House todight.. Many new and catchy feats had
been introduced and, as a whole, it far
The
exceeded the previous attempts.
opening number of the programme was
a Swedish drill, the class appearing in
Swedish uniform. This was followed by
vaulting in which the entire class participated. The parallel bar work, led by
Prof. J. A. R. Scott of Boston was unusually fine and called forth much applause, particularly the hand balance of
Staples. Scott and Macomber also did
fine work. The Junior class, composed

Governors and Congressmen There
All

Making Speeches.

MR. REED AND MAJOR McKINLEY
IN THE RANKS.

Great Dress Goods Sale
WITH

Making Every Effort to CarrWednesday's Election—Mr. Kecit

Down for
dent

Speeches—Ex-Presi-

Several

Cleveland and

Governor

Ruew-ll

Among the Democratic Orators—Sene
Frye Will

tor

of the younger members of the association appeared twice in the programme
in a wand drill and fancy marching, the

Help

the

ADDITIONAL

Monday Morning, March 28th.

effect being very pretty. Magee, as usual, won the high kick. Knowlton and

100 pieces HALF
%Ve place
sale
on
CORDS in JACQUARD STYLES at

13

BANKRUPT STOCK

Paints and Paint Stock, Var-

nishes, Broshes, &c„ &c.

Quince

SOLD

BY

Albert A. Mitchell, whose death is
recorded, was born at China, Me., Oct.
After serving an apprentice15, 1831.
ship as harnessmaker and carriage trim-

he started in business at Canton in
1850 and followed his trade until the
breaking out of the war of the Rebellion
when he enlisted in the Second Maine
Cavalry, serving nearly three years and
mer

was

EASTMAN BROS.
& RANCROFT.
eodtf

mar 19

Seasonable Goods.
STYLISH FOOTWEAR.
Your difficult and troublesome
feet properly fitted.
SPECIALTIES: Ladies $3.00,
$3.50 and $3.00 Boots. Men’s
$3.00, $*.50 and $3.00 Boots.
Mothers, take your children to
sign of Bold Boot and have
their feet perfectly fitted.

BRANCH,BROWN,
STATION.

944 Congress Street,

^

COflgTSSS St.

sign

of Gold Boot.

eodtf

mar24

AMANDINE with

Quince,

for chafing, has no equal,
cooling and healing at once
To

the irritated snrface.

honoraby discharged.

Returning to

Canton he continued the harness business until may, 1877, when he came to
Portland and opened an agricultural
warehouse on Commercial street, corner
As his business increased he
of High.
leased the large warehouse on the Bos&
ton
Maine wharf. He was, at the time
of his death, with the same companies
that he started with in May, 1877. He
was not only known in and about Portland but throughout the whole state. Mr.
Mitchell was a member of Mt. Mica
Lodge, I. O. of O. F., South Paris. He
was a loving husband and a good father.
A widow and three sons survive him.
The funeral services will take place on
Saturday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock from
his late residence on Deering street,

STATE ITEMS OF INTEREST.
There has been on exhibition at Belfast the past week, a clam weighing one
It came from
pound and two ounces.
Islesboro.
The Kennebeo Journal has opened a
popular subscription to swell the fund for
the Maine building at the World’s Fair
at Chicago. The $10,000 appropriated by

the state is not deemed sufficient. Contributions from 1 oent to $1 are in order.
A family living in Madrid has been
much annoyed the past winter by a
strange noise in different parts of the
house. Sometimes it was so loud that
they were unable to sleep nights. After a
time they concluded that the house must
be infested with rats, and tried every device to secure them, but without results.
A certain comer of the house seemed to
be the headquarters, from which radiatAt last, worn out
ed all sorts of noises.
from want of sleep and fear of ghosts,
the family grew desperate; and on going
to the outside of the house they tore
away the clapboards and board and beheld, not rats, but a little million of mice
Over 50 of
which ran in all directions.
them were killed before they could es-

body free from odor
when
perspiring, apply
Amandine freely after bath-

State
Dr. Young, secretary of the
Board of Health, who has been confined
to his house so long, visited his office ai
the State House this week for the first

ing. In snmmer this delightful preparation is a
necessity, and fleshy people
testify that by its antisep-

qualities,
found
just

they
what

have

they
eodtf

UNION MUTUAL t-IFE INSURANCE COMPANY Is now in the
forty-third year of its .existence. It
lias already paid more than Twentylive Millions of Dollars to its policyholders and their beneficiaries and
possesses assets of more than Six
Million Dollars and a large surplus
wherewith to meet maturing liabilities.
The

He has, howevtime since last August.
er, carried on his manifold duties at lm
home where he has been confined by the
injury to his leg, and the operation on it
that became necessary last year.
A Congregational church is to be built
in Madison to cost $9000. E. E. Lewis ot
Gardiner is the architect.

Ky., March 31.—The
Republican state convention completed
its work today by the choice of electors
at large. A question was raised over the
wording of the resolutions which recommend the delegates to vote for Harrison,
but do not instruct the delerates at large.
All said they would vote for Harrison
throughout the contest.
PORTLAND POST
Fall

I

CENTS.

DROP.:

One Case of 40 pieces SCOTCH P1.AIDS, 36 inches wide in desirable Spring Styles at

on in price of Flour—no bottom.
asking today $5.«# for all the best Minnesota Patents,
Washburn’s and Pillsbury’s among the others. Every barrel war-

A steady depreciation going
We arc

ranted.
This is as low as we care to sell, until a possible further decline
in the market, to which our price will be made to conform.
Do not pay more than this, for, while there is just as good there
is no better flour in town, than may be had at either of our stores
at this price.

CENTS.

AS

50 pieces Black Brilliantines with hair line Stripes at

as
Actual

40

value

oEjKtts.

NOTE—Delivered in city limits and on our regular team routes
price. No discount when taken at the door,

in the suburbs at this
at present prices.

cents.

200 Pieces Columbia Suitings double fold and New Spring
w ashable and very serviceable, at

CEO. C. SHAW & CO.

Styles,

1-4

6

DROP.:: DROP.

:

CBNTTS.

Wholesale and Retail Crocers,

CONGRESS AND MIDDLE STS.
eod3t

mar30

J.

R.

mar26

LIBBY,

HE

IT!

DO

CAN

Congress Street, Portland, Me.

_dtt
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College.
Declamations by the prize division ol
the Sophomore class, took place Wednes
day evening. The first prize was award
ed to J. B. Hoag and honorable mention
The ladies
was given to F. L. Callahan.
prize was awarded to Miss Ethel I. Cum
mings and honorable mention given tc
Miss Cora B. Pennell.
from Liverpool
Prof. Chase sailed
March 24, and is expected at the college
for a few days early in April, after whicl
he will complete the year in home travel
in the interest of the college.

Winter

Arrangement

A special meeting of the stockholder!
of the Standard Oil Company
decided to increase the capital stocl
from five million to seven million.

yesterday

4,

—

Wednesday^
Thursday,
Friday.

The above days are all that remain before
Opening. Yon remember we called them

onr

Grand

The head-line above means Just what it says-that Dr. C. T. FISK can core Pile*
without the use of the knife or ligature.
For the past eight years the Doctor hag visited your city every Saturday and relieved
the suffering of scores of your best known and influential citizens, and they in turn have
their heartfelt gratitude
given him testimonials without number in which they express
for the speedy a*d permanent relief received at his hands.
methods
of the knife and
harsh
with
the
Dr.
Fisk’s
treatment
Now. do not class
TO LIFE AND HEALTH, and all
ligature, for he cures WITHOUT PAIN OR RISK
his
treatment.
while
under
business
patients can attend to their regular
The Doctor successfully treats Piles, Fistula, Ulceration and all diseases of the rectum.
He has made a specialty of these diseases for over thirteen years in Maine, and his cures
have been so complete that to-day hardly a town or village can be found but that contains gome person who is ready and willing to sound his praise for the health and happiness brought them by his wonderful and painless treatment.
Dr, Fisk has no nostrum to sell, he must see his patient in every case and treat them

Com-

1891.

Boston, intermediate offices and connections
via Boston & Maine railroad, (Western division)
—Arrive at 12.30, 5.30 and 8.30 p,m.; close
8 a. m. and 2.45 p. m.
Eastern, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive
2 a. m. and 1 p. m.; close 12.20 and 0.15 p. m,
Augusta, intermediate offices and connections
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00 and
9.00 a. m., 1.00 and e.oo p. m.; close at 6.15 a.
m., 12.20, 4.15 and 9.15 p. m.
Farmington, intermediate offices and connections, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive at
1.00 and 6.15 p. m.; close at 8.00 a. m., and
12.20 p. m.
itocKiana,

iiiwji insuia. wj

uuiuco ouhvuuuovhuuo

via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive 1.00 and
6 p. m.; close at 6.15, and 12.20 p. m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and connections, via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00
a. m., and 1.00 p. m.; close at 12.20 p. m.
Auburn and Lewiston—Arrive 2.00 and 0.00
а. m. and 1.00 and 6.16 p. m.; close 6.30 and
8.00 a. m., 12.20, 4.15 and 9.15 p. m.
JSanoor—Arrive 2.00 a. m.. 1.00 and 6. p. m.;
close at 6.15 a. m., 12.20 and 9.15 p. m.
Biddeford and Saco—Arrive 10.00 a. m. 12.30
б. 30 and 8 30 p. m.; close at 6.00 and 8.00 a.
in., 12.00, 2.45 and 6.16 p. m.
Canada, intermediate offices and connections
via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive 12.25p. in.;
close 6.30 a. m. and 1 p. m.
Gorham, N. H-, intermediate offices and connections, via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive at
8.40 a, in. and 12.25 p. m.; close 6.30 a. m., 1.00
and 4.30 p. m.
Swanton, Vt., intermediate offices and connections, via Mountain Division M. C. It. It.—
Arrive at 8.20 p. m.; close at 8.00 a. m.
Bartlett, N. H., intermediate offices and connections via Mountain Division M. C. R. It.—
Arrive at 10.00 a. m. and 8.20 p. m.; close at
8.00 a. m. and 2.46 p. m.
Bochester, N. H-, intermediate offices and connections, via Portland &Rochester railroad—Arrive at 1.46 and 6.00 p. m.; close at 6.30 and
11.45 a. m.
City Westbrook—Arrive at 8.40 a. m. 1.45 and

6.00 p. m.
Cumberland Mills—Arrive at 8.40 a. m., 1.45
6.00 and 8.20 p.m.; close at 6.30 a. m., 11.45
a. m., and 6.30 p. m.
Eastport, (tri-weekly) via steamers Intemar
tional Steamship Co.—Arrive at 6.00 a. m.,
Tuesdays and Fridays; close at 4.30 p. m., Mon-

days and Thursdays.
Chebeague, Long and Bailey's Islands—Arrive
p.

X
X

Monday,
Tuesday,

OFFICE-

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
Southern and Western, via Boston and Maine
railroad (Eastern division)—Arrive 12.30 a. m.,
5.05 and 11.80 p. m.; close 8.00 a. m., 12 m.,
5.15 and 9.15 p. m.; Sunday, arrives 1.15 p. m.,
closes 3.30 and 9.15 p. m.

at 9.15

»2

...

and

m.; close at 1.30 p. m.
Islands-Arrive 10.00 a. m.; close 1.45

a.

Peak’s
Bates

desire.

Instructions Unnecessary.

Louisville,

mencing October

Obituary Notes.
Joseph S. Elwell, the well known ship
chandler of the firm of Darren & Elwell,
died Tuesday in Philadelphia, aged 64.
He was a native of Maine and for many
years was one of the most prominent
shipmasters of New England.

cape.

the

the name of Grover Cleveland for the
Presidency, and expect our delegates in
the National Convention to use every
honorable means by their united voices
and votes to assist in his nomination. In
their vote in the said convention the delegation shall vote as a unit, a majority of
the delegation determining the vote of
The delegation
the entire delegation.
shall continue to vote and work for Grothere
are reasver Cleveland as long as
onable hopes for his nomination.”

Deering.

prevent chafing and to keep

mar24

BEDFORD

Adding,

is just what the
skin needs for a
nutrient when dry
or irritated.”

tic

WOOL

llie above are in solid Seasonable Colors of Black, Browns
\avy Blue, Dark Greens, Drabs, Slates, Coachman Browns, Modes,
Garnet, Cardinal, etc. All very desirable and at the above price
we consider it one of the best Bargains in Dress Goods yet offered.

CO.,

UNION

BARGAINS,

Republican*

Along.

~~

ily.”

OOKTTIIMUEID

Both Sides

Providence, R. 1., March 31.—Bot:
and Democrats claim tliai
Republicans
marll
F,M&Wtcolnrml8t
Magee doing superior work at jumping. next Wednesday will give them the vi<
The pyramid club swinging, led by Prof.
AUCTION SALES.
is
Scott, was very neatly and prettily per- tory. The campaign being prosecuteformed. W. J. Nelson gave an exhibi- in a more energetic manner than has
Auctioneers. tion of fancy club swinging which has been witnessed in this state since the ovF. 0. BAILEY 4 CO,
seldom been equalled by a professional
Sat
erturn of the Republicans in 1887.
here. On the horizontal bar, Magee, MaOF
ex-President Cleveland
afternoon,
urday
and
did
comber, Wiggin
Staples
superior
work. The exhibition closed with pyra- will be present at a rally at the Oper
Ex-Gov. Campbell
mids, principal among which were tin- House in this city.
and
clothes
horse
fan,
arch,
of Ohio and Congressman Wm. L. Wil
squash. The members of the gymnasium
Gov.
who participated, and who arc not men- son of West Virginia, will speak.
tioned above are Messrs. Spear. Willey, Russell of Massachusetts will speak at
WEDNESDAY, April 6th, at 10 a. m„ at
ON
salesroom No.18 Exchange street, we shall Lee, Crpckey, Pease,Keizer, Bird, Pierce, Newport tomorrow night.
sell the stook of Osmond Emery, Bar Harbor, Miller, Chase, Perry. Roosen, Porter,
Gov. McKinley
Tomorrow evening,
consisting of a large stock of standard Paints, Farwell, Hodgkins, Hills and Day. Prof.
will speak at Pawtucket, and Congress150 gal. varnish, Carriage Paints, Paint Stock,
J. A. R. Scott, of Boston, who for a secKalsomine, White Lead, Oil and Stains, Artists’ ond season officiated as
physical director, man Reed at Woonsocket. At the supper
Materials, Tube Paints, Bronze, large stock of
tomorrow. The of the
returns to his home
Brushes, &c„ &c. Goods now on exhibition.
Young Men’s Republican Club
Catalogue ready Monday, April 4th, sale the 6th, success of the exhibition -was largely due Monday evening, Secretary of the Navy
aprl ___dtd
to his painstaking skill.
Tracy and Congressman Burrows oi
It is
are to be special guests.
Michigan,
BAILEY
&
F. O.
OBITUARY.
announced that Wm. E. Barrett, speaker
of the Massachusetts House of Represeniurs. ramena capen.
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
tatives will, with Mr. Reed, address the
Mrs. Pamelia Capen died at her late Republicans at Newport the night before
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
on
Oak- election.
residence
William street,
C. W.ALLEN.
F. o BAILEY.
The local Democrats expect to tender
ale, Tuesday, at the advanced age
citf
marl4
She was a kindly, gen- a public reception to ex-President Cleveof 84 years.
Ralland at City Hall, Saturday night.
erous soul and always had a helping
hand to aid those in distress or want, and lies are being held tonight by both parSenties at a dozen points in the state.
as a result her death has brought pain to
Elizabeth ator Frye of Maine, speaks in this city
Her mother, Mrs.
many.
Stanford, lived to the advanced age of 96 tomorrow night.
A lady in Boston
years, and was the youngest of a family
of 11 children, all of whom lived to a
“Amanwrites:
ALL FOR CLEVELAND.
Mrs. Capen’s father, Mr.
great age.
Revoludine with
took
in
the
Convention Was Only an EnMinnesota
John Stanford,
part
tionary war, entering the American
dorsement Meeting.
is so deliciously
army at 15 years of age, and serving unMrs. Capen’s
til the war was over.
St. Paul, Minn., March 31.—The Minclean and refreshfuneral occurred yesterday afternoon, nesota Democratic State Convention was
Rev. Mr. Wilson officiating, and a large
From first to last, it
ing, I use it connumber of friends and relatives gathered held here today.
to pay the last respects to the dead. She was an enthusiastic Cleveland endorsein
fammy
stantly
leaves four children, two sons and two ment meeting. The following resolution
“It
“We present
daughters.
was unanimously adopted:
Albert A. Mitchell.

WETHERBEE & FULLER, Proprietors,

R. LIBBY.

J.

STILLi
Next

miscellaneous.

miscellaneous.'

miscellaneous.

miscellaneous.

m.

Buck Pond, Westbrook, Windham, Baymond
Casco—Arrive at 12 m.; close at 1.45

and South

p. m.
Cape Elizabeth and Bowery Beach, Knightville
—Arrive at 10.00 a. m.; close at 2.45 p. m.
South Portland (Ferry Pillage) and Willard
—Arrive at 8 a. m., and 2.15 p. m.; close at 8 a.
m. and 2.15 p. m.
East Deering—Arrive at 7.00 a. m.; close at
5.30 p. in.

They represent your opportunity to secure one of oui
Odds and Ends Bargains. We have checked off Tuesday.

......

That day will be gone when you read this.

States Hotel, Portland, every Saturday,
SC*HewSl'be at the United
from Piles,
All
of

be consulted free
charge.
rectum, are requested to oall and

DR. C. T. FISK,

for namphlets
State.

with

at

his

suffering

persons

can

see

him,

or

(room 18) where he

or

any disease of the

address

home office.

hundreds of

344 MAIN ST., LEWISTON, ME.,
testimonials from prominent people throughout the

_marUt&Btf

J. H. WOLF’S

Fire, Smoke and Water
SEJj£lL,!]ilji!3ELji I
I have removed my entire stock of

will be open and on sale Monday, April 4th.
We shall have the most varied and elaborate
assortment we have ever shown from the cheapest jackets to exclusive Parisian novelties

CLOTHING=GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS
which was lately damaged hy Fire, Smoke and Water, to store INo
222 Middle Street, under Falmouth Hotel, and shall commence t<
sell it out on Saturday, April 2d.
The stock consists of Men’s, Youths’ and Children’s Suits, Over
coats, Pants and Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
Don’t fail to attend this Great Sale of Damaged Clothing, as ii
will pay you to call and examine the Great Bargains which I will
offer, as it must be closed out at once.
Don’t forget the place and number.

Wolf’s Fire, Smoke and

MONDAY,

4TH.

APRIL

Eastman
Bros.
Water Sale,
marSldtf

OFFICE HOURS.

Cashier’s Office, (Sundays excepted), 7.30 a.
m. to 7.00 p. m.; Money order department, 9 a.
m.
m. to 5.00 p.
Registry departmout, 9.00
to 6.00 p. ill.
General Delivery. (Sundays excepted)
a. m. to 7.00 p. m.
Sunday 9.00 to 10,00 a.
a. m.

7.30

222

MIDDLE STREET,

m.

Carriers’ Deliveries, (Sundays excepted)—In
business section of the city between High and
India streets, at 7.00 and 9.15 a. m., 12.30,1.30,
and 5.15 p. 111.; in other sections at 8.00 a. m..
1.30 and 6.15 p.m.
Sunday delivery at Post
Office window, 9.00 to 10.00 a. in. Collections
from street boxes at 7.00 and 11.00 a. ru., 4.00
and 8.00 p. m. Sunday, 6.00 p. m. only.

Under Falmouth

Hotel,

■

Portland, Maine

OPEN AT 8 A. HI., SATURDAY, APRIL Sd.

uicMOcllw eoU3w

Notice.

The Bible Society of Maine

I refuse to pay any
debts contracted by ray wife, Mrs. Gertrude Loveitt, alterthis date. J. W. LQVBITT
dAw»
niarlO

will hold its Annual Meeting at the Y. M. C. A.
rooms, Portland, Thursday April 7, 1692, at A
o’clock p. m.
N. W. EDSON, See y,
2W
mar25

:

I

hereby give

notice that

■

i

O P E N IN G

G RAND

THE

OF

COMPANY’S

ATKINSON

STORE,

D EPARTHENT

2nd, 1892,

Attendance

in

be

Will

Band

Military

Full

Chandler’s

~

The Boston friends of the company

are

coming in

a

special train.

v

The Atkinson House
Furnishing Co. commenced business on
one floor of one side
of their present building in 1885. Was
incorporated under
the laws of the State
of Maine to do a general house furnishing
1887.
business in
The growing busihas demanded
ness
more space from time
to time, and we are

proud

friends and
patrons, that we occupy the entire block
to

our

t_1_

itiuuuc.

KMHIIIUCU

Pearl and Vine Sts.
five floors and a basement, or 80,000 feet
of floor room. From
a business of $110,-

000, the first year
have grown until
our sales now reach
$1,000,000., and we
take great pleasure

we

this

to you
invitation to

come

and

extending

in

we

see

to offer,
sure that you

will be well repaid
for your trouble.

Respectfully,
The Public’s
TIIE

Atkinson House Furnishing Go,

The

Ware, FURNISHINGS k CLOTHING

Glass

LAMPS, BRIC-A-BRAC.

The near approachof EASTER makes it a fitting time for
the Opening of this Department,
which contains the finest line of

Neither time nor money has ;
been spared in the equipment o1
this department. New and beau
tiful goods in every conceivabk
known to the crockerj Ever
ware
trade.

CLOTHINGand FURNISHINGS

Dinner Sets,
styles and prices, Haviland’s
French China, Carlsbad, Elite.
Marie Antoinette shape, English under glaze decorations,
An endless variety in

all

GLASS WARE
of

American

Bohemian

and

goods, from the cheapest to th(
most expensive cut and decoratVases galore, Royal
ed goods.
Worcester, German, Boulton,
Bohemian, Bacara, Bisque Figures, new shapes and beautiful
decorations. In this department
will also be found
display of

an

elaborat<

dainty Souvenirs,

etc.

SILVER PLATED WARE,
standard goods, best Rogers
plate, Knives, Forks and Spoons.
Novelties and fancy articles, ir
the well known Reed & Bartoi
and Simpson, Hall, Miller & Co’s
goods. A complete line of

TABLE CUTLERY.
in endless

variety,

BANQUET,

,

PIANO,
HALL,

B. & H. LAMP
with 80 to 420 candle power.

in the State of Maine.

SUITS,
WALKING SUITS,

SUITS,

DRESS

CLOTHING
especially noticeablee this
spring for stylish effects and serviceable colors. Our line of

Everett,

KNICKERBOCKER
for

SUITS

boys is particulars large

and

immense stock.

has been most carefully selected
from the finest manufacturers’
and an inspection of them will
demonstrate that we have one
of the largest and finest lines in
the country.
Easter would not be complete
without a new

We have them in all conceivable
shapes and styles, colors and
Some
particularly
qualities.
dainty things in

FOUR-IN-HANDS,
IN

—

SCARFS,

adds more to the apa well dressed man
than a shapely, stylish and wellfitting hat. This department is
complete is every detail; all the

Nothing

Oongola, Youman, Miller, Harrington, Wilcox.
We have the

ever

AND

X1

I*

BOSTON

“CAMBRIDGE.”

pair of

CHILDREN’S GOODS.

We have the forner in all the
the latest shapes and the latter
in endless variety of colors.

sizes, colors, styles
prices in endless variety.
All

department

and
This

is on the lower floor,

Tine street side.

House

the third floor (Pearl street side) will
be found an immense stock of everything
that is desirable, serviceable and attracOur $45 Parlor
tive in these goods.
Suite is, we think, the best Suite proThe
duced anywhere for the money.
new line of

COUCHES
which

\

some

CHICAGO COTTAGE ORGANS
have had so much

with which we
success in the past.

DEPARTURE.

NEW

DEPARTMENT,

Our Footwear

has
share of our at-

Department

care, and

the

KID GLOVES.

Headquarters

all of them instruments of fine
tone and great durability, in atFor organs we
tractive cases.
still continue a large line of

occupied a large
DERBY, tention
and

This hat is bound to be the
fashionable one for the coming
including tli e famous goods of season and our store is the onlj
Fiske, Clark & Flagg. The neewhere they can be
essary accessary to the Easter place in Maine
Tie is n fashionable and well obtained. No little attention has
flitting
been given in this department to

Atkinson

Wayne,

FOOTWEAR

popular

PARLOR SUITE DEPARTMENT.

take

just received

most

contains

effective colors and

designs we have ever seen. They range
We make a
in price from $12 to $50.
On this
specialty of a Couch at $20.
same floor (Vine street side) will be
found a stock endless in variety, of

Beautiful effects in all the hard woods,
Antique, Old English, XYI Century,
Cherry, Mahogany, Maple. We can sell
you a Chamber Set in ash, strong, serviceable and pretty for $20, or wo can
sell you a Chamber Set for $350. When
we tell you that we have all the intermediate grades in styles and prices
between these two points, some idea of
the immense variety of the stock can be
imagined. No branch of the Furniture
business has attained better .results this
spring than have been secured in the

TABLE LINE
We have

some

announcing

EASELS

furniture

the

produc-

tion of beautiful and attractive

goods. We have
manufactures, at

all

styles

all

prices,

and

f

Nottinghams,
Swiss,
Brussels,
Irish Point,

Madras,
Musiin,

Silk,
Chinllle, etc.
Of

poles, hooks,

course we have

and all the necessary

trimmings,

proper conduct
of this department. The SHADE
accessories for

a

DEPARTMENT is
all

it’s

details

everything

in

compLte

contains

and

that

particularly dainty things desirable in the

FANCY CHAIRS,

industry

Drapery

makers this year in the

CHAMBER FURNITURE.

that the in Oak, Cherry, Mahogany and Birch.
stock therein contained is not
We
excelled in New England.
can fit the most difficult foot
too, are not behindhand as regards style,
from our immense stock, and
If there is any one
beauty and finish.
have every variety of footwear style which predominates in effectiveness
the most inexpensive this spring it is the Oak upholstered in
from
child’s shoe to the most expen- Leather. The
sive patent leather goods. Men’s
GUNN FOLDING BED
French Calf, Kangaroo and Congress in all grades and styles.
Company have surpassed their former
Ladies’ Shoes of every descrip- efforts in the production of this spring’s
hand sewed, styles, which for elaborateness, quality,
French
tion.
French kid, fine Dongolas in but- finish and stylishness, have never been
ton and lace, Oxford Ties, South- equalled. We have these famous beds
Our line of Slippers all the way from $70 to $150.
ern Ties.
contains all that is seasonable
We
and pretty in these goods.
AND MIRRORS
make a specialty of Infant’s
Shoes in fancy colors, and moth- in endless variety, Base Pier, Mantel,
ers will do well to examine our Choval and Square Mirrors with silver,
stock before purchasing.
walnut, gilt, bronze or ivory frames.

pleasure

in

we

have

we

of the

The

k

vied with

has

on

-AND-

BOW TIES,

a

Morris and

HATS AJVD CAPS.

and the very latest shape manufactured for our trade especially,
which is called the

WINDSORS,
PUFFS,

and

Evans,

finest manufactured hats in stock,

EASTER TIE.

—

RTewby

DEPARTURE.

pearance of

Our Drapery Department has
received its usual large influx of
beautiful goods for the Spring
trade.

&

Our line of

Overcoats

Spring

DEPARTMENT.

nificent. Never before has there been
such care in the preparation and exclusive designs, or such satisfactory results. In our

have the

the famous

NEW

SPRING SUITS

we

varied.

The most fastidious
mother can easily be suited in
her selection of the coming garment for her children from om

Drapery

Middle
On the third floor,
Never before in the history of the
street side, is fitted up our Or- United States has the taste of the artist
Piano
Department, and the skill of the artisan been put to
gan and
which has just been filled with such test as the present season, and the
of their combined efforts are maginstruments. results
new and elegant
For Pianos

full line of black and blue
Prince Albert and Cutaway Diagonal. Some beautiful effects
in

in tans and grays.

EAST

(PIANOS—ORGANS FURNITURE.

is

a

uuuuo,

UMBRELLA VASES, CREAMS,

seen

BUSINESS

nonno

■ iniurnr

jftrMncoc

and the celebrated

Servants,

Boy’s and Children’s

CENTS’

CROCKERY,

LIBRARY,

Obdt.

DEPARTURE.

DEPARTURE. NEW

Everybody cordially invited to inspect the

following and complete DISTINCT DEPARTMENTS, perfect to the smallest detail:

roof the

one

what Xj,^X M Xs jS

have

feeling

shall open under

NEW

to-day

to say

we

*

OF THE

WANAMAKER STORE
Upon this occasion

evening.=

and

===AFTERNOON

is

new

and

Spring Goods.

Willow and Rattan.
You will
that

a

perhaps remember

short time ago

we

bought

entire factory full of WILLOW
The
GOODS.
and RATTAN
the
make
on
we
which
display
an

lower
these

floor, Pearl St. side, of
goods, has never been

equalled

in the State of Maine.

Here you can find every conceivable article in furnishings which
Willow or
can be made of
Rattan.

Furnishing

Co.,

Corner Pearl and Middle Streets, Portland, Maine.

Oldtown, Biadeford, Crardiner, WaterBRANCHES—Batli, Autourn, RocKland., Bangor, Norway,
ville.

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,

-

-

-

General

Manager.

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
AND

MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription Rates.

justice and wisdom, according to the
party that now controls the House of
Representatives.
Free trade admits of defense as a policy,
well as

as

Daily (111 advance) $G per year; $3 for six
month*; $1.60 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the

protection.

But

and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
insertions or less
square each week. Three
$1.50 per square.
and classed
Reading Notices in nonpariei type
notices 20 cents per line each
with other

of the two, such as the Democrats propose in regard to wool and woolen man-

paid

insertion.
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type
25 cents per line each insertion.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a

rial free and at the same time retain protection upon their finished product. Of
course they know that the ultimate result of such a policy would be to array
all the producers of raw material—a

army—against a protective tariff,
with the effort of speedily overthrowing
it. Indeed the whole policy of free raw
column and one inch long.
ad- materials, of which this free wool bill is
similar
and
Sale
For
To
Let,
Want,
vertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance, one manifestation, is a subtle attack
adfor 40 words or less, no display. Displayed
upon protection, vastly more dangerous
advertisements under these headlines, and all
than an open attack would be, because
tisements not paid in advance, will be charged
at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.

PRESS."
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The Belfast Age is troubled lest some
Hill men may smuggle themselves on to
the Democratic delegation from this
State to

Chicago.

The Canadian sealers are piling up
their claims for detention and seizure in
Behring Sea by our vessels. Already

they amount

to

$500,000.

The selection of the Hon. Willian H.
Clifford to preside at the Democratic
State convention ensures to the brethren
an earful of eloquence.

People will generally agree with the
Concord Monitor that if there is any
doubt about the validity of the sentence
of Almy lfe should be brought into court
and resentenced.
The story is in circulation in Washington that the Bland bill is not quite so
dead as it appears, that it is being held
back simply until after the Khode Island
election, and that after that has taken
place it will make its appearance in the
House again with the advantage of cloture. While the Democrats are quite
capable of this sort of tactics, we incline
to think that the bill is as dead for this
session as it appears to be.
The Hon. David Bennett Hill is getting
anxious. His Presidential boom which
appeared so promising a few weeks ago
is manifesting signs of weakness and
there is danger of its utter collapse before
the convention meets. Even among the
Tammany crowd the feeling is said to be
growing that Hill’s chances of carrying
New York are declining so steadily as to
make it hazardous to put him in nomination. The truth of the matter appears
'to be that Hill’s smartness has o’er leaped
itself, and that a reaction has set in
which threatens to overwhelm him.
A Hill Democrat in a letter to the Bel
fast Age glorifies his hero in this fashHill found the Democratic party disorganized,
the Republicans intrenched in power all over
the State—except in New York city. He organized victory, rescued the State government
from the hands of the enemy; gave them a
government of home rule, the best ballot law In
the country, lowered the State taxes lower than
they have been for forty years—wiped out the
State State debt—gave them one United States
Senator, both branches of the legislature, an
opportunity to make a fair reapportionment of
the congressional and legislative districts, the
fatter the first that has taken place in sixteen
years.

It is seldom that a supporter of Hill,
even, is able to compress so much that
isn’t so into so small a space as is con
tained in the above.
The Democrats of Rhode Island are
getting very cold comfort from the Providence Journal which says;
Until the Democratic party names the candidate who will be placed in opposition to Mr.
Aldrich, and until it declares itself by its majority in Congress in favor of sound money and
an intelligent revision of the tarifE.it must be
regarded with distrust. The Republican party
can assure us that no silver bill can get past the
present incumbent of the executive chair, it is
more united on a policy of reciprocity than its
opponents are upon any schemes of freer trade,
and while it is all wrong in many respects it un-

questionably appeals next Wednesday more
strongly to the intelligence of the
than the Democratic party does. All this would
he very different if a man like Mr. Rowland
Hazard had been nominated against Mr. Aid-

communit)

rich, if Mr. Cleveland were assured of renomination, If the Bland bill had been defeated in a
Democratic caucus and if the machine of the
Empire State was not in the hands of David B
Hill.
__

THE TARIFF ON WOOD.

Democratic inconsistency was nevei
clearly exhibited than by the bill
which the ways and means committee
reported to the House and which is non
under discussion, to remove the tarifl
from wool. Shouting at the tops o:
their voices that protection is robbery
the Democratic economists of the House
the free lis
propose to put wool on
while manufactures of wool are lef
protected by a tariff. The America! !
more

wool grower is to be exposed to the
competition of the world, while the woo
manufacturer is to be defended from tha

competition by

a

heavy duty.

For thi 1

wool grower and the wool manufacture]
both to be protected is robbery, but fo:
the wool grower to be exposed to compe
tition and the manufacturer defendee 1
against it is the highest kind of economii

vast

its true

character may not be

under-

stood.
PERSONAL

AND/pECULIAR.

appeal for $350,000 more.
Lady O’Brien, the wife of the Governor
of Newfoundland, is much absorbed in

an

the wives and children of the men engaged along tne coasx in me usuing industry and has organized a small society
to work up material into suitable clothing for her proteges.
Judge Peter Turney, Democratic candidate for the gubernatorial nomination
in Tennessee, familiarly known as ‘‘Old
Pete,” is six feet four inches in height
and

weighs

250

pounds.

Mile. Elise St. Omer, the celebrated
French explorer, travels without any
luggage, not even a hand bag. All she
requires is stowed away in her capacious
pockets. Thus equipped, this energetic
lady has travelled through all parts of
Europe, Asia and America; has visited
Mormons, Japanese and Cingalese, ridden
side by side with Bedouins and climbed

Himalayas.
According to the last report of the
Michigan bureau of labor statistics, the

the

one-half the
farmers number
population, but their profits constitute
more

than

only one-eighth of the total net proceeds
of industry in the state. One-fortieth of
the population own all the timber lands,

mineral lands, railroad lands, city railroad and farm mortgages and manufactures in the state.
A correspondent who saw ex-Sacretary
of
leader
new
the
Balfour,
the House, at the opening of Parliament, writes that though this muchhated man appears kindly, genial and
modest, there is in his big lower jaw
something that makes one think of a
man of steel and adamant rather than of
flesh and blood. Yet Balfour used to
lounge about clad in a satin dressing
gown embroidered with lilies, and would
not read the newspapers because they
bored him!
Congressman Stewart of Hlinois has
one home interest that he never neglects.
Whenever a circus comes anywhere near
Plano, the town which his farm adjoins,
he hires a special train and takes all he
children of the place to the show at his
When he was nominated
own expense.
last fall he declined to either contribute
anything towards Iris election or to print
or circulate tickets or anything else with
his name on them, but he had a comfortable majority.
Dr. Blyden, a well-known scholar and
educator of Liberia, has said that he can
visit his intellectual equals in England
without being reminded of the fact that
werman newspapers nave
ne is a negro,
recently asserted that some men have
been specially honored in their country
simply because they are negroes; ana
they mention a recently deceased young
man, known as James Garber, who was
taken to Germany from the Guinea coast
and whose funeral in Berlin a few weeks
ago was attended by four hundred people
who greatly admired a fine floral crown
on the coffin inscribed, “From bis friends
in the Society of African Exploration.”
The solicitors of Mrs. Florence Maybrick who is serving a life sentence in
Woking prison for poisoning her husband
have submitted a statement looking to
her release from prison, or, at least, to
the procurement of a new trial on legal
points to the joint consideration of counsel comprising Sir Charles Russell and
Messrs. Poland, Moulton, Reginald Smith
and H. W. MacDougall. The American
friends of Mrs. Maybrick will nay the
costs.
Mr. and Mrs. Poultney Bigelow started
for London, their present home, on the

Wednesday.
will visit Russia shortly, to
Britannic,

on

Headache and

Mrs. Melvin is a lady of intelligence, honesty and truthfulness,

ble trouble with my stomach—my food
sonrinK immediately after eating, to^
x wuuiu
gether with a severe oemim.-*™?.
have a prickly, nnmb sensation in my
with
strong tenarms, and down my sides,
dency towards Paralysis. For thirteen
extreme
with
troubled
been
years I have
Constipation, combined with that most
*_terrible tormentor,
E3
B- Mf Bleeding Piles.
ISSi S ■
Attimestheywould
bleed profusely, and pain me severely, so
stand, sleep or
neither
sit,
that I could
I became very much reduced in
eat.
felt completely
and
flesh and strength,

Mr.

Bigelow

see

what pre-

I nave tried

nearly

_

A Missouri

t

A

Anew clock of

is

large proportions
being made for St. Paul’s cathedral, in

London. Some idea of the size of this
clook may be formed when it is known
that the hammer which strikes the bell
weighs 680 pounds.—New York Journal.

Catalogues mailed free.

Repairing
Tuning,
promptly attended to.

regular

SEVENTEENTH YEAR OF BUSINESS.

Portland Branch 540 Congress

■

eodtf

For Durability , Style and Con,
fort it has no equals

Leading Dealers.
feb8_°_eod3m»

Care

seaside hotel has been greatly
now supplied with ail the

HARPSWELL HOTEL COMPANY, PROPRIETORS

PRINTERS'

FINE JOB
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—-

well known grocer of 108 Preble 8t., and
can be found at her home (which is now
106 Preble St.) and will cheerfully substantiate this statement, as will her
husband, who has the utmost faith in
Allen’s 8arsaparilla.
993 Congress Street,)
Portland. Me., Sept. 30,1890 (

Sarsaparilla

IN

THE first round.

DISEASE
Worst Form Vanquished.

KIDNEY
In Its

! have suffered continually for the last 15
years with pain in the kidneys and bladder. Somethimes Iwould have sharp, darting
pains, and at others it would be a steady,
dull ache; but it was continual sufferlngfrom one day’s end to another. I could not
describe it if 1 should try. The passage of water
was accompanied with smarting and burning, and my bowels were continually constipated. I have not been free from pain for
15 years until 1 began to take ALLEN’S
SARSAPARILLA. About 4 days after beginning its use I began to feel better, and before I
had taken half a bottle, was entirely free
from pain, and have not had any since. My
bowels also have been free and regular for
the first time in many years. ALLEN’S SARSAPARILLA has done for me what no other
medicine could do, as I have tried everything, and
spent hundreds of dollars for medicine,
but nothing ever helped me one-tenth part
as much as one bottle of ALLEN’S SARSAPARILLA.
If anydody doubts
these statements, they can come
and hear It from my own lips; I
shall be pleased to tell ItMRS. T. E. CORRIN.

The Allen Sarsaparilla Co., Woodfords, Me.

Norwegian Concert Company.

Soprano.
MISS SIGKID LINDE,
Contralto.
MISS AAGOT LINDE,
Zither Solo st.
MISS 1IEKTHA SMITH,
Harpist.
MISS ANNIE EHANK LIBBY,

~PORTLAND

THEATRE.
Lessee and Manager.

G. E. LOTHROP,

SATURDAY,

AND

FRIDAY

Saturday Matinee,
1st and 2nd.

April

FIRST TIME IN PORTLAND!
JACOB LITT’S BIG

Yon
YONSON.
PRESENTED BY-

dtf

OrXT SB

EXrEZESCSOES

The Creater of Swedish Dialect Comedy.
IMT 3V I jG Xj 23 W I S

,

The Queen of Commedians,
and a Great Cast, including

FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Tice President,
C. G. ALLEN, Cashier

QUARTETTE*

LUMBERMEN’S

THE

The Scenic Revelation,

A Lumber Camp in Winter.

Deposits

in

■

Due

our

1

FIGURED

Jam.

Log

NOTICE.
We shall open

AIAGNIFICFNT BARGAIN!

I

A regular $1.00 quality
China Silk, 24 INCHES
WIDE, fine, firm and
We have twenty different styles, in both biack
and white grounds, all
at the very low price of

U►

Oy

Cents
a Yd.

goods

SATURDAY MORNING,
5, and we believe it will

wear

March
be to

advantage of our friends to
call early and make their selections

as we

expect

a

lively sale

choicest patterns, many
of which cannot be duplicated.
of

our

of Saco 4’s due 1901.
of Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
of Bangor O’s due 1894.
of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1891
of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1901
of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1911
Calais Water Co. First Mort. o’s dn e
1906.
St. Croix E. L. & Water Co. Firs t
Mort. 6’s due 1906.
Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. Firs t
Mort. O’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central R. R. Consol Mort. 7- 8
due 1912.
Cleveland City Cable Railway Firs t
Mort 5’s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Railway First Mori
O’s due 1908.

SWAN &BARRETT
•

249 Middle Street.

FIRST

eodtf

CLASS

ORGANS

EASTMAN

BROS.

Very Fancy

or

Plaiu at

NO. H4S-2 EXCHANGE ST.
mar20

dlw

~h

m

lt*

j£0. JE3. H.66u.

BOTANIC ANo CLAiaVOYA’IT PHYSICIAN
No 399 1-2

Congress Street, Portland.

For the treatment of all chronic and complicated diseases that flesh is heir to, all cases
given up as iucuraule, i will take them to mako
a cure.

The Premiums upon the Policies ot
the UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY vary In accordance with the plan of Insurance
selected and the age at issue; they
therefore cover a wide range and
hence are suited to all circumstances.

BANKERS,

mar 4

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO

City

City
City
City
City
City

CORNISH BROTHERS

PIANOS

City of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
City of Portland 6’s due 1907.

dit

our new

summer

perfect.

; BONDS.

186 Middle Street, Portland, Maim

for spring and

the

dtf

Subject
Sale,

dtf

China S

Me.

mar24

’s Bad Boy.

mar28

Cor. middle and Exchange Sts

dec2‘J

a

Monday and Tuesday, April 4-5.
MARK TWAIN’S MASTERPIECE OF

1st, 1921.

We Offer,

of

Prices, 25, SO, 7So.

dtf

January

Breaking

The

BANKERS,

All orders by mail or telephone promptly
novlleodtl
tended to._

Of the

PORTlii NATIONAL BANK

EXCHANGE,

PRINTING A SPECIALTY.

SISTERS,

THE NORWEGIAN

COMEDY SENSATION.

4s,

97 1-2 Exchange St-, Portlam 1.

....1
Mrs. T. c. Corrin is the wife of the

COMES OUT VICTORIOUS

President.

PRINTER ^ WOODBURY k MOULTON

JOB

—

VICTORY
OVER
ANOTHER
DISEASE AND DEATH.

d3m

janC

-AND-

Improvements, including hot and cold
sea water baths.
Scenery unsurpassed; good
bathing, boating and fishing. Open for guests
June 15th, 1892. Special rates for parties.

ASSISTED BY

R. Coding
Stephen R. Small, Marshall
Cashier.
r

THE

Imperial Mandolin & Guitar Quartette

time

on

City ot Bath,

by

Book,

BY

deposits.

WM. M. MARKS,

pleasant
THIS
improved, and is
modern

VICTORY.

selected investment bonds for cash or
age for marketable securities.
Execute commission orders for investors at
the Stock Exchange or in the open market,
Furnish information respecting bonds.

HOME INVESTMENT

Me.

accommodations or particulars apply tc
FOOLER, Manager, Portland, Me.
mar24-tf

Interest allowed

jly25

“LAWSON HOUSE,”

City Hall,
TUESDAY EVEMNG, APRIL 5, 1892’

Tho Soul Thrilling Sensation,

bottle,

515 Congress Street.
marlldim

For
J. J.

2wteod3m

2 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

in small or large amount!
draw interest from the firs
day of each month.

r7 CLARK,

Harpswell,

a

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

For Sale

GRAND CONCERT,

Accounts of Individuals, firms and corpora
tions received on favorable terms.

Bargains in Jewelry, Pocket Books.
Studies for sale or to let.

South

interest

FAHNESTOCK l M.

; Capital and Protits, 1,100,000

125 Fine Writing Tablets made from
onr Observatory Paper, 20c, 25c and
85c each with a pack of envelopes
with each Tablet. (This week only.)

Best Circulating Library in the State.

MONDAY EVENING.
mar28___dtf

Tickets, 50 cents. For sale by members of
Orchestra, exchangeable at Stockbndge s music
store on or after March 28. No extra charge.
marSOeodtd

are

S

Lamson & Hubbart ^

Photograph Albums, $1.75
regular price $2.50.

FRANK

me.,

Incorporated 1824.

Street,

Manager,

AT

EVERETT SMITH,
98 Exchange St., Portland, Tie.
dec29

Folishin .

and

ASSEMBLY

legal

of

a

investment for Trust Funds in Connecticut.

FOHTZjANB,

_dJt

_

Grand Banjo Orchestra 60 players.
Mandolin and Gu tar Orchestra, 32 players.

day’s delay in payment
and matured principal. The bonds

T. O. McGOITLimiC ,
dec2

25 Plush

19c a

Paid up Capital $600,000.
Offers its 6 per cent. Bonds, interest semiannually, in denominations ol $100, $200, §250,
$500, $1,000 and $5,000.
Organized in 1875 under Connecticut Banking
Laws. Supervised by Bank Examiner of Maine.

—

febl4

100 Box Writing Paper 15c, regular
price 20e.

Allen’s

Mammoth Clock.

a

Paper 8c, regular

Banking Method.

adelphia Ledger.

WEBSTER and
V: WESER BROS

price iuc.

1 Gross Fine Perfume
regular price 25c.

dtf

Never

STEINWAY,
WEBER,
HARDMAN ,
CABLER,

ing special for this week:

cautions are taken there to prevent the
washing away of the sandy shores of the
Baltic, and report thereon to the United
States government with a view to the application of Russian methods to the
problem of resisting the depredations of
the Atlantic along the New Jersy coast
and elsewhere. Mr. Frederic Remington
will accompany him and six illustrated
articles from the pen of the former and
pencil of the latter will give a popular
account of the trip in forthcoming numbers of Harper’s Monthly.

In Missouri they have little family
savings banks in the homes of the people, given by one of the banks of St.
Joseph. At stated intervals a representative of the bank comes around with
the key, counts the money in the presence of the depositors, takes it away and
gives them credit for the amount.—Phil-

The largest Piano House in the World
Wholesale and retail representatives in the New England States for

Rolling, prices

100 Box Writing Paper 19c,
price 25c.

THE

Soprano.
TICKETS BO CTS.

MIDDLETOWN. CONN.

BANKERS,
—

PIANOS.

Read the follow-

100 Box Writing

THE MIDDLESEX BAMMJ COMPANY,

-OF-

I. SIM S SlIS Cl

30 Boxes White Envelopes, 250 in
box, 25c a box.

Jan’y 1,1912.

feblS_eodtf

7

are down.

ALL

Undeb Falmouth Hotel .Portland, Me

SKODA DISCOVERY CO., BELFAST, HE.

Company.

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,

GREAT VARIETY.

IN

Security

coupons due April 1st from series C
bonds of the Municipal Security Company
will be paid upon presentation at the cfllce of
Woodbury &.Moulton on and after that date.
I’itLDLKIC F. TALBOT, Secretary.
meh2Utf

Goods

Fancy

Rockland, Me.
We GUARANTEE G Bottles to BENEFIT or
CURE. You get help or get your money back.
WILL YOU TRY IT?

The Ball Is

Municipal

IN ALL GRADES.

11
—

BOSTON,

aprld3t

INCREASE YOUR INCOME

Stationery

PAULSEN-WHITE,

Gilbert’s

FOR SALE BY

marll

E. MELVIN,
MlSU(I\?’°T.rj’.
No. 38 Warren St.,

1

7# STATE ST.,

| Dated Jan’y. 1,1892,

BOOKS

m*

JEW YORK,

Clllfm

5’S,
Due

MRS. KATHINKA

For sale at Stockbridge’s and Chandler’s.
mai-31

City of Clinton, Iowa

jUg

WELL.
All credit is due to your
Wonderhil Remedies, ■. II B
and I cannot say too much
in their praise.

vestment.
Further particulars given on request.
Portland, Maine, March 15th, 1892.
dtf
marl 5

ROSSINI CLUB,

Nllliffl.,

of every description.

I'res.

Speakers—Samuel
•T. Skeffiugton. See. B.S.W.U.: Edw. L. Daly
Sec. L.P.U. \V. H. Looney, Esq., will preside.
Admission

Send for April circular, giving full description and prices on these and other selected
issues. Maturing bonds and coupons received
for collection in exchange .for bonds on our
list.

-DEALERS IN-

all the

4

1,1892
Eve’g, AprilA.F.L.;
City Hall, FridayGompers,
H

The Athol Water Company is organized under
special act of the Legislature of Massachusetts,
which gives it a perpetual franchise.
Athol is one of the most prosperous and rapidly growing towns in the State of Massachusetts, having a present population of 6.500.
The water,
The works were built in 1876.
taken from the liighia ds above Athol, is distributed through two large storage reservoirs
by gravity to tne town below.
The earnings of the Company are largely in
excess of operating
expenses and interest

charges.
The present and prospective value of this
property renders these bonds attractive to investors'desiring a safe as well as profitable in-

COMPAWY,

Physicians in this vicinity, and have taken
hut
patent medicines in large quantities,
received no permanent beneflt. Through
a friend, my attention was culled to the
merits of SKODA’S REMEDIES. I conthem, having
aented to try
taith in their
but littleTT
£»
■
first ieltbut
efficacy. I at
Uttlo effect, but persisted in their uso.
I have now taken four bottles of SKODA’S DISCOVERY, used two boxes of
SKODA’S PILE CURE and four boxes
SKODA’S LITTLE TABLETS. MyDyspepsin is all gone, Bowels regular,

j
l-2s

....

a

STEVENS&JONES

PTT

4s
5s

free.__mar26dlw
6s
Cincinnati, Ohio,
Knoxville, Tenn.,30 Year Gold,5s
5s
Portland, Or., 30 year Gold
4s
Marblehead, Mass,
KOTZSCHMAR HALL,
5s
Gold
Wash.,
Olympia,
5s
Saturday Evening, April 9th.
Stillwater, Minn., 30 year
Huntington, W. Ya., 30 year 6s MISS NEALLY STEVENS,
St. Louis, Mo..6s
Pianist.

eodtf

mar24

MEETING,

MASS

Under the auspices of

CENTRAL LABOR UNION,

....

RINES BROS.

and
highly esteemed by all her
She will
neighbors and friends.
coroborate all the statements in
THE FOLLOWING LETTER.
Gentlemen —For years I had a terri-

out.

Boston, 30 year,
Omaha, Neb., 20 year,
St. Paul, Minn.,

For Sale By

SKODA.

BY

CURED

GRAND

AT

limited amount of

5 Per Cent.
First Mortgage,
Bonds, at Par and Interest.

MBS. DR. SHERMAN,
Manicure Rooms,
Portland, Me.

Dyspepsin

a

ATHOL WATER COMPASY,

shall recommend
it to my many
patrons.

Paralysis Defeated!
BLEEDING PILES,

Exchange Street,

Offer

i

and

market,

worn

President Harrison is to lay the corner
stone of the New York Grant monument
of
April 27. General Porter, President
the Monument Association, has issued

93

I have used your
AMANDINE for
more than a year
in my business,
and 1 wish to say
that I consider it
not one of the best
but the best toilet
preparation in the

AMUSEMENTS._

ISONDS.

FRED E. RICHARDS & CO.,

mixture

a

ufactures, is utterly indefensible. It is
the protection of one department of labor at the expense of another departrate of $7 a year.
ment equally worthy. The word robbery
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published is none too strong a term to describe this
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months; combination of free trade and
protection.
60 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscripIf the Democrats who are advocating it
tion of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
sincerely believe it is just then their inIf
short periods may have the addresses of their tellectual vision is sadly distorted.
papers changed as often as desired.
do not believe it to be just, if
they
Advertising Rates.
they are advocating it simply as an enterIn Daily Press $1.50 per square, first
inser- ing wedge to split the ranks of the proweek; 75 cents per week after. Three
tions or less, $1.00 per square. Every other tectionists, then they are undertaking to
than these
day advertisements, one third less
compass their object by indirection and
rates.
deceit. Assuming the last to be their
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
purpose their method of accomplishing it
first week; half price each succeeding week.
one third ad- is to cajole the manufacturers into the
Special Notices, on first page,
belief that they can get their raw mateditional.
Amusements

_______

financial.

FINANCIAL.

MISCELLANEOUS-_

MISCELLANEOUS.

Dr. Keed will not ask you any questions in
any way in regard to your diseases and after
von have a true examination of your case he
will tell you il you can l>e cured. l)r. Heed’s
medicines are strickly pure and put up to suit
each ease, he thinks lie can tell the difference
between a person afflicted with a disease or a
person becoming an entranced medium. There
lias been a great many people who have lost
their lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my office every
including Sunfrom 9 a. m.. to 9 p. m. Examination by
letter stating then- name, place or residence and
age and one stamp, $1.00.
my22dtf

day

day

The Eepublicans of iiie First Congressional
District will hold a convention in Congress
Hall, Portland, on Wednesday, May 4th, 1892,

at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose o*
choosing two delegates and two alternates to
attend the National Convention, to be held at
Minneapolis, Minnesota, on Tuesday, June 7th,
1892, and transacting any other business that
may properly come before them.
The basis of representation will be as follows:
Each city and town will be entitled to one delegate, and for each seventy-five votes cast for
the Republican candidate for Governor in 1888,
an additional delegate, and for a fraction of
forty votes in excess of seventy-five votes, an
additional delegate.
Vacancies in the delegation of any city or
town can only be filled by residents of the town
or city in which the vacancy exists.
The District Committee will be in session at
the hall at 1 o’clock on the afternoon of the convention, for the purpose of receiving the credentials of delegates.
By order of the Republican District Committee.
Andrew HAwes, Chairman.
S. W. Judkins, Secretary.
Portland, March 29,1892.

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Thursday—Lizzie A. Hersom; intoxication. Thirty days in county jail.
Fined $3 and
Ellen Greely; intoxication.
costs.
Patrick Busby; larceny. Thirty days m coun-

ty jail.

Fined $5 and
Arthur L. Hight; assault
costs.
Fined
Arthur L. Hight; malicious mischief.
So and costs.
An Old Register.
In removing some old books at H. P.
Dewey’s a paper dropped from between
the leaves where it had lain unnoticed
for many a year. It is the register of a
vessel issued at a South Carolina port
103 years ago. It is a parchment yellow
with age, but wonderfully well preserved
the years that have passed,
and with the ink used in filling the blank
faded somewhat, but still distinct and

considering

legible.
STATE

This is the register:
OF NORTH CAROLINA,
»

PORT

xTcvvrw

Agreeable to a resolution of the Continental
Congress, made the sixth day of April, one
thousand, seven hundred and seventy-six, and

the laws of this State, Jesse Hatfield maketh
oath, that the schooner l'olly, whereof Jesse
Hatfield is at present master, being a square
stemed vessel of twenty-one tons burthen, or
thereabouts, was built fu the above State in the
year one thousand seven hundred and eightyseven, and that this deponent is at present
whole and sole owner thereof.
Given under my hand and seal of office this
second day of April in the year of our Lord one
thousand seven hundred and eighty-nine, and
in the thirteenth year of the independence of the
United States of America.
Mich. Payne,
Naval Officer.
to

On the back

two endorsements certifying change of masters, by which it
appears that on the 2nd of September,
1789, the Polly was transferred to the
command of Miles Hatfield, and that on
February 27, 1790, Jesse again became
master. The first endorsement is signed
by Mich. Payne, and the second by Benj.
Brown, dpt. The document is to be presented to the Maine Historical Society.
v

are

The Maine Central.

Maine Central advanced to 115 Monday. It has been nearly four months
since the annual meeting of the Maine
Central, when a committee was appointed to investigate the Upper Coos and the
Hereford leases. Despite the motion of
Mr. Sinclair to have the investigation
hurried, no report has been made to date.
It is not known generally that the Portland and Ogdensburg lease to the Maine
Central calls for one per cent more on
the Portland & Ogdensburg stock this

year. It was leased at one per cent on
the $4,237,036 stock for three years, and
two per cent per annum afterwards.
The three years ended last August, hence
there is an additional charge this year of
$42,370. The Portland &Ogdensburg stock
was but $244,964 less than that of the
Maine Central before the increase of the
latter, which is somewhat more now that
This year
he increase has been made.
there is $900,000 more Maine Central
While part
itock to receive dividends.
of the added rental of the Portland &
Ogdensburg was charged last year, the
whole of it must be included in charges
for 1893. This increased rental and six
per cent on the increased Maine Central
In 1891
stock together make $93,370.
$17,691 surplus was earned over the six
It
per cent dividends on the old stock.
will be seen that the road has got to
make material gain in earnings this year.
Sailing of

the Numidian.

The Numidian, Capt. McNichol, of the
Allan line, sailed at 3 p. m. yesterday fcr
She took the
Liverpool via Halifax.
largest cargo of grain ever carried from
this port, amounting to 114,915 bushels.
She also took 610 head of cattle, 1100
barrels of Maine apples and about as
many from Canada, and a large quantity of western boxed meats, cheese and
butler. She took nine saloon passengers,
three of them from San Francisco, and
will take on twenty-three at Halifax.

The Grand Opening to

Imperial Quartette Concert.

The concert to be given by the Imperial Quartette and the Mandolin and
Guitar Club, next Tuesday evening, is
meeting with a large sale of tickets at
Misses Sigl'id Lunde,
Stockbridge’s.

Aagot Lunde,the Swedish singers,Berths
Smith, the zither soloist, and Miss Libby, the harper, will appear. The banjc
orchestra numbers 60 performers.
Yon Y'onson.

Speaking of Yon Y'onson, the Swedish
play, which will be presented tonight,
Saturday matinee and Saturday evening,
an exchange says:
“In ‘Yon Yonson,’ the Swedish lumberman from Yimtown, Nord Dakota,
Gus Heege, who by the way is one of the
authors of the piece, has
evolved a

character that has never been seen before and that is in fact sui generis. Apart
from the literary merit of the play, in
addition to an intensely interesting
story and situations of wonderful force,
there is enough breezy bubbling humor
in it to set up a dozen farce comedies in
business. Neither care nor money have
been spared to render the scenic and mechanical equipments perfect in every detail as they are original in design. Particularly is this true of the great log jam
scene wherein one of the most exciting
incidents connected with lumber camp
life is depicted with a vivid realism that
is calculated to take one’s breath away.”
The

new advertisements.

ATKINSON’S GREAT STORE.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

DISTRICT^ CONVENTION.

FIRST

Rossini Club.

The Rossini Club will give a concert at
City Hall, April 9th, assisted by Mrs.
Kathinka Paulsen-White, soprano, and
The New
Miss Neally Stevens, pianist.
York Herald said of Mrs. White:
“The singing of Mme. Kathinka Paulsen-White, a Norwegian soprano, who
appeared for the first time in this city, was
worthy of much praise. She sang a duet
from the ‘Plying Dutchman’ with Mr.
Ludwig, and also two Norwegian songs,
‘Aftenstemning’ by Kjerulf and ‘Solveig’s Song’ by Grieg. She has a flexible
voice and sings with taste.”
SDeakinsr of Miss Stevens. Liszt, the

great pianist said, “She is a most exeellent pianist,” and Dr. Yon Billow said of
her, “She has excellent technical abilities, endowed with great intelligence,
ambition and endurance.”
The tickets are for sale at Stockbridge’s and Chandler’s.
Notes.

Take

Place

on

Saturday.

The busiest place in the city at present is The Atkinson House Furnishing
Company’s great store on Middle street.
It embraces almost every department,
and when the grand opening takes placo
tomorrow the surprise of everyone will
be great to see so many businesses flourishing under one roof. The store contains over 80,000 square feet of floor
To conduct this company’s enroom.
terprises a capital of a million dollars is

required.
The departments that will be thrown
open to the public on Saturday are as

Drapery,

and organ,
Boys’ clothing,
Hat and cap,
Piano

Stove and range,

Shade,
Men's clothing,
Gents’ furnishing.
Boot and shoe,

Deerlng.
In the past twenty years it has cost the
town of Deering over $60,000 to keep in
repair the main road from Woodfords to
The Main Boad to

Tt

--O--

Itn
O

It is richest in pure cream of tartar;
It is strongest in wholesome leavening power;
It has the best keeping qualities and
is the most economical;
It contains no alum, ammonia or
other deleterious substance;
All the ingredients used are published on the label.

Clevelands
Baking Powder

DAY

ONE
Carpets

ONLY,

Lowell Extra Super

200 Yards

at 60c per yard

Adas

otrengin

to our

reputation.

Don’t forget our infallible
place is where prices are Lowest.
method of conducting business. One Price, Small Profits and a live business.
Polite attention to lookers or buyers.

SECOND FLOOR,

that the busiest

The Right Place to Get the Right Goods at the Right Prices

AND

SPRING OVERCOAT DEPARTMENT.

3000 Yards

Carpets

at

KflHni'

Roxbnry Tapestry
Lot no.
Men’s all wool
Lot No. 1.
65c per yard,
Putnam Overcoats at $5.98 all Overcoats
wool and fast colors, others ask
$8 and $10 for the same thing.
Lot No.

One Day Only and For Cash.

It Ought to be a

Drawing Card.

_

TT

~

men s nne

at

$10, $12

-»-r

w

1NU.

$10.
lot No. 6.

Nob-

2.

Spring

IT_
inlvll 3

__

Oi

IUUU5

Spring Overcoats

and $15.

Young Men’s

1.

1

JUUL

spring

Men’s all wool
by Spring Overcoats in light
at $8 worth
Overcoats
Spring
colors at $1.50, worth $6.
$10.
Lot No.

THIS \$ YOUR GAIN AND OUR

LOSS.

_

at

$6, $8 and

Young Men’s fine
at $12, 15,

Overcoats

18 and 20.

MEN’S SUIT DEPARTMENT.
*

Men’s all Wool
Lot No. 5.
Lot No. 3. Men’s Bine WorLot No. 1. 50 Men’s all Wool
Dark
Worsted
Suits
at$12, $15,
these
worth
a
at
Suit,
Suits at $6
gar- mnbo or Assabet
$10,
$18, $20, $22 and $25.
ments are strictly all wool and $12.
are a

bargain.

HEN’S ODD PANT DEPARTMENT.

Respectfully,

THE ATKINSON COMPANY,

BOYS’ AND CHILDREN S SUIT DEPARTMENT.

Middle,

GENTS’ FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

largest
Boys’
largest

largest

Clothing,

Clothing
city

Furnishing

IRA F. CLARK 8c CO.,
Hatters and

482

The Reliable One Price

Spot Cash Clothiers,

Congress

Street,

Furnishers,

Portland, Maine.
'1

■'

1

Copartnership.

ICE I
ICE!

mayor,
well known business man on CommerThe Journal is a favorite
cial street.
publication with most all of the boards
of trade in the state, to whose interests
the Jo urnal is so closely devoted.
a

the Best.

Carpet Department Remember

SYSTEM

PRICED

ONE

Lot No. 6.
Men’s all wool
Lot No. 4.
Young Men’s
past twenty years this highway to the
at $8,
ask
others
at
Suits
Suitings
Nobby
Slate
Blue
$10,
Spring
2.
Sawyer
Lot No.
Men’s
city had been as good as it might have If It is we can afford to lose
10, 12, 15, 18 and 20.
$15 for the same garment.
Suits at $8, worth $10.
been had the $80,000 been scientifically
expended. A great many people, to his because we want you to see the
day.
certain
knowledge, have been detained big Department Store.
The Stoddard lectures, Herrmann, Gilfrom leaving the city and erecting valuamore and other attractions still remain
in the Stockbridge courses for which ble houses in Deering, for no other rear
tickets can be obtained at Stockbridge’s. son than the
disgust inspired by the conLot No. 5. Men’s Dress Pants
Men’s Working
Lot No. 3.
Men’s Working
river of mud, or the chaos of
Lot No. 1.
necting
Old Houses.
at $4, worth 5.00.
Pants at $2.50 and 3.00
holes and hummocks, to say nothing of
Pants at $1.50, worth 2.00.
Mr. Joseph Littlejohn has begun de- the
Lot No. 6. Men’s Dress Pants
Lot No. 4. Men’s Dress Pants
dust, which of late years has been
Men’s Working
Lot No. 2.
molishing the old house on his lot corner prevented by sprinklers. That road has
at
4.00.
worth
$5, worth 6.00,
at
2.50.
worth
at
$3.50,
Pants
$2,
of Central and Island avenues, Peak’s no foundation
worthy the name. It
Island, and on the site will erect a fine would be of no use to pave it with grantwo-story house, containing eight rooms, ite blocks as it is. They would be
Pearl and Vine Streets.
The original
for his own residence.
frosts in the
thrown uneven by the
house was very old when it was brought
Combination Suits, extra Pant
Children’s Short Pant Suits at
spring. It may be said that future reBoys’ Long Pant Suits at $5
to the island from Freeport, 52 years ago,
conon
road
will
be
the
2.00.
worth
at
pairs
probably
and Hat at $5, worth 6.00.
$1.25,
ISAAC C. ATKINSON, Gen. Manager, to 15.00.
by Mr. Littlejohn’s wife’s father, and ducted with more regard for the essenapldtf
All Wool Short
all
Children’s
Cheviot
Black
Suits,
there is no doubt that it is the oldest tials of
Boys’
It would
good road building.
at
Fine
Suits
Children’s
Pant Suits $2.50, worth 3.50.
at $8, worth 10.00.
house on Peak’s Island remaining as have been a vast
saving of money, if Hon, C. F, lobby’s Address at the Board wool,
10.00
Children’s All W'ool Short $6.00, 7.00, 8.00, 9.00,
originally built, without reconstruction. when the sewer wTas put in last year, a
of Trade Banquet.
Boy’s Three Piece Suits from
The Peak’s Island House is another foundation to the whole road had been
Pant Suits at $3.50, worth 4.50. 12,00 and 15.00.
12,00.
to
$5
at
the
ot
the
banquet
speakers
Among
venerable structure, but it has had adput in at the same time.
the State Board of Trade at Biddeford,
25 cents a pair, worth 50c
200 pairs Odd Knee Pants, age 4 to 14,
When it was last reconditions made.
“
“
“
“
“
was the Hon. C. F. Libby,
“
75c
Concerning
50
150
A Profitable Train.
age 4 to 14,
structed figures were found on a beam,
“
his address the Biddeford Journal says:
“
and
1.75
1.50
“at
$1.00,
1.25,
75c,
500
“That was a profitable train that pulled
giving the date of its original construcPresident of the Senate, Charles F.
$1 to 5.00
Mr. Littlejohn’s was the in at the Upper Maine Central, Lewiston,
tion as 1196.
Boys’ Odd Long Pants from
Libby of Portland was next called upon.
to
but
one
ever
on
the other day,” said a railroad man, He paid tribute to York county as the
brought
only house
He thought that
the island, instead of being built there. Thursday.
“It was a coal-train from county of his birth.
Biddeford and Saco were good illustraThe other is the house near Greenwood Portland, 625 tons, a dollar a ton.
Five
ou xruzeii uauuuncu ij ami jx
tions of what the developing of Maine’s
ou uozen
seamless nose ai
50 Dozen Windsor Ties at xuc
Garden, owned by Mr. Charles Adams, men ran the train and it probably cost resources might do. With such water
White Shirts 48c each worth 75c.
a pair, worth 20c.
11c
25c.
for
3
We less than ten dollars for the coal con- power as Maine possessed it needed no each,
which was brought from the Cape.
60 Dozen Unlaundered C and
can hear of but one instance of a house
sumed in the trip up and back. Five prophet to see that Maine is destined to
25 Dozen Suspenders at 15c
50 Dozen Shirts and Drawers H White Shirts at 37 l-2c each
state
become
the
manufacturing
leading
being removed from the island, and it hours time, ten dollars and the pay of of the Union. He spoke of the wood each, worth 25c.
at 25c each.
worth 50c.
was taken to the city across the ice
five men up against $625 represents the fibre business of
the state, which,
a
at
7c
Hose
50 Dozen Fast Black Hose
Cotton
Shirts
Dozen
50
40
Dozen
Balbriggan
balance towards road bed, franchises, in- though yet in its infancy, had already
many years ago.
12 l-2c a pair.
trade of the Dair, 4 pairs for 25c.
and Drawers at 23c each.
terest and the brains and outlay towards revolutionized the paper
world. The paper mill had now become
They Found the Medicine.
managing a great highway of traffic.”
the adjunct of tire pulp mill and shrewd
A large line of Men’s and Boys’ Hats at Low Prices.
Yesterday as Western Union linemen
business men had their eyes on Maine
The First Maine Cavalry.
the
line of Youth’s Clothand were eager to invest their capital in
line of Men’s
were at work near the company’s store
We have the
The annual meeting of the First Maine the state. In years to come no state
and
house on Commercial street, their attenof
Children’s
line
the
of
line
the
largest
Clothing,
would be able to compete with Maine in ing,
tion was called to a neighboring black- Cavalry Association of Massachusetts the
and
at
found
in
the
be
to
Goods
of paper, whileJ no man the
of
Gents’
production
line
largest
smith shop by the breaking of window was held at the CrawfordHouse Wednes- could foresee to what extent wood pulp
the
East.
store
of
other
than
Prices
H.
C.
Hall
LOWER
of
any
material
other
presiding. might take the place
glass. They found that the only man at day evening, Major
The great trouble
work in the place had been taken sud- Gen. J. P. Cilly and his son, John P., for other purposes.
men or capital had
had
been
that
Maine
E. P.
denly ill and, in falling, had broken the Jr., of Rockland, Me., and Lieut.
been too much inclined in the past to
entertained as guests. A
glass. The man appeared to be dying Tobie were
give the cold shoulder to home enterbut was somewhat revived by rubbing business meeting was held previous to prises. They had been allured by westhad
He managed to say the banquet and the following officers ern and southern schemes, but
his limbs and body.
learned to their sorrow that high interthat whiskey would help him and this were elected:
est involved high risks and that distant
President—Major H. C. Hall.
one of the linemen, why by the way, was
enterprises were not so safe as those at
Vice Presldent—Lieut. G. F. Jewett.
home. He believed that the lesson that
Second Vice President—J. B. Curtis.
not acquainted in the
neighborhood,
Treasurer—Col. A. C Prinkwater.
had been learned by Maine capitalists in
was
sick
man
sufThe
find.
to
managed
Secretary—C. A. F. Emery.
the last few years would be a wholesome
X.
P.
F,
Executive
Committee—G.
Harris,
one.
fering from an attack of heart disease to Slievelin and Albert Edgecomb.
Citizens of Maine ought to be
of their state, he said, and ought
which he said he was subject.
dlW
an!
War subjects were discussed by vari- proud
to realize that it was their duty to develUUD DjJCOiiVClD.
op the resources which God Almighty
Law Court Decisions.
MARRIAGES.
No better
had placed in their midst.
Dissolution of
Tile Mass Meeting Tonight.
means to such ends could be obtained
Rescripts have been received from the
F.
Bev.
March
boards
this
Southworth,
of trade.
29, by
city,
In
With a concert by the American Cadet than were furnished by
law court in the following cases: George
Albert 8. Pushing and Mrs. Annie J. Cushing,
He referred to the western country and
copartnership heretofore existing be/
R. Hewes vs. Statira A. Coombs, judg- Band, and the able array of talent an- contrasted the boasted resources of the both of Long Island.
tween the undersigned under the firm name
THE
111 Jay. March 27, Charles A. Davis of Liverof
Dana
Co., Is hereby dissolved by mutual
ment for the defendant; Alfred Ela,
nounced, the working men’s mass meet West and South with the resources of more Falls and Miss Georgia B. French of Jay. consent. & Either
partner is hereby authorized
Almont R. Pen- to settle in
March
26,
Mechanic
to
be
be
In
Falls,
if
in
as
of
the
Maine
decree
this
hall,
of
City
developed.
ought
might,
evening
they
liquidation.
ing
applt., vs. judge probate,
ney and Miss Lillian M. Stirk.
WOODBURY S. DANA,
of
Maine
with
He
closed
praise
eloquet
toilers
should
The
pack
In Auburn, March 28, Augustus H. Wallace
SAMUEL F. BEARCE.
judge of probate confirmed but without a great success.
as the best state in the Union to be born
and Miss Ettie May Goss.
1892.
will
be
satiscommittee
aprldlw
the
inhabithe
1,
vs.
the
Portland,
April
and
hall,
costs; Ephraim Bragdon
In Newfield, March 20, Joseph C. Heald of
in, to be educated in, to live in and finalAdmission free.
Amesbury and Miss Nettie D. Ayer of Newfield
tants of Freedom, defendants defaulted fied with nothing less.
ly to die and be buried in.
In Blanchard, March 26, Rufus E. Packard One of the Greatest Bargains Ever Offered.
Ladies are especially invited.
for $108.22 and interest from the date of
and Miss Annie Mitchell Coath of Rockland.
handsome two story house, finished for two
the
of
vs.
Carter
Base
A.
Ball
Club.
City
the writ; Susan
Presumpscot
A
families, a good stable, hen house, nice
The Board of Trade Journal.
DEATHS.
vegetable garden, frull trees, grape vines and
Augusta, motion and exceptions overThe Presumpscot Base Ball Club of
ornamental
shrubbery; 10,600 feet of land, on
has
an
excellent
for
Journal
The
April
a good elevation, good streetand neighborhood;
ruled; William B. Olys vs. William B.
Westbrook met anti organized WednesIn South Portland, March 31, William Ed
the
new city of Deer ing’s first
likeness
of
walk to schools, churches
three
minutes
2
months.
over72
only
aged
years
Kendall, motion and exceptions
deseribed
day evening, with E. Harmon in the wards,
Hon. W. W. Merrill, who is also
[Funeral this Fridav forenoon at 11 o’clock, at anil railroad station. The anove
Next Saturday Mr. Ellis, the manager
of the Boston Symphony orchestra, will
meet Mr. Stockbridge and they will decide when the concert will be given
which should have been given last Tues-

ruled.

Absolutely

Saturday Next,

PRICES

LOW

BIG STORE

—

said that money had been sunk in the
mud'of the road along with the layer after layer of sand, crushedjrock, clam
shells, etc., and now the road is no better than it ever was.
In fact, an old
resident says he thinks the road was betHe
ter twenty years ago than it is now.
also says that the town not only has
nothing to show for the $80,000, but he
have been $100,000
believes it wrould
richer today in real estate if during the

ADVERTISEMENTS.

SQUARE DEALING.

OF

THE POWER

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

/y bout Our

Carpet,

Glassware,
Crockery)
Cutlery.
Lamp,
Chandler’s Band will give a fine concert in the afternoon and evening, and a
band from Boston will also give a concert.
Nearly $1,000 worth of flowers
will be used in decorating.
Everybody
is invited.
In the evening Mr. Atkinson will give
a banquet to the directors and hands of
branch stores throughout the state at the
Preble nouse.
This will be a gala occasion and thousands of people will doubtless visit the
city to see the mammoth store, hear the
fine music and see the grand display of
fireworks.

Tl/ini'ituv’o Vtin/ln-n

TQ MAKE IT VERY LIVELY

We Shall Otter in the

follows :
Furniture,
Kitchen furnishing,

|

NEW

The

Nettie Cushing.

Nettie
schooner
The
Cushing,
this port last
into
towed
week,
has been repaired. Her owners came to
Portland yesterday and paid the salvors
$450, besides paying $150 for repairs,and
about $50 other expenses. The port wardens have granted her a certificate and
she will proceed to sea.
Keal Estate

Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the
registry of deeds:
Westbrook—Daniel C'ressey to Charles II.
Kelson. $275.
Kufus K. Jordan to Cyrus King.
Gray-rCharles E. Libby to Laura II. Libby.
_

c*>00
Laura

M. Libby to Almeda Cook. $425.
Deering—Nancy G. Stevens el als to William
Sennett.

Waterville.

That the Waterville fire system is defective has been shown by some of the
last fires. When an alarm is sounded the
department does not know where to go,
and much valuable time is thus wasted.
The authorities say that this can be remedied by putting in the Gamewell alarm,
and they are striving by every possible
means to get an appropriation for this
In
purpose from the city government.
fact such a system is absolutely necessary, for due notice has been given that unless this has been put in within six
months the insurance rates all over the
city will be raised.

chair. A. S. Rowe was chosen manager,
The team
and Charles Elkins captain.
will be made up as follows:
Elkins,
catcher; Webb, pitcher; Morton, first
base; Harmon or J. Burnell, second base;
Gilman, third base; Swan, short stop;
with F. Burnell, West, Harmon or J.
Burnell in the field. The team starts the
season

with very
Ira

good prospects.

p. Clark & Co.

The bargains offered by this firm in
another column will be sure to attract
those of our readers who are anxious to
secure reliable goods'atlow prices. “One
price, small profits and a live business,”
they state in their advertisement as their
motto, and they add prices that are convincing arguments that they moan what
they say. A list of the new bargains offered will be found iu another column.

his late residence, No. 112 Sawyer St. Burial
at Alfred, Me.
Ill East Harpswell. March 27, Hattie M. Eastman, aged 24 years 3 months.
In West Harpswell, Chester A. Estes, aged
8 years 11 months.
in Brunswick, March 24, James W. Jewett,
aged 19 years.
In Brunswick, March 28, Betsey Leavitt, aged
__

property is situated in the beautiful town of
Hvde Park, Mass., eight miles from Boston.
Sixty trains a day to Boston. This property
must be sold, and any one wanting a good
home should not fail to see it, as it is an opportunity seldom offered, as it will he sold at a
very low price and on easy terms. H. Drawer
5807, Boston, Mass.

79 years.

aprl-3t*

HOUSE FOR SALE.

Ill Nobleboro, March 21, Mrs. Susan Reed
Vannali, aged 71 years.
In Porter, March 21, Mrs. Levi Libby, aged

A cottage House situated near
82 years.
Iii Richmond, March 23, Geo, F. Anderson, Green street, til good repair,
would make a nice home for a
aged 48 years.
in Thorndike, March 27, Mrs. Arvilla, widow
man of moderate nu-ans, or a
of Israel Hall, aged 78 years.
ood investment; price low. For
In Warren, March 27, Joseph Eastman, aged
urther particulars call on I.Ot
73 years.
VILLE It. DYER, Attorney-at[The funeral service of the late Albert A. Eaw, Jose Building, City,
Mitchell will take place Saturday afternoon at
dlw
aprl
2.30 o’clock, at his lale resideuce, Deering St.,
Deering.

r

LOWERS

FOR FUNERALS
in any de8ign.

DENNETT the Florist, 570 Congress Street.

A Card to the People

These warm days remind us of the fact that
the hot Summer weathsr Is coming, and with it
comes the demand for ice, and the demand is
for the very best ice to be had.
Now. we have cut our ice from one of the host
ice ponds in the State, tiie Phiney Pond at hong
Creek. This pond is led by mineral springs ami
\\ e
makes tiie best ice on the market today.
shall supply all of our retail trade with this ice
at a reasonable price. Our cards will be circulated around town this week and if you wish to
to have tiie best ice at a reasonable figure save
out card and when in want of your ice, place it
in your street window.

f

ness

H. E. MILLS,
Piano Tuner.

OFFICE--I>eake’s

Order Slate at Chandler’s Music Store 431
feboeocltf
Congress Street.

We hope by prompt attention to busiand courteous treatment to the consumers, to merit a share of your patronage.
Itespectfully Yours,

Telephone No. 543—2.
apl

Wharf,
Street.

Foot

of Fark

dtf

"HEWAS

MISCELLANEOUS.

Items

BY ALLEN EASTMAN CKOSS.

For 25 Years a Sufferer!

pondents
[A Tribute to Cardinal Manning.]
‘•He was good to the poor!” was the thought

finally cnred by that Monarch of
Health and Purifier of the Uloorl

Was

friend of Humanity’s cause is sure
To link his fate to the people's fate,
And. as more than a leader of Church
State.
To stand in the paths of scorn and hate,
The chosen friend of the friendless poor.

or

Saturday evening March,
26tli and will be installed April 2d.
IT. I’.—Sidney
W. A.—Kiltie

_

divine,

Whose love in the love of men did shine
From the Iieart of this prince of brotherhood.
—April New England Magazine.

Harpers Magazine for April opens with

JOHN 3. BRAY, M.D.,

(he leading
For seventeen years one of
prnrtielncr physicians of

fo"sconc«nin^T»MONAKCHOF
PURIFIER

OF THE

Bridgion, Me., Jan 28, 1892.

We are having splendid weather and
March has been the best March for busiThe snow is fast
ness ever known here.
leaving, and the most of the lumbering
concerns have come out of the woods

doing

here 1
sav, in'my seventeen years’ practice
d,fferent forms
have used sarsnpnrilia in its
eflect*
so
combination
a
but have never found
tiai in results as that realized in the preparanow
1
which
tion of King's SAR8APAKH.I.A,

recommend^ Sinc«^ ji.D.

to:r »«Io by all
Jtiug’s SarnaparSlift at <5
cts. per bottle.
first-clans druggists

Prepared by

King Manufacturing Co.,
EPJDOTON, MAINE.

profitable

a

business.

The revival meetings here, conducted
bv Kev. Salem D. Towne, editor of The
Word and Work are accomplishing much
good. Pastor Cogswell is much encouraged and still greater results are ex-

pected from the meetings. Mr. Town is
expected to begin at Standish Corner a
series of meetings next week if nothing
prevents.
WIT AND WISDOM.

bull, appeals strongly to
personated
one’s sympathy for the apparently weakMr. Drake's illustrations have
er party.
a directness and force that are admirably
suited to their subject. A story of the
Swiss Glacier represents another bit of
frozen fact. It is based upon the finding
of a little boy's body perfectly well pre
served some sixty years after his fall intc
The story is marvelous, buf
a crevasse.

on

Sand.

No Need for
Excessive

seems

itru tWU

Expectoration.

papcio

kite-flying,

.ii.U.VJ V UlA-U

clue in March.

Ask for

Tobaccos.
Honestly

Quality

One tells of :

Penn?

Bookkeeper—I wish to attend to my wife’s
funeral. I feel that it is something that I ought
to attend to personally.—Epoch.

a

sort of

draws a wagon along a country road
Those of a studious turn of mind may de
vote a little careful reading to Rev
George McArthurs clover paper Sevei
an
’.
Birth
explana
Years without
fores of leap
tion of the whys and ■<
-s
rein
upon Pop: !
year, with side
anc 1
Gregory, Julius Caisar, Augustus
feature:
Other
tinkers.
calendar
such
that call for at least a “reading by title’
;
are Katharine Pyle’s Cobbler Magician.
bit of nursery diablerie; The Curiou
Case of Ak-top, a pleasantry in verse
with pictures by Mrs. Wlieelau; A Shock
ing Affair, pictures from which amateu: 5
photographers may see how excellen
effects may be secured from simple nia
terials mixed with “Brains, sir!”

B-L
Leaf

•

1

commemoratin
the mother of our first President by re
Prc
monument.
storing her mutilated
fessor Holden, of Lick Observatory lias *
popular paper on The Total Sola
Eclipses of 1889, very curiously illuf
A particularly out-of-thc-wa
trated.
experience is that described by Mr. Whi
marsh in his account of Fishing fc r

now

pai

in

in

Australia,

J no

auuior

wa s

a diver, and tells some Strang e
things concerning that extraordinar
calling. In view of recent war possibil [
ties and the revived attention to nay;
matters, the article by William Ellio t
Griffis on the battle of The Wyoming i

himself

/

Are You

any form of Stomach Trouble?

Dyspepsia
TRY DR. BRONSON'S
ST Pfl

5U PEPSIN
\f it-They
will relievo and
C per box,

euro

you.

25 cent*

at

^ER^NSON
decl6

TROCHES

druggist* or by mall.
CHEMlCAL CO.’ ProWdcnce.

,,

\

INDIGESTION
or

“I have had neuralgia and tried everythin;
til! I got Ath-lo-pho-ros last May. It stopped i
right away. Best thing I ever tried.”—J. W
Palmer, 151 Bay St., Taunton, Mass.

Doctor

Pearls

.

the Straits of Sliimonoseki has also
present interest. Sir. Edward llobinso
of the Boston Sluseuin discusses tli e
question, Bid the Greeks Paint the: r
Sculptures? and gives very valuable te::
timony on this subject. This article
carefully illustrated. Mr. and Sirs. Pei
nell have an illustrated paper on Tli
Feast of the Slarys in Provence, and e:
Postmaster General James discusses T1 6
Ocean Postal Service. In Sir. Stedman s
series on The Nature and Elements < if
Poetry, the author endeavors to answi r
the fundamental question. What is Poi
try? Characteristics, by Br. Weir Slitcl
ell: Ol' Pap’s Flaxen, by Hamlin Ga
land: and The Naulalika, by liudyar -l

I’

\

(i

fj

J

-j

R^b j

eod2wt8
_

Assessors’ Notice.
FT1HE Inhabitants of the City of Deei ing,

bcott s emul-

why

Let

us

send you

nr

J

JL all others liable to be taxed therein, a. ®
hereby required to make and bring in to us. tl ',{
Kipling and Wolcott Balestier. are eoi iassessors of said city, true and perfect lists
scenes in The Naulaht a
their polls, and all their estates, both real ai d tinueil. The
of ( n
are quite as original and striking as tho: e
personal, which they may be possessedsuch
:
the first day of April next (excepting
l2 which have appeared in Sir. Kipling s
ai
may be exempted from taxation by law),
The late Wolcott Balestii T
own stories.
each person will be expected to make oath, tin t,
is commemorated in a brief sketch 1 y
to the best of his knowledge, said list contai; is
all Ids taxable property, and those who fail *> Edmund Gosse and a sennet by J. 1 ;.
bring in as above directed, may expect 10 Campbell.
There are two illustrate j
abatement by the assessors.
Heard’s Starving :
The assessors will be in session at the folio v- short stories—John
tl
te
Taskoma, and Some Passages in the Hi I"
ing place, on the following days, to wit: At
assessors’ office in the old Town House on t! ie tore of Letitia Boy. by a Canadian wri
fro
first, second and ninth days of April 1892,
; er, the pictures for the latter story beii S
nine to twelve a. m. and from two to live p.
T! c
j by Mrs. Mary Hallock Foote.
to receive lists as above.
i Assessors ,n- ] Three Ages of Sian, by Lorenzo Loth
K. i* JOMiH.
J. V. C. BOBKRTS. ?
jjeVdng
forms the frontispiece of the number : 11
Lieoung,
)
M. E. MOOltU,
tho well known Old Masters series.
war28dtap£
Dated at Deering, March.

["

J

[

a

book

sighed,
prescribed:

Little Dot—Yes’m.
Mamma—Tell him not to forget, when h
speaks of himself, that he must use a big I, nc t
a little i.
Little Dot—Oh, I’ll bet lie’ll use the bigges
there is—Street & Smith’s Good New.

cash trade. We can save
week if you will trade with

a

Persian dates, 6c; new Turkish prunes, 6c;
new buckwheat, 15c; new maple syrup. 26c
qt.; good cooking raisins, 8c; round steak, 10
to 12Vec; nice corned beef, 2 and 3c pound; 8
pounds of line sweet potatoes for 25e. Orders
called for and delivered to any part of the city
at

JOHNSON

LAMBERT’S,

&

BANKS’S, 95 Front street. South Portland, or
inquire of CHARLES A. SEOMAN, 203 P ranklin street, Portland._o(J~l

Wilmot
26-1

SALK.—A two-story house containing
iu good repair, large stable, with
feet of land: located down town; will pay
A.
on the price asked for same.
interest
good
30-1
TABBY, 421/2 Exchange street.

Foil

n rooms

loan

5000

SALE—300 bushels wheat for poultry at
per 100 pounds. This wheat is
J. A.
plump and excellent poultry feed.
PENNELL’S GRAIN STORE, 57 Washington

Foil
$1.25

street_:'ll~1
SALE—House No. 14 Avon St. containing nine rooms all in good order, nice lot,
fine location and sunny exposure. Will be sold
on easy terms of payment and immediate possession given.
Apply to JOHN b. PROCTOR,
Centennial Block.___

I guarantee every
only
trimmings used in making garments. $5.00 to
$10.00 you can save on a suit. M. M. NANSEN
tailor, 502 Congress st., Portland. Me. 25-4

FOR

to know that we do
nickel plating, polplated ware repaired
ishing. buffing,
refinislied and enameled to prevent its tarnishing. The only complete manufacturing and
plating establishment in Maine. Send for price
list. STEVENS, WOODMAN & CO., cor. Fore
ana Union Sts.JanlStf

public
WANTED—The
fine gold, silver and
etc. Silver

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Supplies.

call at

store

very

The Bed Bug.
In hot weather lie’s about. To quickl j
cf
and
permanently rid yourof beds
Roug: *
a
small box
bugs, put
3
shak
of
benzine,
on Rats in a pint bottle
well when using. Douche the mixture int ■>
the cracks, crevices, holes and openings of th
bedstead. It. will turn their toes up rapidlj
Then mix another small box of Rough o
Rats thoroughly with a quarter pound c f
lard, with this mixture fill all holes, openuig; IX
cracks and crevices in the bed. These tw a
methods are warranted to never fail; to t a
Cut this out.
effective and lasting.
j
lustaat

relief.

15 u

Elizabeth. Me., a farm

Cape
with stock and tools. 40 acres
FORof 80land, cuts
30 tons of English and 10
of
SALE—At
acres

tillage

tons of salt hay, line

enquire

on

premises

sea
or

view, Eot particulars
address EDWARD 1.

CARMAN. Portland. Me.

house

or

for

m..

com-

city

beautiful,

more

more greatly de
DAUGHTER than

appropriate,

street,

WA1 OUT CAW.

perfection.

Come an«l see or send for Cata

logue.

S. THURSTON,

PICTURES! Those in want of a
a small amount of money,
Pictures framed,
on us.
Plush goods and albums, skates and skate
straps. E. D. REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak and Congress streets.29-1
a bottle of my famous Blush
of your druggist,
of
Roses to-day
and if it is not exactly as represented I will reA. JONES,
FLORA
MISS
turn the 75 cents.
South Bend, Indiana.
_28-1

3 Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portlanc
dtf
Open evenings until Jan. 1st.

PILE

•

SALE—One of the finest modern houses
in western part of Portland. Large corner
lot with elegant outlook, has 12 large rooms,
with extra large halls. First story finished m
hard woods. Plumbing and drainage the very
best, with steam heat and laundry. Would take
in part pay a house that owner could rent for

FOR

$12 to $20.

LADY wanting a companion to England
engage the services of a respectable
is going to England in May can do
Me.
so by applying to A. P., Box 360, N orway.
Good reference.
__21-2

JOHNS

SAXE—Fine Farm.

Y

land; pasture well watered; good
For partiena desirable milk farm.
J. BODGE at So. Windham, or L.
M. WEBB, 98 Exchange street, Portland. 2.>-2
lars

LET.

SAXE—One lot of Ladies’ 18 button,
lot Ladles’
one lot Ladies’
Dongola
for
Boots
$3.00; Also aful
French Kid $5.00
line of Ladles’ Boots, Shoes and Slippers at
St,
E.
FARR, 47
lowest prices. J.

Exchange

SAXE—One lot

Shoes; the best for the money in the
FARR, 47 Exchange street, 4 doors
P.
O.
below
_22-2
city.

TO loan

on

FOB

first, second

ant
securer

on

GO.,

and
P. CARE,

___

1

FOB

29-1

sb
npo LET—Good tenements of three and alst
JL rooms; prices $8 and $12 per month;
for sale houses in all parts of the city.
By.J. C
26-1
WOODMAN. 1051/3 Exchange street.

SAXE—Two Hoisting Engines; in first

class order. Apply to B. J. WILLARD,
FOB
No. 59 Commercial street.0-4

LOAN—On first or secont
commercia
on real estate,
paper
any good collateral securities. In
quire of A. C. LIBBY, 42Y2 Exchange st. 5-; ;
TO

MONEY
mortgages,
or

PULLEYS, LEATHER anc
RUBBER BELTING, LACE
LEATHER, HOSE,&c.,&c

flats in

two

TRIG MOTOR

in large

TO LET.

Loan
The

small amounts. Parties wishing t o
build can be accommodated.

98

floor

PAPER
STBEE

spacious

over our

seconc

store, witf

centra
heat,
location, very light.

steam

4, Jose Building,

EXCHANGE

dlmo*

mar7dtf

or

Booms 3 nnd

NO.

Mar26

and 27 Commercial Street.

and Loans

COMMERCIAL

4 Ferry Wharf
Newbury port, Mass.

25

COMPANY,

SALES

Tlie schooner Sarah E. Babson
46.04 tons burden well found in
cables, anchor, etc.; also seine
For terms apand seine boat.
BENJ. G. DAVIS,
ply to

heat and
Floor space with
EEEC
GIANT
to
power. Apply

A. R. & E.

to

FOB

No. 21

Danforth

CHASE & SON & CO

$50,000

SAXE—The fine residence, No. 41
Thomas street. Modern and first class in
its appointments.
Inquire of S. B. KELSEY,
No. 243 Commercial street.]anl2-tf

LET—One
building
Pier. Enquire WM. SIIEA, (
FOR.
TO Portland
street.oct7-tf
or

_

SAXE—Farm of loo acres in City of
Westbrook, on Cumberland street; ono
mile from East and West End; known as
(j-KIrrlis,
Inquire of C.
Hussey farm,
Cumberland Mills, Me.

W

second floor, 185 Middh

6,

room

street._

J. E.

SAXE OB TO IET-A nice Cottage
Best
of 5 rooms at Trefethen’s Landing.
location on the Island. A bargain for some one.
furniture
the
allow
will
Furnished throughout;
to remain in cottage one season. Address, 203
FRANKLIN STREET, Portland Me. marl91 f

437 CUM
floor. Gas and steam heat.
TO
BERLAND STREET.30-1
real estate;
third mortgages
MONEY
unsecured notes cashed at short notice.

H.

Men’s

secont

room,

Charles
a

TO

LET—Large sunny front

Men’s

for $3.50;
FOBHoward’s Hand Sewed $0 Boots full
line of
one lot Men’s $3 Boots for $2; also

LET-Lower rent of 6 rooms, rear City
Hall, all in nice order. Upstairs rent of 1
rooms and bath on State street, sun all day; also
large front office with ante room up one flighl
379V2 Congress street. L. O. BEAN & CO.
40 Exchange street.31-1

wnAUto.

caff on J.

Boots for $2.50; one
FOBS4.00Button
$3 Boots for S2;

A
country trade, horse cars pass the door.
grand chance for a good druggist.B. Will lease
C.
low.
DALTON,
for a term of years very
1-1
57 Washington street,

oiinnro

post

buildings;

LET.—Drug store and tenement, above
situated on Congress street at Libby’s
Corner. Fine set of fixtures, good local and

150

The homestead
one

mile from
did grass

TO

Real Estate

Office.^

John Webb in Windham,
FOBof the lateoffice
and railroad station. Splen-

or

TO

T.

_

Address NORRIS, Press

SALE-Bicycles. One “New Mail”
$85. Olio
FORsafety, $135 grade, new, price
“American Ideal.” $45 grade, new. price $20.

person that

A Guaranteed Cure for Piles of whatevi
kind or degree—External, Internal, Blind
Bleeding, Itching Chronic, Kecent or Heret
bei
tary. This remedy has positively never
known to fail. SI.00 a box, 0 boxes for $5.0'
sent by mail prepaid on receipt ot price,
written Guarantee positively given to eai
purchaser of 6 boxes, when purchased at oi
Portland, M 1
if not cure
67 & 59 KENNEBEC STREET.
time, to refund the S5.00 paid WHIPPLE
dbm
&
jani.9
Guarantee issued by W. W.
,,----—--—---21
Mon
CO., Wholesale and Retail Agents,
A. DOTEN '
ment Square, Portland. Me._oct28eodtt

|

bargain.

boys’ Safeties at reduced prices. Guns
and Fishing Tackle. G. L. BAILEY, 203 Middle street.
_2b-l

AN

BOILSTEAM ENCINES,
ERS, STEAM PIPE, PIPE
FITTINGS, VALVES
HANGERS
SHAFTINC,

as

as

Also

21 Monument Sq.

.

a Smith
Enameller. secII. H.
HAY & SON, Middle St.2S-1

SALE—Photograhie Bunisher.

and Pattison quadouplex
FOR
ond hand,
new, a
good

,.,

sale ot

feet long over

Peering._33-1

PROVIDENT

or less as may
the same to be hard burned, suitabh
for use in laying sidewalks, and to be deliverer
at such places and in such numbers as may b<
required by the Commissioner of Streets, o:
whom any further particulars may be obtainec
at his room, City Building, and where all pro
posals should be left.
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids
Address, Proposals for Brick,
DANIEL GALLAGHER,
Chairman of Committee on Streets, Sidewalk!
and Bridges.mar25dtd

quired,

mar26

JAPANESI

scow.

Aid Society of Portland, Me.
Lowest cost Life Insurance; unimpaired
reserve fund in state treasury, relatively largest
of any association in the State; responsible
management; only 26 single assessments total
since 1885. Agent wanted, previous experience
not necessary. Correspondence invited. 26-8

re

38

SALE—Sloop
FOR
all, 12 feet beam, wilt freight about 20
tons. J. A. WHITNEY, Falmouth P. O., East

LADIES—Buy

PROPOSALS FOR BRICK.

W. W. WHIPPLE &

dec24

FOR

PICTURES!
good picture, for
would do well to call

the World.

TUNING TO ORDER.

SALE OR RENT—“Dr. Burr pla ce.’
Willard, about one-half mile from South
Portland Ferry; fine beach, both sand and rock;
piazfronting the ocean; two-story house with cultiza aud barn; 7Vii acres land under good
BENJAlots.
in
house
cut
he
vation ; could
up
29-1
MIN SHAW, 51 Ms Exchange street.

MISCELLANEOUS.

CJ BALED proposals will be received by tht
io Committee on Streets. Sidewalks anc
Bridges until Monday, the 4th day of April
1892, at 5 p. in., for 500,000 (five hundrer

any mixed
Paints in

ALSO ORGANS

$1000 to $15,-

and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats ; call, or address letter or postal to S.
LEVI, 97 Middle street.auglOtf

mar26dlw_Snpt. of School Buildings.
CITY OF PORTLAND, ME.

largest

PI A WO MOUSI :

closet and coal slied on every floor,
cellar and every modern convenience, now occupied and rented for§500 a year; price $3500;
W. P- CARR, room
owner must have money.
0, second floor, 185 Middle street.-^~l

H-ltf

price

highest

Have the

PIA^O ?

from

a

Hanover

city._
to

1UA11

thousand) brick, more

C. B. WISH 58

buy
000 worth of cast-off clothing; I pay the
NOTICE—Wanted
for ladies’ dresses, gents’
cash

proposals will bo contingent upon such
appropriation as the City Council may make for
the above supplies, and the right is reserved to
reject all such proposals as may be deemed contrary to the interests of the

be

me

any

Address

postal.

ASBESTOS PAINTS

really good

these in

you

mencing April, 1 1892. and ending April 1,
1893, with stationery and other supplies of the
kind usually provided by the city for school use.
Samples can be seen and a list of the principal articles together with amount of each that
will probably be required, will be furnished by
calling on the Superintendent of School Bmldings at the School Committee Rooms, City Buud-

pleasing ,

a

ever

r

juloodly

remarkabl;

effective gargle for diphtheritic, in fact ever;
form of sore throat in children or adults
Keep it always convenient at hand for emei
affections
gencies. Cures catarrhal throatfrom
all of
clears the head, nose and throat
at Drug
50c.
collections.
fensive or diseased
or two bottles prepaid by express for $1
gists,
b
E S Wells, Jersey City.

seen

or

$10, $20, $30, $50, $100
to $10,000, in city and vicinity, on finnihorses, carriages,
libraries,
tiire, pianos, organs,
diamonds, watches, 2d mortgages, notes and
Business confidential.
pay off furniture leases
PORTLAND COLLATERAL LOAN CO., lbo
Middle street, room 6, second floor.26-2

WANTED—To

years old,

seven

your
SALE—The greatest bargain
Saturday, WANTED—To
and pay you cash for old rags, barrels, FOR
offered; a new
signed until 4 o’clock p.
small investment
Notice. PROPOSALS
\prll 2.1892, for furnishing the public schools iron, rubbers, bottles, metals of all kinds. If three-story flat, hot and cold water, water
of Portland for the current year
of the above please drop
of the
cemented
have

CAN AUGHT

Supplies

SALE—One red mare

kind, good driver, perfectly safe for women
FOR
at L. S.
Can be
children to drive.

a

School

dtapr4

or

24

street.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

THE

sired by WIFE

FOR

Pure home-made jclley,
large tumblers,
12Vac. New eastanas nuts, 10c; home-made
pickles, 10c qt. or 35c gallon; fine mixed pickles, 12c qt.; fine Eastport sardines, 8c; new

1___,

A Sweet Breath.
To be assured at all times t hat the breath i
not offensive, nn agreeable, safe and effectiv
and gargle th
way is to rinse the mouth
throat daily with that new and effectiv
*‘
liquid, Rough on Catarrh,” a pure, clear

ROUGH .ON TOOTHACHE,

you $1.00

Ti

us.

annum

Assessors of the Town of Cape Elizabetl
t< 1
hereby give notice to all persons liable
taxation in said town, that they will be in sessioi 1
at their office in town house, on the first, secont
and fourth days of April, inst., from ten o clod
in the forenoon till five o’clock in the afternoon
for the purpose of receiving lists of the poll:
An<
and estates taxable in said town.
such persons are hereby notified t*
all
Assessors, tru<
make and bring to said
and perfect lists of all their polls an< 1
estates, real and personal, or held by them a 1

more

Sr.^ ^

SALE—A brick house thoroughly built,
has solid mahogany doors on parlor floor ;
11 rooms,'Sunny exposure; fine lot of land,
brick barn, and centrally located. Must be sold,
BENJAMIN SHA.AV,
owners going abroad.
51% Exchange street.__ "O'1

117ANTKD—More

man.

ELIZABETH.

Assessors’

more

I

House

on or
and commission.
dav, March 22d, at office of MUTUAL
RESERVE. Room 1,176y2 Middle street, cor.
Exchange, Portland.H-tf

Wells’ Hair Balsam,
If gray, gradually restores color; elegan
tonic dressing. 50c., $1.00, Druggists, or $1.0
E. a
size prepaid by express for $1.00.
Wells, Jersey City.
Rough on Corns. Liquld,l5c. Salve and.Plaster.lCk

a

you

1

grandma?

antiseptic;

our goods, and can therefore give
trunks repaired; open
bottom prices;
evenings until 9._20-1
wanted—A gentleman and bis
tvife without children wish to hire a small
house west of High street. Address HOUSE,
P. O. box 1384, stating rent and location. Posession to be given at once or the middle of
29-1
April.

manufacture

will be received by the under-

Be

view of ocean; both new
as to
year, will he sold so
make a choice investment. N. S. GAKDINEb
185 Middle street,_-11'1
NOR SALE—At North Yarmouth, a farm of
1
ten acres cutting two tons to the acre; 1%
story house anil ell. connecting stable; pleasantly located; raises 120 barrels ot apples
trees; 1%
yearly. Good water, fine shade
Very desirable. Price
miles from station.
$1100. N. S. GARDINER, 185 Middle

f

Castonar

She Knew her Brother.
Mamma—Is Dick writing that letter to hi

clear,

improvements;

week

CITY

tene-

a

latest style and flue
and rent for S012 per

in want ol trunks or
at E. 1). REYNOLDS, 556
corner of Oak; aswo

to

for

on

two

a

Androscoggin
agent
WANTED—General
public to know that I make
County; position worth $2000per
Also two local agents at $10 per
WANTED—The
to right
specialty of dress suits and overcoats.
the best of
after Tues
fit and
Call

it; free.

“CAPE

good,

a

persons
call
WANTED—All
bags
and 558 Congress street,

MALE HELP.

TIIURSTOW’S

Board and Clothes.
“Say,” said the elderly, farmer-looking man
“I want a little piece put in the paper that 1
want a woman who can cook, wash, iron, mill
four cows and manage a market wagon,”
“All right,” said the advertising clerk, “shal
I state wliat wages will be paid?”
"Wages nothin’!” shouted the farmer-lookinj
"I want to marry her!”—Indianapolk
man.
Journal.

Mother

America are just

..

V

“Because it heals many a wound.”

Ella Bassett Washington—tiniely becaus 3

ticularly interested

|:
|

answers,

Roads, by Isaac B. Potte
Justifiable Pride.
is the subject of the opening illustrate: [
Gus De Smith—You are looking bright ant
artiole in the April Century. Nothin;
happy this morning.
could more vividly depict the wrong wa;
Gilhooiy—'Yes; I’m out of debtat last. Ever
bill I owed was outlawed yesterday by the stat
to do it than some of the striking illus
ute of limitations. I tell you, Gus, a man feel;
trations of this paper, while the righ t like a man when he is square with the world.and describe: I Indianapolis Journal.
way is also fully pictured
The Mother and Birthplace of Washing
Baby cried,
ton is another timely subject treated b r
the women of

TROUBLED
With

1 his is

sion is the easy and effectual
form of cod-liver oil.
Hypophosphites of lime
and soda combine in tonic effect with the half-digested oil.

1613._
for cash

Johnson & Lambert’s, 34 Willargest stock, the best
priees to be found in Portgoods
huul. Good yellow peaches, 12%c; fancy Trophy Tomatoes, 10c; best blueberries, 12%;
best Arctic Salmon. 12%c; best Sand Soap, 5c;
Babbitt's 1776 Washing Powder, 9c; 100
crackers for 25c: choice Porto Rico Molasses,
35c gallon; Calumet 21b canned beef only 15c;
best raspberry jam, 10c; a regular 50c mixed
Tea for 35c; choice Formosa tea for 25o; good
Head our
Java Coffee, 30c; Fancy Rio, 25c.
prices in another ad.36-1

that the taste is lost.

so

ril YPEWRITER FOR SALE—A No. 2
X Remington in good condition; price 8<o.
Address “A SALE,” Press office._2ili_

30-1

row

mot street, the
FOUND—At
and the lowest

drop is wrapped in glycerine

>

It Remains the
Chew
Standard

£

The Youth’s Companion wants to know
“Why is Pond’s Extract like Time,” and trulj

Our Common

Manufactured.

drops

invisibly small; each separate

mrW

How he Felt About it.
Bookkeeper—I would like to have this after
noon off, if you please.
Senior partner—What is the matter, Mr,

A

train of Kites to <
limited express
for the upper air—while the other article
describes the making of a big kite thai

method of attaching

single string—a

First

j-1-

liver oil broken up into

double entry bookof trust. Can give
P. O. Box

purchase
NOR SALE—On Munjoy Hill
boat. Address II. F. WATER- I
WANTED—To
light
ment house, very desirable and sunny;
HOUSE, 235 Commercial street._30-1
three tenement house;
modern

the above

trustee, o
guardian, executor, administrator,
otherwise, as on the first day of April, Jutlto
the
truth o
oatli
and be prepared to make
the same. And w’hen estates of persons de
the
past year
ceased nave been divided during
th ;
or have changed hands from any cause,
executor, administrator, or other person inter
ested, is hereby warned to give notice of sue]
h
change; and in default of such notice will
held under the law to pay the tax assesse.
I
distribute*
been
has
wholly
although such estate
and paid over. And any person who neglects t
ta:
to
a
domed
will
be
comply with this notice
i
according to the laws of the State, and h
barred of the right to make application to th
abatement of hi ;
County Commissioners for any
t,
taxes, unless he shows that he was unable
offer such lists within the time hereby appointed
GEO C. MOUNTFORT,)
E. C. ROBINSON,
[ Assessors.
)
M. B. FULLER,
Cape Elizabeth, March 19,1892.

“Have yon promised to be his wife?”
“No; his fiancee.”—Life.

any
No.

goods we guarantee to give good
weight ana measure. Goods delivered free to
of
the city. Give us a call at 109 Wilany part
mot street. Telephone 306-4.26-1

Scott’s Emulsion is cod-

■

Then there

well authenticated.

spoonful.

j

the

as

or anv

birch slabs and birch edgings, oak edgings only
$0 a cord, dry pine edgings 75 cents foot, good
pine slabs 50 cents foot, kiln dried birch spool
wood 85 cents foot. We have a large stock of
kiln dried bundle wood for the grocery trade.
All kinds of coal in large or small quantity. All

..

SEBAGO LAKE.

A House Kuilt

a

Stocks

WATERHOUSE &

WANTED—Situation
position
keeper
Address
references required.

ITIOUND

a

for sale—in the following
companies: Hall Mowing Machine Co.,
KcnnebeckCoalCo., Mountain Farm and sea.
A
Shore Co., Aroostook Condensed Milk Co.
J>.
s.
limited number of shares of each.
GARDINER, 185 Middle street._•>l~1

street._30-1

at Bruns & Johnson’s the largest
stock of dry wood to he found in Portland,
at bottom prices, llry cleft wood for Tire places,

Scott & Bowne, Chemists, 132 South 5th Avenue,
New York.
Your druggist keeps Scott's Emulsion of cod-liver
oil—all druggists everywhere do. $i.

Standlsli,

familiar with the educational institutions
of his country. An intensely interesting
chapter of geological history, The Ancient Lake Region of America, is conThe
tributed by James Richardson.
fiction of the number includes the second
chapter of Mr. Howells’s new novel, The
World of Chance; a characteristic short
story by Richard Harding Davis entitled
Eleanore Cuyler, illustrated by C. D.
Gibson; and another French-Canadian
sketch, La Cabane, by William McLenReinhart,
illustrated by C. S.
nan,
Louise Imogen Guiney and Madison
Cawein contribute short poems.
The Famous Tortugas Bull-Fight by
C. F. Holder, will delight all readers of
St. Nicholas who have a bit of boyhood
in them. The triumph of “Jack,” who

compound

875
tOO
400
too

Incidentals.
Free High School.
45
G. A. It. Post.
Cemeteries. too
School Books.
“9
2o
Fitting hall for voting.
Hoads and Bridges at 15 cents an hour.. 1500

startling exposition of facts from contemporary records, by Eugene Lawrence;
and Some Talk about English Public
Schools, by an English writer especially

—

-_8

Poor.

a

Kixr. Manufacturing Co.,
Gentlemen: I have carefully examined
and
your Sarsaparilla
rour Formula for
to their
though wedded, as are all physicians
enI
unhesitatingly
own prescriptions, yet
for the com
dorse and recommend its use
to
cure.
plaints for which it claims
which
I find no ingredient in its
effects.
could be omitted without violating its medical
the
by
is
recognized
Every pronerty
in this
fraternitvas essential in practice, and
eon.tinaUon each has its function: to soothe,
the
are
cleanse, and heal, which, certainly,
is both profirs* steps tocure. In a word, it
I
and
pronounce it
phvlactic and therapeutic,
will
ski'fnlly formulated; and in conclusion

exclusively

a

Town Agent—Daniel Lewis.
Col. and Com. 0. W. Durgan.

Mass-.

The stomach can deal with
drop when it cannot deal

with

Sherman.

papers. From the Black Forest to the
Black Sea, written by F. D. Millet ami
illustrated by Mr. Millet aud Alfred
Parsons; An Indian Fair in the Mexican
Hot Country, by Sylvester Baxter, with
numerous attractive and striking pictures
from drawings by Alice Barber Stephens
and The last Bays of Percy Bysshe
Shelley, by Guido Biagi, with illustrations from photographs, and portraits of
the surviving witnesses of Shelley’s cremation. Other papers of peculiar importance and timeliness are, Western
Modes of City Management, an article of
great value for its suggestiveness, by
Julian Ralph; The Mystery of Columbus,

BridgloojHe.

^

the parsonage.

measure
and upwards at SAMUEL
SON’S, 367 & 369 Fore
fco

FOUND.—"That

& Co

Ayer

to know that they can
wool suit, of clothes made
$12. $14. $16, $18, $20

get
good all
WANTED—People
for
their

OST—In Eastern Railroad toilet rooms,
Boston, pocket book containing quite a
Finder will be liberally resum of money.
warded bv leaving same with E. F. GOFF. 563
Congress street. Portland, or W. 11. HATCH,
station agent. E. 1,. FIELD, Gray, Me. 39-1
truth is mighty and will
prevail.” I wrote to Miss h. S. Oit. East
Harpswell, Maine. The grip left me a hopeless
and helpless rheumatic cripple. Through her
advice I was quickly and permanently cured,
CAPTAIN M. A. HALL, Boothbay Harbor.
Me.
_d&wlt-4

family.
Dr. J, c.

SALE—We are now prepared to offer
building lots situated on the northerly
Congress street, west of Weymouth
side of
street, running through to the southerly
New
Portland street including the lots m
Boynton Court. BENJAMIN SHAW. 61/a
Exchange street. ___,’1'1

FORthe
side'of

WANTED.

J'J

It should be in every

ortland,
desirable for building lots overlooking 1sm®
for
3 minutes from street cars; must be
180 Middle street,
W.
H.
WAI.DRON,
$2,550.

OBSE FOB SALE—Black mare 7 years
old weight 1000 lbs., sired by Black
Pilot to foal within 30 days by Col West. A. ti.
and
SAWYERjS STABLE, corner Federal 29-1
Market streets.

LOST AND FOUND.

the safest

sole 5

hdq

storied house

9

Jne-half of what she cost Apply
CUMBERLAND SI. right hand bell. 1-1

a

emergency medicine.

of Shakespeare’s Comedies) accompanied
Town election Monday was very quiet.
by Andrew Lang’s interesting and Polities were not taken into account. The
the
Besides
comment.
above,
scholarly
following persons were chosen officers:
the principal illustrated articles are, a
Moderator—Daniel Lewis.
Clerk—L. E. Jackman.
graphic description of Lake Superior,
Selectmen, Assessors, &c.—C. A. Robinson,
illusulian
to
the
J
Brother
J. B. Lewis, M. A. Sawyer.
Ralph,
Sea, by
Treasurer—L. E. Jackman.
I trated by Remington and Graham; the
S. S. Committee—F. M. Caldwell.

particulars.

Ayers CherryPectoral

Iiundsome

2

new

all
IVORof rooms, nice stable, buildings
of
thoroughly painted and blinded, 6 acres land,

sold fm about
at 372

TO

by

Lowell,

FOB
piocc fliiout her. very fust.

UPSTAIRS

and most effective

teresting meeting.
The family of our new minister, Mr.
Brown, have arrived, and are occupying

Edwin A. Abbey’s superb illustrations of
The Tempest (the seventh in the series

—

cured

to go to ThomAddress box 3, Thomaston,
28-1

good milliner

SALE._

SALE—Deering,

SALE—Sloop yacht “Marion” 23 feet
hrst
over all; new last year, everything

RENT of six rooms, at No. 13
Modern improvements;
Bramhall St.
steam beat. First time vacant, Apply to W. W.
street.
15
Bramhall
No.
HIGGS,
LET—Pleasant rooms, single or in suites,
with board at 110 PARK ST. MBS. H. M.
28-tt
RICE.

and hoarseness

FOR

FOB SALE.

help.

ROOMS.

bronchitis, asthma,

Several of the members of the Y. P. S.
C. E. attended the Local Union at Yarmouth March 29th. They report an in-

MAGAZINE NOTICES.

Gentlemen:
liridgton.
T have been a victim of Salt Rheum for the
at
past twenty-five years, suffering terribly
time?. The inside of my hands were covered
not
It
wa3
inch
au
some
long.
with cracks,
artiuncommon for blood stains to follow any
cle I might handle. My feet also were cracked
You can
open, some nearly two inches long.
labor
imagine how difficult it was for me to many
under these afflictions. I had tried
More, from curieffect.
without
but
things,
osity than anything else, I used King s Sarsaparilla as directed, taking five bottles,
and my hands and feet arc as soft end smooth
I give the credit to King s
as any one’s.
Sarsaparilla, and should any one doubt
this statement, they are at liberty to write me
Yours Truly,
for

croup,
sore throat,

L. Leighton.
Prince.

K. S.—Ellen Leighton.
A. E. S.—Howard Cole,
p. s.—(i. F. Rowe.
T.—Edith Rowe.
Chap.—E. T. Haskell.
Con.—Annul Ncvens.
A. Con.—Minnie Barter.
A. S.—Alice Leighton.
0. S.—Horace Leighton.

And more than a prince of the State he stood,
An heir of more than a royal line,—
As (lie heir of the saints and the Christ

Jlead what hr has to say :
King Manufacturing Co.

aston, Me.
Colds and Coughs WANTED—A
Me.

of the Press.

the S. of T. on

For more than a prince of the Church was he,
And more than champion of a creed!
Since his heart was as large as the people's
needs.
For suffering hearts his iieart could bleed—
This legitimate prince of Humanity!

HEALTH and

Corres-

Mr. Frank Sawyer lias bought the Jordan place.
The ladies circle is to have a night cap
festival at the vestry, Tuesday evening
April 5th.
The following officers were elected by

A

Me.

by

North Yarmouth.

that stirred
In many a heart of the mouning throng,
As the funeral cortege crept along;
And never was verse or speech or song
A tribute phrased iu so dear a word.

King’s Sarsaparilla

Gathered

Interest

of

female

MISCELLANEOUS-_

MAINE TOWNS.

GOOD TO THE POOR.”

LORING, SHORT & HARMON
dtf
mar31_

:

AGENTS.

good, live agents,
STEPHEN BERRY, WANTED—50
for “The
female,
Illustrated
Fair,”
paper. Apply
Hotel,
SAVAGE,
Portland,
City
BOOK BHD JOB PtjlflTEt
to

35c.

and

$1

at all Druggists.

E. MORGAN &

,,

SONS, Prop'*

api5

r

eod&wly
____

_

HAYES TOOL COMPAQ l

NOTICE ! ASK YOU# DRCOOIST FOIi

Scott’s
For

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sprains

male c r
World1 3
FREi )

to
Me.

W.

29-1

MINERAL LAMP
WICK 3
±V. never burn out; no smoke, no soot, n 3
trimming, light equal to gas; 3 samples 10c >
assorted dozen 25c. REN. STAYNER & CO >
25-2
Providence, R. I.
A

No. 37 PLUM STREET.

PROVIDENCE. R. I.
_____

canvass

an

GENTS

-MANUFACTURERS OF
^
✓

Tribe ICxpanders, Pipe Dii
V Centers Tube. Sheet Cutters,

Hayes Patent

Parallel Wedges, Depth
Gauges, &c.

>r

Bruises, Sore Throat, and Other Laniene;
Second to no other Liniment in the Unit
States, well known in all Eastern Province S.
Wil 1 be sold by all druggists. David Scott, Sr
Proprietor in the Unile<T States. Trade ma
on all circulars and bottles. Wholesale by Coc U,
icb22dt
Lveiett & Pennell, Portland, Me*

-Sj

Je

s

FINE TOOL WORK A

SrECIALTI

Genera! Machine Work Promptly Attended To.
41 & 43

mars

CEOSS STBEET,

l’OBTXAN] >.
dim

w ANTED-

■

KELIABLE MEN,
TO ACT AS AGENTS.

HOMER N. CHASE &

Address

CO., Nurserymer
AUBURN ME.

Mention this paper.

mar23eo'.l&wlw

bHHHHHll

45
44%

Highest.
Lowest.
Closing.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

45

Wednesday’s quotations.

of Staple Products in the

WHEAT.

Stocks and Bonds—Money Easy
Exchange Quiet and Steady

70%

Sterling

WHEAT.
J itlv.

and Heavy.

78%
78%

CORN.

New York, yesterday, money was easy,
ranging Irom 1 @2 per cent.; last loan 2, closing at 2 per cent. Prime mercantile paper was
quoted at 4@6 per cent. Sterling Exchange was
quiet and steady with actual business in bankers’ bills at 4 86% for 60-day bills and 4 88%
for demand; posted rates at 4 873:4 89. Commercial bills were at 4 851/2@4 871/2. Government bonds were dull and steady. Railroads
were quiet and generally heavy.
Dealings in the stock market after 12 o’clock
was enlivened by further steady pressure upon
New England and a vigorous bear attack upon
Reading, with the result of further repressing
in prices of both, those stocks giving a declining tendency to the rest of the list. Reading
fell away from 67% to 66, trading becoming
very large for the time being. New England at
the same time declined from 46% to 45V2
against 47% at the opening.Considerable weakness shown in Louisville, which was down 1 per
cent from the first price; Atchison was off %.
The rest of the list developed no feature until
toward 2, when the pressure was transferred to
Sugar, which yielded readily to 96%, after selling high as 98ya. The most extreme dullness
marked dealings during the remeinder of tlie
session, the market closing rather heavy at
about lowest prices.
Transatactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 268,400 shares.

Opening.

May.

July

40.
39%

Closing.
Boston Stock

Market.

Tile following were to-day’s quotations of
stocks n Boston:
Atchison. Topeka & Stanta Fe R. 36%
C. IS. & Q.108%
Mexican Central. 18%
Union Pacific.44 Vi
Boston & Maine K.170
do pfd.
Bell Telephone.197
New York and New England It. 46%
do pfd. 98%
Wisconsin Central.

pfd.16
Money' Market.

PORTLAND. Mcll. 31, 1892.
^
Flour and Grain are weak. Lard unchanged
f
firm.
Clover seed easier. Onions
and quiet. Be

Denver & K. G. 1st.
Erie 2ds.106%
Kansas Pacific Consols.112
Oregou Nav. lsts.Ill
Kansas Pacific lsts.107%

higher.
The following are to-day's quotations of Grain,

Closing quotations of stocks:
Adams Express.144

Express.117
Central Pacific. 30%
Ches. & Ohio. 23%
Chicago & Alton.145
160
Chicago & Alton preferred.
Chicago, Burlington fe Quincy.107%
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.. 140-%
Delaware. Lackawana & West...156%
Denver & Kio Grande. 17%
Erie. 30%
Erie preferred. 73
Illinois Central.104
Ind., Bloom & West..
Lake Erie & West. 25%
Lake Shore.132%
Louis Ct Nash.
72
Manhattan Elevated..
.109
Michigan Central.109%
Minn. & St. Louis. 10
Minn. & St. Louis pfd. 21%
Missouri Pacific. 79%
New Jersev Central.138
N onheru Pacific common. * 2
Northern Pacific pfd. 61%
American

Provisions, Produce, etc.:
JC 1UU1.

uruiu.

! Corn, cal'lots.

Superfine &

54@55
low grades.$4*4@4(S' ilCorn, Dag lots. .57@58
X Spring &
Meal, bag lots. 65@56
XX Spring $4%@47/ ilOats.car lots.. .41642
Patent Sprng
iOats, bag lots. .45,647
Wheat. .5 25(5,5 5' ) I Cotton Seed,
Mich, str’ght
I car lots. 24 50@24 75
roller... .*4%@5 01 i| bag lots. §26@27 00
clear do.. .4%®5 0( i; Sacked Br’n
cai- ots. i$21%@21 50
StLouis st’gt
rooler.$5®6 12M I bag lots.. 822,623 00
dear do... $4Vsg4’/| I Middlings.. *22@2 00
! bag lots.. S23@26 00
Wnt’r wheat
Provisions,
patents... 5 25®o Si i;
Pish.
I Pork, Bks.15 00®lr 60
clear...
14 75@15 00
Cod—Large
I
short ctsl5 00@15 26
Shore_6 75@7 0<
Small do.. 4 50(3)5 0( Beef,extra
Pollock
.8 50(®4 5(
mess...
8 00@8 25
Haddock.. .3 25®3 5(
plate.. .10 00@10 50
Hake.2 0tX®2 5(
ex-plate.10 50@11 00
Herring, box
;Lard.tubs. 6%@ 7%
Scaled—
13@17i !i tierces... 5',® 7%
Mackerel, b)
:
pails.... BVifell
Shore ls..S
I pure leaf.lo @10%
Shore 2s..$
IHams
.10V<@103A
Med. 3s...l3 00@$L =| docov’rd.ll fell ya
Oil.
1
Large 3s..
I Kerosene. PortProduce.
Cpe Cran’s. bush.. 2 2i i| land ret. pet... 6%
Pea Beans.. 195® 2 1C I Ligonia.0%
Medium do.
I Centennial. 6%
Ger. med... 1 75(3)2 H II Pratt’s Astral.. 8Vt
Yellow Eyes.l 75c®2 Oi n Devoe’s brilliant 8%
Cat. Pea.
.2 50®2 6i It
Raising.
lnsn Potat’s
35® 45 si Muscatel... 1 50@2 00
Sweets
3 00®3 2i i l London lav’r2 00@3 50
Onions—Ha
Onpura lay’r. 8 @9%
tives.3 2'@3 5C IValencia.
6ts@7
Geese.
14@16(
Sugar.
Chickens...
15(3)1711 lEx-aual’ty line
FowiS. 13(a) 14c I granulated... .413-16
Turkeys.... 17® 19c I Standard do.
434
Apples,
! Extra C. 4y$
Ho 1 Bald1
Seed.
wins.1 75@2 Oc MRedTop. ..175@185
ating.2 25®2 5( Timothy. .1 55fel 65
8 ® 10' Clover_12
lb.
vap
@16

..

...

Northwestern.119%
Northwestern nfd.142
New York Central.113%
New Y'ork. Chicago & St- Louis. 18
do pfd... 73
Ohio & Miss. 22 %
Out. & Western. 19
North American. 14%
Pacific Mail. 35
Pullman Palace.191
Beading. 50%
Bock Island. 88 ’/*
St. Louis & San Fran.
St. Paul
76%

...

..

Lemons.

do pfd
WesternUmon.
Sugar Trust.
do nfd.
Eicfimona & West Point.
..

Butter.

...

—

Sicily.3 75®4

Receipts.
PORTLAND, Mch. 31.
Receipts by Maine Central R, E.—For Portand. 103 cars miscellaneous,mercliandise; for
connecting roads 165 ears.

...

98
Belfast4s, 1892—1922, Municipal.
Calais 4s, 1901—1911, Refunding, .loo
Lewiston 6s, 1901, Municipal.112
Lewiston 4s, 1913, Municipal.100
Saco 4s, 1901, Municipal.100
Maine CentraiR. R. 7s.1898.lst. mtgll3
7s, 1912, cons. mtgl34
“4 Vis. 103
“g6s, 1900, extens’ullo
“6s, 1895—1905 D’bl02
&
Leeds Farmington R. R. 6s, 1896.105
103
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1896
Portland & Ogd’g g6s, 1900, IstnitglOS
Portland Water Co’s Os, 1899.108
Portland Water Co’s 4s, 1927. 96
...

jlwo

100
101
114
102
102

115
136
105
112
103
106
105
110
110
98

Grain

Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
CORRECT EDBY PULLEN, CROCKER & CO.

Wednesday’s quotations.
wheat.

Opening.
Highest.
Lowest.

Closing.

•Tulv.
91

May.

91

92’ a
92 Vi

89%
89%

01%
91 Vs

COHN.

Peb.

Opening.
Highest.

Mav.

47%

47%

Lowest.

Closing.
Thnrsday’s quotations.

47
47

wheat.

Opening.

Highest.

Lowest.

Closing.

July.
89Vs
8 9 Vi
88 Vi
885/s

Mav.
90%
90%

July.
45%

Mav.
46%

90 Vs

90V2

COHN.

Opening.

water.
March

2
2
5
6

0

.Api

107%
140

158Us
17%
30%
73%
1.04%

improves
and
diges

i7

is

..

febo

MARINE

21%

QONSUMPTION!

..

NEWS

PORT OF

22
61

119%

Providence, Nov. 18, 1891.

PORTLAND.

Dear Sir—I feel it a duty I owe you to let you
know how I am getting along with your Liquid
Food. X have taken five 6-oz bottles, and I
thought X would have my lungs sounded, and
the doctor told me my left lung has healed, and
that the right lung is in better condition, and I
shall continue with the Food, feeling confident
it will cure me. I find I can get around and
walk better upstairs and not put me out of
breath as it did. I truly think I shall come out
I
of tills lung disease, as I am gaining so fast.
am very grateful to you for the benefit I have
received from your Liquid Food.
I remain respectfully,
EMMA H. DYER,
4 Welcome Avenue.
This lady is well known An Providence, and
we have received letters from several of her
Eriends congratulating us for being the means
of saving her life.

THURSDAY, March 31.
Arrived.
Steamer Cumberland. Thompson, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NB.
Sch A J Whiting, Boston.
Sch Leonora, Boston.
Seh Chas A Sproul, Damariscotta for Boston.
Sch George YV Collins, Boothbay.
Sch Nigar, Adams, Wiscassetfor Boston.
Sch Commerce, Perkins, Rockland.

141

114Vs
18%
73%
23
18%

14%
35
191

57%
85%

Cleared.

Steamship Numidian, (Br) MacNcal, Liverpool—H & A Allan.
Sch Rochasset. Herrick, Sag Harbor—Clark &
Chaplin.
Sch Sea Bird, Wallace. Clark’s Island, to load

112

for New York—Peter S Nickerson.
Sch Morning Light, Nickerson, Boothbay—YV
3 Kieb.
Sch Shepardess, Tibbetts, New Harbor—J H
Blake.
Sch Lewis R French, Newman, Prospect Harbor—J H Blake.

4G
12

27%
87%

98%

SOT Wall street, I
Janesville, Wis., Dec. 9,1891. )
Gents—I have been restored to health by the

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

11
61%

VINALHAVEN, March 23-Skl, schs Belle
Halliday, Nickerson,for New York; Ohio, Clayton, and Volunteer, Look, Jonesbero; Tidal
Wave, Turner, Belfast.

87%

Liquid Food. My trouble was consumption of the stomach and bowels, and I could
obtain no relief from the medical profession, as
use of your

Philadelphia; Manitou, Arey, and Geo A
hawry, Dobbin, New York; Bootli Brothers,
Emmons, do; Clinton,Wilson, and Lincoln, Norror

00.

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

Sew York.
Sid fm Cadiz Mch 14, sch S G Haskell, Eichirdson, Cienfuegos.
Cldat Panama Mch 16th, sch Katharine D

steam —d.
CHICAGO. Mch. 31. 1892.—The Flour mark( t is demoralized. Wheat materially lower ;No 2
pring at 777/»c; No 2 Ked at 83! *c. Corn lowr: No 2 at 38% c; No 3 at —.
Oats lower—
>o2 at 28c; No 2 Kye 75c.
No 2 Barley 52c.
>ro 1 Flaxseed at 97c.
Provisions—mess pork
liglicr at 10 lO.d; 10 12%. Lard steady 6 17%
DO 20. Short rib sides higher at 5 60@5 02 Vs.
i )ry salt meats—shoulders at 4 50^5 00; short
> Iear sides 0 17 V ®6 20.
Keceipts—Flour, 23,000 bbis; wheat. 83,000
1 ush; corn 445,000 hush: oats, 185,000 bush;
1 ye. 12,000; barley. 53,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour. 12.000 bills ;wheat. 28,000
usli; corn, 131,000 bush; oats, 103,000 bush;
, ye. 0.000 bsh; barley, 32.000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. Mch. 31, 1892.—The Flour mart is weak and unchanged.
Wheat unsettled;
t io 2 remained firm and closed at S3 '* c.
Corn
i trong early; closed %c lower; No2at34%e
J iats lower; No 2 at 28I/ic. Kye firmer; No 2 at
7 8%c.
Barley quiet: Minn at 52c. Provisions
-only small jor> trade; pork at 10 60@10 02 %
Lard 0 05.
* >r new and 6 70 for old.
Dry salt
shoulders at 4 60; longs and ribs
ic mats—loose
60; shorts 5 76; boxed lots 15 more. Bacon
-shoulders 5 25; longs and ribs at 6 20@8 25;
ports at 6 40.
Hams 0 00@10 50.
Keceipts—Flour. 5.000 bbls: wheat, 15.000
t ush; corn, 114.000 bush; oats. 35,000 bush:
r ye. 1,000 bush; barley, 4,000 bush.

j

_

Perry, Garfield, Trapani.

Memoranda.

Ship George Skolfleld, Dunning, arrived at
March 30 from New York, after a
ong passage of 236 days. She had been given
Yokohama
ip

as

lost.

Philadelphia, March 30—Barque J J Marsh,

Cardenas, lias lost l'oretopmast.
Frontera, March 11—Sch Ethel F Hawlev.
lefore reported ashore, had 375 logs mahogany
in board, 174 of which were on deck.
The
leckload was washed overboard. The vessel
j s not broken, but the rudder is gone. The snr'eyers recommend that the cargo be removed,
j or farther examination.
rom

j

Domestic Ports.
NEWYOEK-Ar 30th. schs Oliver Ames,
Belle
toston;
Halladay, Vinalliaven; Jordan L
ilott. Koekland; Carrie C Miles, New Bedford;
Also ar 30th, steamer Newport, from Colon;
: ihip Abner Coburn, Nichols, Liverpool 42 days;
f chs Nathan Cobb, Achorn, Mobile;
Northern
fight,Boston; Eva Adell, Lord, Newport; M F
Eva
A
’ike, Noble, Providence;
Hall, Hall, fm
;
itamford.
Chi 80th, schs E H Harriman, Wood, for Wilaington, NC, and Jaemel: Maggie Abbott. Mcntosh, Port au Prince; Nelson Bartlett, Watts,
;
iabine Pass.
Sid 30th, ship Eobt L Belknap, for Yokohama;
1, iiuque Evie lteed, for Valparaiso.
Passed Hell Gate SOfli, sch Ira B Eilems, fm
lew York for Eoekland.
BOSTON—Ar 30th. schs Maynard Sumner,
Iyer, Ponce; Laura T Chester, Beal. Eockport;
iuubeam, Campbell, Kennebec; Lone Star,
J aiureli, Machine; Jacobin, Smith, Eilgecomb,
/IfttronnliQ Smith Vinfllha.vftn: T^piH T

;

1

J

iimpson. Deer Isle;

’liiladelphia.

Mass., Dec, 2,1891.

A. L. Murdock:
Dear Sir—I would like to tell you of our experience with your Liquid Food, for I feel very
sure that in the mercy of God it saved my husband’s life.
Two years ago, my husband worn out with excessive watching and ahxiety by reason of a
sever? illness of mine, together with the
pressure of his duties as principal of a high
school, broke down completely, nervous exhaustion, severe rliematism, amounting almost
to rheumatic fever, and complete derangement
Df the digestive system, so that he could not
keep milk on his stomach, or the simplest nourishment, brought him down very low.
Our physician, nearly in despair, tried one
thing after another, but all to no good. At last
be hit on your Liquid Food; the effect was magical. The very first dose made itself felt like a
thrill of new life; his improvement was very
rapid, his appetite ravenous, and he gained flesh
His rheumatism, too, which had
very fast.
doubled lflm exceedingly for several years, was
very much relieved, and, in short, he seemed
ind felt like a new man. To all who knew him
ind his former condition, he was a walking
ulvertiseinent of Murdock’s Liquid Food. Since
that time, when he becomes debilitated through
iverwork or indigestion, a litfle of the Liquid
Food will soon set him right again.
Feeling that we both owe you a large debt of
jratitude, and this acknowledgement of the
benefit received, I am,
Yours respectfully,
MRS. IMUiCIVAL F. MARSTON,
Andover, Mass.
JanllM.WoiFLf

Hemingway, Siugapol-e for Boston.
Ar at Valparaiso Mcli 20, barque C P Dixon,

(By Telegraph.)

unchanged.
Freights to Liverpool dull and weak; grain

Andover,

Ar at East London 26th inst, barque Harriet
i Jackson, Bacon, New York.
Ar at Yokohama Mch 30. ship Geo Skolfleld.
Dunning. New York, 236 days.
Passed St Helena Mcli 24, barque Antioch,

Domestic Marktes.

ml

I continued to grow worse all the time, and my
weight was reduced to 100 pounds. Last August
I tiled your Food, and have used it up to this
date daily. X have recovered my former health,
and now weigh 170 pounds. Respectfully,
W. C. IXUGUNIN

ton, Indian Eiuer.
SACO. March 31—Ar. schs Jas A Gray, and
A J Miller, from Portsmouth.
The cargo of Barbados molasses, per schr
Jrinico. now discharging at Widgerys wharf,
s consigned to Geo S Hunt & Co.

—

parts
tia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Caiupobello and
St. Andrews, N. B.

Ou and after Nov. 2. and until further notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland, Monday and Thursday at
5.00 p. m., for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; Returning, leave St. John
and Eastport same days.
Througn tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. E£r*Freight received up to 4.0C
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other
information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE, Gen’l Manager.
dtf
je20

Allan

j Irake, Goldthwaite. Boston.
SAVANNAH—Sid 29th, sell Agnes E Hanson,
lansoii, Newport News.
NEWPORT NEWS-Ar 29th, sch Lois V
ihaples, Grace, New York, (and sailed lor Jaclc«
onville.)
Sid 2*Jth. sch C A Campbell, Boston.
FORT MONROE—Sid 29th, sch Alice J Crabt ree, (from St Jago) for Boston.
BALTIMOEE—Ar 29th, sch John J Hanson,
< lliver, Alexandria.
Sid 30th, sell Win II Allison, for Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 30th, sch Hannah Mci ,ooii, Hatch, Matanzas.
Also ar 30th, barque John J Marsh, Whittier,
( lardenas.
Cld 30th, barque Arthur C Wade. Sherman,
1 Iatanzas; llobt S Paterson.Tunnel], Havana.
Ar SOtli. sells Levi Hart, Hart, Cardenas;
( ieorgie 1. Dickson, Harding, Rockport; Josiah
I ; Smith. Freeman, Boothbay; Geo M Adams,
£ tandisb, and City of Augusta, Adams, do.
Cld 30th, sch Frank T Stinson, Hodgdon, for
( IigIsgHi
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 30tli, sch Billow, Colex lan. Boston.
BRIDG E PORT—Sid 29th, sch Lucy, Sprague,
I lew York.

Line

Royal Mail Steamships.

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL
From
| From
Halifax.
Liverpool Steamships I Portland.
2oth Feb. -Mongolian I 17th Man 19th Mar
2nd Apr
loth Mar. -Nnmidian, | Hist
24th
Parisian,
114th Apr. 16th
7th Apr. | -Mongolian | 28th
| 80th
*S. S. Numidian and Mongolian will carry cattle and only cabin passengers. Cabin $40 to
$60, according to steamer and location of state
room; second cabin $25; steerage $20.
of
Lilie SteamFrom

11

STATE LIAE {Servlce

A'ja.”

New York and Glasgow, via Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin $35 and upwards. Return $65 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Galway. Prepaid steerage $19: intermediate
*30. Apply to H. & A. ALLAN and T. P.
McGOWAN, Portland, or 11. & A. ALLAN,
Boston.
(IfMd'l

dtf

BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA,

all
who have heretosupplying the
the town
goods
any kind that
o bills will be paid after this date unless
by the Overseers of the Poor, and also
! rdered
liat the Board will he in session at Lewis Hall,
Voodforcls, every afterternoon during the first
feek in April, to attend to any business that
my come Before it by way of any application
ar nelp of the poor or bills to be
approved for
uppphes that nave been already furnished.
1

1

is to notify
persons
rHIS
fore been in the habit of
of
of
with
oor

SAMUEL

j

EBELLKT

j

Wednesday and Saturday.

From Boston every

From Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday.
From Long Wliarf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wliarf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. K. R., an
South by connecting lines, forwarded free

commission.
Round Trip *18.00
Passage *10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WIN.
Agent, 70 Long Wliarf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and Gener
Manager, 89 State St., Eiske Building, Bostn
oct22dt
Mass.

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
DIRECT LINE TO NEW YORK.

<

i

s.

rigsT&

Manhattan and Cottage City
Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays and Saturdays at 8 p. in. Returning, leave Pier 38,
East River. New York, on Wednesdays and SatFare, 84.00; Round trip,
urdays at 4 p. m.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
$7.00.
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent.
febidtf
leave

&

PORTLAND
BOAT CO.

STEAM-

BOOTHBAY

Winter Arrangements. On
and after Monday, Nov. 2, Str. Enterprise will
East
leave
Boothbay every Monday at 7.15 a.
in., for Portland, touching at So. Bristol and
Harbor.
Boothbay
Every Wednesday, leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland,at 8 a. m„ for Round

Pond, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every
Thursday leave Round Pond at 7 a. m. for
Portland, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every
Friday leave Portland at 8 a. m. for Boothbay,
So. Bristol, East
Boothbay and Pemaquid.
Weather permitting. No freight received after
7.45 a. m., on day of leaving,
ALFRED RACE, Manager.
marldtf

Steamers.

Boston

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

STAUNCH SEAGOING

$1.00.
STEAMEBS,

Alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening. Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock;
arriving in season for connection with earliest
trains tor points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, Ac.
Returning, leave Indiu AVharf, Boston, every
evening, Sundays excepted, at 6 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE,
J. F.XISCOMB,
General Agent.
Manager.
dtf
sep!6

DOMINION LINE.
Callinr_at

Undertakers,
I

HAVE BEHOVED TO-

Opposite Masonic Hall,
tnd with entire new stock are ready to
answer cal*8 as before.

TELEPHONE CONNECTIONS,
maro

dtf

21.
4.
18.
3.

Steamships.

Outwards and

LABRADOR,

OREGON,
SARNIA,

Homewards

From
From
Portland. Halifax.
Jan. 38.
Jan. 30.
Feb. 11.
Feb. 13.
25.
10.

27.
12.

Mar.
Mar.
24. I
26.
LABRADOR,
17.
OREGON,
Apr. 7. Apr. 9.
31. |
23.
SARNIA,
31,
Cabin, $40 to $60; Return, $80 to $110; Second Cabin, $25; Steerage, $20.
Avonmonth Dock Direct._
From
I
From
Portland.
Steamship. |
Aveumouth.
DOMINION,
February 10.
January 28.
22.
February 4. I TORONTO,
18.
March
7.
| TEXAS,
~The Bristol steamers do not carrypassengers.
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
nov23dtf
Agents.
Mar.

86 EXCHANGE STREET,

I 10.

Halifax

Steamer.
Liverpool.
7. SARNIA,
Jan.
Feb.

-—

Mail

From

son,

and 1.30 p.

10 a.

7

rn.

m.

RETURNING-Leave Canton 4.30 and 9.30 a.
in.

STAGE CONNECTIONS Daily-From W.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buckfleld for VV.
Sumner and Turner; Can on for Peru, DtxI
Held and Mexico; also for Bvettun's Mills,
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
| Livermore.

|

je27_dtf

ROYAL

F. E.

Boston & Maine R.

All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted by
gas. Unequaled dining cal' service,.
NOVEMBER

15,

In Effect October

1891.

sale

principal

at

Railroad offices throughout New York and New

England.

Boston office, 211 Washington street.
dee22

4,

R.

1891.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
S®arboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.15 a.
m., 3.30, 5.15. 6.15 p. m.; Old Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddeford. 7.00, 8 45, 10.15 a. m., 12.40,
3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. in.; Kennebunk, 7.00, 8.45
a. m., 12.40, 8.30, 5.15, 6.15 p.
m.; Well®
Beach, 7,00, 8.45 a. TO., 3.30, 5.15 p.m.;North
Great
Falls,
Dover,
Berwick,
7.00, 8.45 a.
m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. m; Rochester, Farm8.45 a. m..
Alton
Wolf
boro,
Bay,
ington,
12.40, 3.30 p. m.; Worcester, (via Great
Falls and Rochester] 7.00 a. m.; Manchester
and Concord (via South Newmarket Junction)
7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. in.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a.
TO.; So. Newmarket Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, t7.00,
t8.45 a. m.. §12.40, 3.30 p. TO.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.Q0,

Leave New York from foot of Liberty street,
North River.
For Philadelphia at 4.30, 7.45, 9.00, 10.00
11.30 a. m., 1.30, 2.15, 3.30, 4.00, 5.00, 6.00
7.30 p. m.,
12.15 night. Sundays 9.00
10.30. 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 3.30, 5.00, 0.00 p.
m., 12.16 night.
For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00
(11.80 with dining car) a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, dill
ing car 6.00 p. m., 12.15 night.
Parlor cars on day trains Sleepers on nigh!
trains.
are on

a.

PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
BOOTHY. Gen'l. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, April 1, 1892.dtf.

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.

Tickets via tills line

‘J.30

Returning will leave Machiasport Mondays and
Thursdays at 4. a. m., arriving at Portland
about midnight same days.

—VIA—

TABLE

etc..

arrival ot train leaving Boston at 7 p. m.
Rockland. Bar Harbor and Machiasport.

for

Washington

TIME

Montreal, Brldgtou,

or on

Baltimore and

Philadelphia,

m.;

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, (weather
Street
permitting)leaves Portland—State
Wharr—Tuesdays and Fridays at 11.15 p. ill.,

BETWEEN—

York,

New

a.

Portland, Mt. Desert & Machias Steamboat Co.

LINE.

BLUE

Finest and Safest Trains in the World

|

dtf

STEAMERS.

4.00 p.

m.

Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Bosand way stations, 12.65, 4.15 p. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For Cape Elizabeth,
9.00 a. in.; Amesbury, 9.00 a. in.. 6.00 p. TO.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburvport, Salem, Lynn, Boston, (t2.o0 a. TO. dally) t9.00 a.
ni., (§1.00 p. m. daily) t6.00 p. in.
Boston fcr Portland, 7.30 a. TO.. (t9.00 a. m.
daily) 12.30 p. m., i.*7.00 p. ni. daily.;
ton

PACIFIC MIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY
LISE FOR

California, Japan, China,
America and

—

Central and South

Mexico,

New York, pier foot of Canal street,
North River, for San Francisco "Via The Isthmus of Fanama.
For Japan and China,
NEWPORT sails Monday, April 11, noon.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO sails Tuesday,
April 5, 3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general information
to
or
address
the General Eastern Agents.
apply
E. A. ADAMS & CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. ltroad St., Boston,
dtf
jelo
ISLAND

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
For Portsmouth anil way stations, 4.40 p.
tConnects with Itail Lines for New York,
South and West.
^Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
‘Western Division from North Berwick Sundays only.
•Western Division from Dover.
Through tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Union Station, Congress street.
JOHN W. SANBORN,
Acting Gen. Man., Boston.
D. .T. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A.. Boston
M. L. WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland,
dtf
octli
m.

STEAMERS.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GEL Portland & Worcester Line.

[

MERRY'- ;

after Nov.

2,1891, steamer
ON
CONEAG, will leave Orr’s Island
m.. for Portland and intermediate
and

Steamers

Royal
dSt

8.40

m.; Farmington, Skowhegan and Lewiston,
12.25 p. m.; St. John, Bangor. Rockland,
etc., 12.39 p. m.; Waterville, Hath, Augusta
and Rockland, 5.35 p. m.; Farmington, Skowhegan, Waterville aud Lewiston, 5.45 p, ir..:
Montreal, Lancaster, Fahyans, Bridgtou. 8.00
p. m.; Night Pullman *1.40 a. m.
*Sundavs included.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Geu’l. Pass.amlTieket Agent.
nov24dtf
Portland, Nov. 20,1891.

From

Overseers of the

mar31

Railway.

i Leave Portland via 3. T. Railway,

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

THE

CITY OFDEERmQ.

From Waterville and Lewiston, 8.35 a. m.; Augusta, Batli and from Iiocktond Mondays only,

Effect November 16, 1891.

—

TREMONT AND FOREST CITY

Ar

j ind. Tampico.
SATILLA RIVER-,Sid 25th, sch Georgle L

—

FAKE OALY

rroptor

—

FOB

In

and Bar Harbor at 1.15 and 11.30

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

Rumford Falls

&
Steamship Co. i Portland

International

John M Moore, Norton,

31st, sells II \V Maeomher, Bray, and E S
Smith Tuttle,
; lewman, Caswell, Philadelphia;
1 Iryaut, Damariscotte.
Cld 30tli, barque Neptune, Hill, Barbadoes;
* ch F G French, Look, St Andrews, NB.
Sid 29tli, ship Wachusett,
ASTORIA, O
loslier. San Francisco.
GALVESTON-Ar 29tli, sell Clara A Phln1 ey, Phiuuev. Pensacola.
PASCAGOULA—Sid 30th, sch May McFar1 md. Small. Boston.
APALACHICOLA-Ar 29th, sells Henry P
; lason. Percy, Velasco; Jennie Lockwood, Po-

—

RAILROADS.

|

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.
Druggists. and
all
of New Brunswick, Nova Sco-

Mr. Murdock:

138%

iOAtvie; Mould A 4 7-lG@4 0-16c; standard
; t A 4L'<@4
e; Confectioners’ at A 4%@41/io;
< ut loaf at 5{S>5%c;crushed at B@5
c: powder( n 4M>Sj)4‘a e; granulated 48/s@4%c; Cubes at
Petroleum quiet and steady; unit< A's'®4%C.
Pork in lair demand and steady;
( d at 5(5tic.
i leet quiet; beef hams inactive; tierced beef js
t uiet; cut meats about steady pniridles easy and
t uiet.’ Lard weak; closed firm; Western steam
c losed at 0 65; city steam at 0 00; refined quiet
On0 90; S A 7 55. But: ml firm; Continent 0
Cheese in fair demand
< er quiet and easy.

pepsia, Maf§|lpf|l
^P^r Stomach

STEAMERS.

Fall and Winter Arrangement.

60

j

reme-

a. m.

\ranceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
*1.15 and $11.30 p. m.
Houlton, AVoodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.; St. Andrews, 11.30 p. m.
*Runs daily, Sundays included. $Night express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
to Skowho-mn
nighty Sundays included, hut not Dexter
or beMonday morning, or to Belfast,
yond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
AVliitq Mountains and Quebec Line.
For Cumberland Mills, Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fryeburg, North Conway, Glen, Bartlett, Fabyans, St. Johnsbury, Newport
and Montreal, 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; Jefferson and Lancaster, 8.45 a. m.
The 8.45 a. m. connects for all points in Northern New Hampshire, Vermont, Chicago and
the West; and with the Canadian Pacith?
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and Pacific Coast points.
The 3.3U p. m. train
connects at Montreal with trains via “boo”
Line for Miimeaoolis and St. Paul.

—-An Illustrated book, entitled “Guide to Health and Etiquette,” by Lydia E. Pinkham, isofgreat___ii
value to ladies. We will present a copy to anyone addressing us with two 2-cent stamps.

and it

dlycd

Moonsets"???■' 111 461Heighttide{:; 10 ft0In

110
10

NEW YORK.Mch.31.1892.—The Flour market—receipts 1,484 pckgs; exports 4156 bbls
and 77 <> sacks; weaK and moderately active;
jales 24.200 bbls.
Flour quotations—low extras at 2 90@3 50;
jity mills extra 4 75@4 90; city mills patents
5 00@5 10; winter wheat low grades at 2 90@
S 50; fair to fancy at 3 60@4 50 ;patents at 4 25
®5 00; Minnesota clear 3 85@4 50; straights
fo at 4 15@4 6 ; do patents 4 25@5 10; do rve
nixtures 3 8S@4 35; superfine at 2 45@3 lo;
ine at 2 00@3 00. Suothern flour is dull and
leavy 3 60@4 85. Rye flour quiet and weak at
L 00@4 40. Buckwheat 62@57. Cornmeal quiet
ind steady; Yellow Western at 2 75@3 00.
PFheat—receipts 8g,750 bush; exports 113 007
msh; sales 92,000 bush;|dull. irregular and
ower;No2 Red at 97Vacin store and elev,
»9c afloat; 98e@l 00' ■» fob ;No 3 Red at 91V2 ;
sTo 1 Northern 96@971<i e; No 1 hard —; No 2
Northern at 92c. Rye dull; Western at 88a/2@
Ua/2c. Barley dull; No 2 Mil —c. Corn—re51.878 bush; sales
eipts 85,251 bush; exports
28,000 bush; quiet and lower; No 2 at48@
:88/4c in elev, 49@“»0c afloat; No 3—; steamer
1 nixed at4784 @49a/2c;
No 2 White —. Oats—
60,125 bush; exports 602 bush: sales
j eceipts
;80.000 bush; dull and lower; No 3 at 34c; do
Vhite at 37c; No 2 at 34a/2@34
c; White do
: I7a/2c; No 1 at 35c; White do at 39a/2c; Mixed
Vestern at34@36c: White do36@40c; White
i itate 36@40c. Coffee—Rio dull and nominal;
: so 7 at 14a4c. Sugar—raw quiet and firm; re1 ined quiet, firm—the outside quotations are
1 hose posted by trust inside figures cover re
1 ate ;No G at 37/a@4c;No 7 at 3 13-16@3 15-16;
so 8 at 3%@3%c; No 9 at 3 11-16@3 13-lGq;
I so. 10 at 35/8@38/4c ;No 11 at 3 9-16@3 11-1 Go;

|||||||Mtioii,

Sold by all

ailments.

—

at 7.20

m.

Rllsworth
p. m.

the appetite

nneq^^E^pualed

dy for Dys
laria and

....

Lambs at 5 40@6 75.

er

an

MINIATURE ALMANAC, APRIL 1.
(
121
Sunrises .5 26|Hi h "atel
t
Sun sets.0 11 Hlgtl
1 S3
i

25%
133
72%
] iy%

—~

DR. WOODBURY'S ANTIDOTE

6
G
7

Sundays only

Bangor & Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, 1.15
and 11.30p. in.; via Oldtown, at 11.30 p.

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S

30, sixty miles E of Boston Light, sch
Galena, from Redondo for Boothbay.

m.

p.

Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.; via Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15 and $11.30 p. m., and on

Is the only Positive Cure and Jbeg-itimate Remedy & O rel PvU Sv D
for the peculiar weaknesses and ailments of women.
All Druggists sell it as a Rtandai d article* or sent by mail, in form of Pills or
LYDIA E. PiNKHAM MED. CO., LYNN, MASS.
Lozenges, on receipt of $1.00.

_

..

@3
gs—receipts 24.000; shipments 12,000;
opened 5@10c lower; closed strong; rough and
common 4 00@4 25; packing and mixed 4 50@
i 70; prime, heavy and butchers’ weights 4 G
0.4 75; light 4 G0@4 75; pigs —.
Sheep—receipts 0000 shipments 1800 ;liigher;
awes 4 00@4 75; wethers o 50@G 25; Westerns
3 50@6 2 i
at
E

Railroad

n.

|mui.

2

.,.

CHICAGO.Mch. 31.1892.—The Cattle market
—Receipts 11,000; shipments 4000; weakjgood
to
,'Tne steers 3 80@4 95; others 3 3 @3 75;
3t
s 2 00@3 25; Texan- 3 30@3 85; cows

Sugar Rates.
Portland market—eut loaf 5 Vi confectioners’
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6c; granulated,
6c; coffee crushed, 3% c; yellow, 3c.

oa, xoi7o,ii.

JzlVCl

3

March 30—Sid, schs Mollic Ehodss, Dobbin,

Retail Grocers'

x>cuasb

..

.1U1 tlillUl

Chicago Cattle Market.
(By Telegraph}

Clieese.

IN. Y.fct’ry.. ,13@14
Eastern ext... .13@11 I Vermont. 12y2@14
Held.
iSage ... .14 @14 A
Limed.

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
X’ar Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
126
Canal National Bank.100
128
115
Casco National Bank.100
117
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
40% 42
100
102
First National Bank.100
75
115
Merchants’ National Bank.
117
116
National Traders’Bank... .100
118
103
106
Portland National Bank... .100
114
116
Portland Trust Co.100
Portland Company.100
100
80
85
Portland Gas Company. 50
115
Portland Railroad CompanylOO
120
Water
Co.100
110
Portland
115
115
120
Maine Central R R.100
BONDS.
110
Portland City 6s, 1897.108
Portland 6s, 1907.123
125
103
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding. .102
104
Bangor 6s, 1894, K, R. aid.102
no
Bangor 6s, 1899, R Raid.108
]21
Bangor 6s, 1005, Water.120
107
Bath 6s, 1898. R. R aid.105
104
Bath 6s, 1897, Municipal.102
Bath 4%s, 1907, Municipal.100
102
loo
Bath 4s, 1921, Refunding. 9S

York. .Ilav&Sagua Apl
York. .Antwerp
.Apl
York.. Cienfuegos.. Apl

Spoken.
March 15, lat 44 N, Ion 32 W, ship St David,
Frost, from Havre for Philadelphia.
March 25, olf Bird Rock, sch Geo E Dudley,
Wilson, from Guantanamo for Delaware Break-

Saale.New York.. Bremen.... Api 9
Maasdam.New York..Rotterdam..Apl 9
La ChampaingeNew York.. Havre.Apl 9
Yumuri.New Y'ork.. Hav & Mex Apl 9
Wisconsin
.New York. .Liverpool .Apl 12
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool .Apl 13
Y’enezula.New Y’ork. .Laguayra .Apl 13
City of Berlin New York.. Liverpool Apl 18
Enchantress .New York. .Rio Janeiro Apl 13
Noordland... .New York. .Antwerp. .Apl 13
Parisian.Portland... Liverpool .Apl 14
Khaetea..... .New Y’ork. -Hamburg .Apl 14
Arizona .New York.. Liverpool. .Apl 19
Sarnia.Portland... Liverpool
Apl 21
Santiago.New York.. Hav & Mex Apl 21
Newport.New Y’ork. .Colon..Apl 23
Apl 23
Philadelphia New York. Laguayra
Mongolian... .Portland.. .Liverpool .Apl 28
York.
.Hav&Card’sMeh
30
Saratoga.New

*Ex-div.

Eggs.

Foreign Exports.
LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Numidian—
bush
wheat
68,605
28,650 do oats 0900 do peas
7319 do ba ley 2141 ools apples. 2929 bags of
flour 610 head cattle 70 tcs pork 605 cs match
splints 43,880 ibs cheese 13,000 do butter 2845
maple blocks 19 cs leather 1750 ibs pearlasb 3
bales fur 733,12 lbs bacou.

10’4

do pfd. 60%
Oregon Nav. 85

I Creamery.26@28
IGiltEdge Vr’mt.22@25
I Choice.20@21
I Good.19@20
iStore.18@19

0C I

27%
87%
95%

.New

Cienfuegos_New

147
160

44%

45
..12

Westernland

23%

44%

..

Express.
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
U. S.

..

Niagara.New

144
117
30

47%
114
10%

Union Pacific..

16th, sch Nimbus.
Arat Buenos Ayres
Young, Portland.
At Montevideo Feb 16, sch Edith L Allen,
Darrah, New York.
Sid fin Las Palmas Feb 27, sch Damietta &
Joanna, Wallace, Cienfuegos.
Cld at Hillsboro, NB, Mch 29th, sch Fraulien,
Crocker, Rockland.
Cia at St John. NB, 80th, schs Charley Bucki,
Jenkins, New York; Lizzie Cochrane, Kelley,
New York.

2

woman."

—

fieik, Skollleld,Mauritius.
Feb

..

pfd.114
Texas Pacific, new. 10%
uo

3

..

IQG%

nfd..'.122%

St. Paul. Minn, dr Mann.112
St. Paul d-Omaha. 46%

2

....

Farmington and Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.30
a. m.. 1.10 p. m.; via Brunswick, 1.15 p.
m.;
and for Rangeley at 8.30 a. m.
Monmouth, AA'inthrop Keadiield and Oakland, 1.10 and 6.05 p. m.
Waterville via Lewiston, 1.10, 5.05 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, $11.30 p. in.
Skowliegan via Lew'iston, 1.10 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., 1.15, $11.30.p. m.
Belfast, 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.
Dover aucT Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.15, 11.30

“AN INVALUABLE MEDICINE.”
Dear Madam:
You speak of using my recent letter as a testimonial
are
you
perfectly welcome to do so —would that I could influence
all suffering women to give your compound a fair trial. I must
say to you that it is an invaluable medicine, and, if used according to directions, will prove a certain cure for the diseases it is
recommended for. It has been very, very beneficial to myself
and daughter.
Sincerely Yours,
Mrs. S. Blair, cor. Church and Park Sts.,
Roanoke City, Va.

Foreign Ports.
Sid fm Chittagong Feb 29, barque Issao Skol-

2

..

..

112
111

76%
122%

do

...

3 00@3 7E
Palermo
Messina.... 3 50®4 OC
Oranges.
6 00®7 25
Valencia
Florida_3 5064 50

00

NEW YOKE, Mi ll. 31.1892.
The following are to-day s closing quotations
of Government securities:
Mcli. 31.
Mch. 30.
116
New 4’s reg.110
New 4’s conn.117%
117%
100
United States‘2s res.100
Central Pacific lsts.106%
106%

Portland Wholesale Market.

Rockland
for Providence.
MILLBKIDGE—Ar 27th, sch Mollie Phillips,

van

m.

p.

and

for

do for

TIMK
..

Mexican. 2 05
New York Stock and

FOB

health

physical
perfection of

Portland.

Aurania ••••.. New York.. Liverpool
Apl
Furnesia.New York. .Glasgow
.Apl
Eras.New York.. Bremen
Apl
Werra.New York.. Genoa.Agl
Qbdam.New York.. Rotterdam Apl
City WashingtnNew York.. Hav&Mex.. Apl
FederationNew York.. Rio Janeiro Apl
Caracas.New YTork.. Laguayra
Apl
Havel.New York. .Bremen... .Apl
City of Paris .New York..Liverpool
Apl
Germanic .... New York.. Liverpoo... Apl

happiness of
depend upon

the

30th. schs Julia A Decker, from
lilSA.ijEM—Ar
for New York; Julia & Martha, Sulli-

OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS.

and

mankind

schs J P Wyman, and
HYaVnIS-a/'iolh’
Portland; St Elmo, do
RockC L Hix,

On and after November 29, 1891, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows;
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.30 a. m., 1.10, 5.05 p. m.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 a. m., *1.15,
5.00 and $11.30 p. m.
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
7.15 a. m., 1.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.00
p. m.
Brunswick, Batli, Gardiner, Hallowell and
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15-, 5.00 and $11.30

life, well-

The normal

Annie

g

For Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Alontreal
and the West.

woman’s ills."

a

being,

W Barker, Rockland.
Arsotn schs C J Willard, Philadelphia for
Providence for Kockport.
Portland;’ Ella May.
Sid sph Anna W Barker.
30th, sch Alice Archer,
NOBSKA—At anchor
Gibbs from Bath for Darien.
ton

LONDON, Mch. 31,1892—Consols 95 13-16d
for money and 06d for the account.
LIVERPOOL. Mch. 31, 1892.—The Cotton
market is dull: middling at 3Vsd: sales 7000
bales: speculation and export 1000 b ,es.
LIVERPOOL, Mch. 31. 1892.—Quotatiims—
Winter Wheat at 7s 7Y-!d@7s 9d ;Sprin; Wheat
at 7s8da7s9d; Mixed
American Corn at
4s 5fid. Cheese 57s Gd.

FROM

“

Catharine,
Flizabethport
Sawyer, New Bedfuuvken for Boston; Addle New
\ork for Bosford for Calais; Marcelhut.

Foreign
(By Telegraph.)

Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Moll. 31. 1892.-Tbe following
are to-day’s closing quotations ot mining stocks;
Col. Coal.32%
Hocking Coal.
16
Homestake.13 00
Ontario.43 00
Quicksilver.
3%

for Lubec.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

best under-

woman

stands

29th, sell S W Law-

Foam;

A

teak

Markets.

New Y'ork

do

Kld%orhsellSea

“

29th,schs CatawamVieyaK-DHAVKN—Ar
for Saco ;
Wee-

(By Telegraph.)

Mav.

Opening.
Closing.

Generally Steady—Stocks Closed Dull

l0NEWiT-Lskell.
bEDFORD-SM
Norfolk.

(Aiina

NEW YORK. Meh. 31, 1892.—The Cotton
market is dull aud unchanged: sales 622 bales;
good ordinary uplands 4 6-16c ;do Gulf 4 9-16c;
good ordinary stained at 3 13-16c; middling uplands at 6 11-lGe; do Gulf at 7 l-16c; do stained at 6 lie.
NEW ORLEANS, Mch. 31,1892.—The Cotton
c.
market Is quiet; middling 6
CHARLESTON, Mch. 31. 1892,-Tho Cotton
market is quiet; middling GVic.
SAVANNAH. Melt, 31. 1892,-The Cotton
market is weak; middling GVtc.
MOBILE,Mch. 31.1892.—The Cotton market
is quiet-.middling G%c.
MEMPHIS. Mch. 31.1892.—The Cotton market is steady; middlings 6 5-16c.

Thursday’s quotations.

Government

%ALIPEIVEB-81d

Cotton Markets.

May.
40%
40V i

July.
Opening. SO Vi
Closing. 38 %

At

x

80 %

CORN.

Bonds Dull and Steady—Railroads Quiet
and

May.

A"

Thompson,

RAILROADS.

=TSi

~

30th’ suIls Mary LymMontezuma,
hurner Tiverton ami Weymouth;
Race Horse, Dightoa
York;
Somerset for New

—

July.
Opening. 81 «
Closing. 79%

Leading Markets.

Bay,

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

30th. sells Sarah Potter,

Burke, Gray, Now
ParmVrn1 Viarieii; Glendy
Bickford, ami Break of
York^Two* Brothers,
do 1 Mattie J Alles, Crackett,

DETROIT.Meh. 31, 1892.—Wheat dull; No 1
White at 86%e; No 2. Red 87c. Corn dull ;No 2
at 40c. Oats dull—No 2 White Sl^c; No 2 at
30c. Rye dull and nominal; No 2 at «2c.
bbis; wheat. 12,000 bush:
Receipts—Flour,
com, 2,000 bush; oats, 6000 bush.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Quotations

PROVIDENCE—SUl

Shipments—Flour 7,000 bbls; wneat, 22,000
bush; corn.'161,000 bush: oats, 45,000 bush;
rye, 0.000 bush; barley, 0,000 bush.

46%,
4'%
45%

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R,

at (5.40

landings.

a.

RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island
and intermediate landings at 2.20 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
octldtf
General Manger.

STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.

FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO.
after Monday, Oct. 5, 1891, Passeu
trains will Leave Portland:
"Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Windham and lipping; at 7.30 a.
ni. and 12.30 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Spring vale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
On and

PHANTOM will leave Portland
touching at Falmouth
Foreside, Couscns', Great Chebeague and Littlejohn’s Island and Wolfs Point, at 3 p. m. daily
(Sundays excepted). RETURN ING, will leave
South Freeport at 7 a. m.. touching at ail landings, commencing March 10th. 1892.
iharlSdtfH. B. SOULE. Manager.

STEAMER
Pier for Freeport,

xer

For

5.30 p.

Casco Bay Steamboat Company,
*, 4 INTER TIME TABLE, commencing Monday, November 1, 1891:
Leave Portland for Forest City Landing, Peaks
Island, 5. 45, 0.45, 8.00 a. m., 2.15, 0.10 p. m.:
for Little and Great Diamond, Trefetheu’s auu
Long Island, 8.00 a. in., 2.15. p.m.
C. W. T. GODING,
oct30dtf
General Manager.

11.15 p.

r.

All.......

€. MORGAN

&TsONSv Prep"

druggist

1
J

)n

After MONDAY.
Dec. 7,
Trains will run as follows:

1891,

ror Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a.
m., and 1.10, 1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For Gorham, 7.10 a. m.. 1.30 and 5.lo p. m. For
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 a. ill. and 1.30
p. in. For Quebec, 1.30 p. m. For Buckfield and Canton, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30 p. m.

ARRIVALS.
and Auburn, 8.25 a. m.,
12.10, 3.10, 5.40 and 5.50 p. ill. From Gorham, N. H„ 8.25 a. in., 12.10 and 5.50 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. in.,
5.50 p. ill. From Quebec, 12.10 p. III.
TICKET OFFICE
0

JOHNSON,
t

DEALER IN

c

Fine Watch Repairing a Specialty,
WORK STRICTLY FIRST CLASS.
Monument Square, Portland, Me.
mar Hi
eod2m

and

i rrom Lewiston

(Formerly Chronomenter and Watchmaker with
Wm. Seuter & Co.)

ALL

dtf.

DEPARTURES.

ap1t>eod&wly

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Spectacles & Eye Glasses.

,,.0-1,

hand Trunk Railway of Canada.
«

pkovxbem.e, s. j

A,

mwl

oct5

IN

at al

1»

For through Tickets to all points West and
iouth, apply to S. F. CORDWELL, Ticket
kgent, Portland, Me.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
C. J. WIGGIN, Gen’l Ticket Agent.

One of toe Best Medicines Eve;
Invented for

$1

>

i. m.

BalsM
°rfco 25c. and

3

Sew York All Kail via "Springfield/'
Trains arrive at Portland l'rom Worcester
it 1.30 p. in.; from Rochester at S.30 a. in.,
1.30 and 5.50 p. m.; from Gorham at 0.40,
1.35 and 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 4.30, 5.50 and 7.35

ARABIAN

CASES OF PAIN AND INFLAMMATION.
This excellent compound la achieving the most
signal triumphs, astonishing many who have ocea
siou to use it by the certainty with which it relieve!
them of their auflteringa, both externally and inVirn
clly. It is safe and certain in its action.
For Burns, Poisoning, Erys‘ 'las, Inflammation
o/ the Eyes or Bowels, Earache, deafness, JSheuma
tism. Pains in Side, Back ox
Shoulders, Piles
Sore Throat, Croup or Bronchitx

m.

For Forest Avenue (Deering), 0.20 p. ill.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
it Ayer Junction with “Hoosac Tunnel
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
ria “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
Vew Y*ork, via “Norwich Line” with Boston

fjB HAY Nth
PERFECTING IMEQIITE RELIEF

m.

For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m., 12.30,
3.00. 5.30, 0.20 and 11.15 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills. West
brook Junction and Woodford's at 7.30
and 10.00 a. in., 12.30, 3.00; 5.30 0.20 and

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.

f
|

ft

Exchange Street, and Depot Foot of India Street.

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Juncand Danville Junction as follows: To Chiigo $20 and $15.76; Detroit $16.75
and
12.50; Kansas City $30 and $25.75; St. Paul
31.50 and $27.25; St. Louis via Detroit $28.75
ad $19.75; St. Louis via Chicago §26 and
21.50; San Francisco, California, $90 and
tJ0.25. These rates are subject to change.
L. J. SEARGE ANT, General Manager.
dec8
dtf
on

PRESS.

THE

Colonel

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.
FINANCIAL,

It

N. W. Harris a Co.

Boynton’s Idea is Yet Alive and
Flourishing.
time ago that Colonel E.
his bicycle locomo-

was some

Moody Boynton had

AUCTION.

tive built

F. 0. Eailey & Co.
FIFTH I'AGE.

at

the

works in this

city.

Portland

Company’s

The invention is not

dead by any means, and in Boston the
wonders o£ bicycle railroading were discussed in a very interesting way at a dinner at the Algonquin Club on Tuesday
evening. The possibilities of this system of transportation were outlined by

The Atkinson Company.
Ira F. Clark & Co.
Ice—Cummings Bros. Ice Co.

Winnifred

Miss

Swan

The weather today

Mills.

is

Winnie
Yesterday morning,
Swan, eldest daughter of Dr. John Swan,
residing at Cumberland Mills, was severely burned by her clothes catching fire from
It was about half-past
a red hot stove.
six in the morning and Miss Swan had

Be

sure

and

Soothing Syrup. 35c

a

ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
bottle.
feb8MW&F<Swly

When Baby was sick, wo gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When die bad Children, she gave them Castoria.

_codAwly

decll

For additional Local News
Fifth Page.

see

ceding fortnight.

The American Cadet orchestra of this
at the grand masWindham
North
at
ball
tonight.
querade
The sewing circle of the Woman’s
Auxiliary to theY. M.O. A. will meet toat 2.30 p. m. A full attendance is de-

city will furnish music

day

sired.
Four knitting machines have just been
put in place at the new hosiery mill at
Cumberland Mills, and more will soon
be ordered.
The County Commissioners have settled the damages on the Newman estate,
Deering, to the satisfaction of all parties interested.
The Society of Art met Wednesday
evening. The business related wholly
to preparation for the spring exhibition

April 11th.

The Y. P. S. C. E. of East Deering
will observe their first anniversary this
evening, at Ilsley Hall. All are cordially
invited.
A meeting of the Diamond Island Association was held last evening, but
nothing of a public nature transacted.
Rev. W. C. Robinson will lead the Bible class at the Y. M. C. A. tomorrow afternoon at 4.30. All are invited.
The Falmouth Loan and Building Association placed to its credit at the Registry of Deeds yesterday, the building of
another new house in Westbrook.
A delegation of Bath sohool teachers
visited this city yesterday. They visited
the High School and examined the methods in use here.
The trustees of the Public Library
met Wednesday evening, and instructed
the finance committee to see what aid
would be received from the city the

coming year.
Cmrmanv has

re-

the Grand Trunk a
cently received
hammer and anvil weighing 125 tons, the
largest in New England. There are only
ten larger ones in the United States.
The steamer Oregon brought several
hundred iron anvils, of all styles and
sizes, from little ones for jewelers’ use
of iron
up the the large ones for the use
over

workers.

Through the favor of

Mrs

L. M. N.

Stevens several of the members of the
Home for Aged Women enjoyed the
of attending the lecture given

privilege
by Lady Henry Somerset and Miss Willard.
A boy by the name of Conley has been
missing from his home on Ponce street,
and yesterday a telegram was received
from Boston

saying

he went to Boston

with Captain Craig on the steamer, and
will be home this morning.
Messrs. Cressey & Jones have completed arrangements with Colonel F. N.
the store 53S Congress street,
formerly occupied by Miss Etta M.
Owen <fc Co., and will occupy it May 1st.

Dow for

A man left the Boston & Maine wharf

returned.
Ho fell into the dock and might have
drowned had not a bystander fished him
out. The man’s name was not learned.
Lieutenant George F. French gave an
interesting lecture at the Young Men's
Christian Association last night, liis subject being “The Signal^ Service in the
War of the Rebellion.” A large number
of war time pictures, shown with the
stereopticon, illustrated the different

suddenly yesterday, but

lately, whose
purpose of

and

soon

was

visit was for

buying the

especial
mortar and

the

stone

up last year in Scarboro from
old clam shell heap near the site of
the hut of the old Indian squaw Jane
Hancock. He secured them for $50. The
pestle is two feet long and several inches
in diameter, and the mortar will hold a

pestle dug

an

perfect safety in long, narrow railway
trains, as he believed it would 200 miles
He introduced
per hour by electricity.
wealth anti his hobby is collecting curiosthe Hon. E. Moody Boynton, the guest
rtf flio mroninnr
sitntino’ tliall fivft Vfin,l*S
ities. He tried to buy a stone the size of
prior he had predicted Mr. Boynton’s a hen’s egg belonging to a fish dealer in
success in the great work to which he
The stone
Deering named Herrick.
had devoted his life, of adapting the biin the fluke of an anchor on the
caught
electric
and
steam
to
cycle principle
transportation of passengers and freight. Grand Banks, and was hauled up with
Mr. Boynton’s remarks were followed the anchor. Growing out of the stone is
by speeches and discussion of a very in- what seems to be a tuft of reddish hair
structive cearacter by the electricans and
and which Professor Robinson of Bowrailway men present, some of whom had
Each
tested and ridden "upon Mr. Boynton’s doin decided was animal tissue.
It was the opin- individual hair can be traced beneath the
railway at New York.
ion of some of the speakers that Boston surface with a knife as if cut off close to
ought to" lead in this new enterprise, the surface. The owner intends to send
which is already being adopted extensively at Chicago, on the Pacific and it to the Smithsonian Institution at
elsewhere.
Washington and would not sell it.
Mr. Henry M. Whitney and Chief EnBuzzards.
gineer Pearson related their impressions
in riding by this system on Mr. BoynThis overgrown, crooked neck, long
Mr.
York.
at
New
ton’s bicycle railway
bird of
Pearson agreed with Colonel Pope that hook billed and most ungainly
be connect- birds, which the illustrious Buzzards decould
and
Boston
York
New
ed by trains running from 150 to 200 gree has ofttimes pictured sojplainly, will
The possibilities of
miles per hour.
be further discussed this evening at the
high speed were confirmed by the enginPreble House, where the third annual
eer of the Thomson-Houston Company,
and statistics of the wonders of electric- banquet of the Buzzards of Windsor and
ity that the future would unfold made Highland Castles of this city will entertie hours pass unnoticed.
tain the Buzzard Sir Knights of Auburn,
o

--

The Bowdoin Athletic Association exhibition in Portland netted over $300.
Albertus E. Litchfield has been appointed foreman of the city stables.
Another fine day yesterday to be added to the beautiful weather of the pre-

VPnro-A

the speech-making by alluding to the wonders the bicycle system was, in his judgment, destined to work in the transportation by
steam and electricity, when the wheel
that now carries people with human feet,
300 miles in a day should be driven with

opened

the fire

-11_

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

VnEtpm

Coffin.
Colonel Pope

just started

PERSONAL.

Lady Henry Somerset and Miss Francos Willard, left Portland for Boston
yesterday morning.
Clark are
is “SoRebecca
Miss
Portland,
visiting
phie May,” author of the Prudy books,
and Miss Sarah is “Penn Shirley.”
City Engineer E. C. Jordan and Mrs.
Jordan, arrived in New York from Liverpool, on the steamer City of Paris,
Misses Rebecca and Sarah

Wednesday.
Mrs. J. W. Waterhouse and Miss PaWaterhouse, sailed from Genoa,

tience

Lloyd steamer for
New York, Wednesday.
They will arrive home about April 14th.
Rev. B. F. Simpson,
pastor of the
Baptist church, South Berwick, has been
in the North German

absence for three
He is
months on account of ill health.
to take a European tour and will be accompanied by his wife, his four children
meanwhile being cared for in the homes
of his

of

leave

granted

m-in

1/-

wrho will arrive at the Union station at
5.45 p. m., and be escorted to the hotel by
The banquet will be
the committee.
The Buzzards,
served at 9 o’clock.
wearing fatigue caps, will assemble as
early after 6 o’clock as possible.

The War in Kates.

uniats.

Perhaps

in

they’re

that

again

stiff, full of

torn

starchj

This

patched.

or

is all unnecessary. Leave
an order at our draperies
department and we send
soiled curtains and put
them
up
again after

they’re cleansed. We send
them to
makes
kind

laundry which
specialty of this

a

a

work, the

of

tains

come

quite

as

back

good

the

cur-

looking
and

as new

are no

inferior work.

If you have small boys,
girls from 4 to 12

yea-s old to provide for,
the
t of navy and black
Cheviots Reefer Jackets
which we offer to-day for
to you

should have
tion

day

a

or

quick

atten-

only

are

in the lot and
the

two will see

last of them.

depart-

Corsets

The

overcrowded—
We’ll
too many kinds.
sacrifice one line to give
the
others
breathing
room.

To-day, then,
plete assortment

pair,

wovour

$1

at

an

Company

organized yesterday at the

office of W. Edwin Ulmer, Esq., with i
capital stock of $50,000, for the purpose
supplied witl
of furnishing cabinets

toilet paper to be operated by dropping
The following officers
a coin in a slot.
were elected:
President—Bradford B. Babbitt, Boston, Mass
General Manager—Fletcher G. Sanborn, Boston, Mass.
Treasurer and Secretary—Jacob
Providence, It. I.
Clerk—W. Edwin Ulmer.
Fire at

Harris

Pleasantdale.

fever and my chance for recovery was considered almost hopeless. After 7 weeks the
fever slowly left me, but I could not eat the
simplest food without terrible distress. It
seemed that I had recovered from the fever to

mon.

___

No Blows Were Struck.

report of the Cape Elizahetl
I
meeting published yesterday, th

In the
town

statement that a fistie encounter tool
place after the meeting appears to liavi
been an overdrawn account on the par
Some heated tall
of our informant.
|
was made, but no blows were struck,am
5
wa
the
between
the feeling
belligerents
transient, they having been on friendl;
terms in the past and being so now.

CLOSED TO-DAY!
AT

2

MANSON G. LARRABEE,
246

P.

CITY OF

Pie and Cheese
which I have been unable to touch for years.
The English language does not contain words

permit me to express the praise
1 would like to give to Hood's Sarsaparilla.”
W. D. Wentz, 18i Castle St., Geneva, N. Y.
to

A Good Voucher
I have known Mr. Warren D. Wentz for
many years and can vouch for him as a man
of veracity and one well known about here.
l have sold him several bottles of
"

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

M. H. Partduring the past few months
ridge, Druggist, Geneva, Iv. Y.
Hood’s Pills Cure Liver Ills

window

»

Notice.

Assessors of the City of Portland here
i
by give notice to all persons liable to taxation in said city, that they will be in session
1892. every secular day from the first to the fifteenth
day of April, inclusive, at their room in City
Hall, from nine to twelve o’clock in the forenoon and from two to five o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving lists of the
polls and estates taxable in said city.
And all such persons are hereby notified to
make and bring to said Assessors, true and perfect lists of all their Polls and Estates, real and
personal, or held by them as guardian, executor, administrator, trustee or otherwise, on the
first day of April, 1892, and be prepared to make
oath to the truth of the same.
And when estates of persons deceased have
been divided during the past year, or have
changed hands from any cause, the executor,
administrator, or other person interested, is
hereby warned to give notice of such change,
and in default of such notice will be held under
the law to pay the tax assessed although such
estate has been wholly distributed and paid

GARMENTS
NOW OPEN.

family,
Names of all boarders (excepting those
who have wives or families elsewhere residing) who were residents here April 1,
1892.

aprldtf

X. Iota Little & Co.

FARRINGTON & BICKFORD, 1
542 Congress Street.
)

Don’t think that the boy
must have a spring suit later, when the time to buy is
now.

You’ll think so, if you will
look at those short pant
suits that were closing for
just half price. $2, $2.50
over.
to
he
and $3 buys the same qualwill
Assessors
The Assistant
required
return information on the following points:
of
of
head
1. Name
family.
ity of suit that you usually
2. Names of sons, or other male relatives
in
of
over twenty-one years
pay twice as much for.
age, residing
the family.
It’s to close last season’s
or
who
absent
at
sea,
3. Names of persons
are out of town for any cause, belonging
that we make this
stock
citizens.
who
are
to the
legally
4.

-AX-

J. R. LIBBY’S.

The full first name, as well as the surname of each person, with the initials of
middle name, should always be given.
When there are persons who are aged
and infirm, and have no means of sup5.

6.

+’>iAlc ahmilH Via stator!.
A full list of all children that were born
between January 1,1891, and January 1,
1892, giving their names, sex, date of
birth and the names of their parents.
Household furniture exceeding two hun-

dred dollars in value.
Musical instruments exceeding fifteen dollars in value
8. Number of horses and their value.
9. Number of carriages and tlieir value.
10. Number of cows and their value.
And any person who neglects to comply with
this notice will be doomed to a tax according to
the law s of the state, and be barred of the ight
to make application to the Assessors or County
Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes,
unless he shows that he was unable to offer
such lists within the time hereby appointed.
Blank schedules will be furnished the assist-

generous discount.
have
interesting
Overcoat news. Two
lines of brown and gray mixtures that are heavy enough
to wear now; also correct
We

Spring

riding summer
nings. Price $15.00.

for

eve-

7.

dlt

will most always Anil appreciatioi
somewhere, and a bright well varmshei
finish on yonr old carriage or wagoi
will be a source of admiration to youi
friends and satisfaction to yourself, ii
1
you get a reliable article from our largi
line of varnishes and have it appliei
now, while the highways are settlim
down to their normal “good going.”
We have everything needed in tin
varnish line, from the low pricei
grades used on common furniture uj
through the list of medium goods foi
floors anil wagons, to the finest qualities for piano finish or the durabl,
spar composition for outside use oi
front doors and yachts. We have thesi
in all the most popular manufactures
All the various hinds of brushes for ap
and wool
plying them, rubbing felt,
;
fillers are in stock, as are also point! 1
in regard to their use and adaptibility
These last named we furnish .gratis ti
all who will apply.
SON
XI. XX. HaY cfe
Street.
Mlclrlle
tlcli
dtt',lstor$thp
mai-2S

onr

_apncitt

PORTLAND.

NEW SPRING

OPEN SATURDAY MORNING FOP

BRIGHT IDEA

in

on

THE

THURSDAY, March 31,

M.,

apt

Street.
y

interest

Assessors^

—

A BARGAIN DAY.

Middle

You will find something to
Saturday. Don’t fail to see it.

Die of Starvation

§ened

^

THE BONANZA is a perfect fitting shirt made of the famous Langdon
dollar
Cotton, is re-inforced back and front, and superior to many of the
shirts in the market, price 75 CTS.
PORTLAND’S PRIDE is a perfect fitting shirt, warranted to give
perfect satisfaction., price 50 CTS.
THE FOREST CITY a short bosom shirt, cut by the same pattern as
When laundered
the Bonanza, is rapidly gaining in favor, price 65 CTS.
10 cents extra. Sold only by

FOR STOCK TAKING.

A

„

This Shirt is Sold Only by Manson G. Lame.

THE STORE WILL BE

All who know Mr. W. D. Wentz
give him the best of recommendations
for honesty and integrity. For many
years he has worked for Mr. D. P. Wilson, the harness maker and member
of the Geneva Board of Health. He says:
I was taken sick last October with gastric

,

,

S

are

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

,

__

uncommon

Called to Congress Street Church.

was

STREI3ET.

We reserve the privilege of limiting the quantity sold to one customer,
as we do not wish to benefit our competitors.
double2,200 yards of Cumberland Suitings, 5 CTS. PER YARD, a
fold, washable dress fabric. 10 bales of Unbleached Cotton, yard wide,
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, 5 CTS. PER YARD.
In connection with this sale FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, we shall offer
1,300 yards of Outing Flannels in Shirting and Dress styles, at © l“4 CTS.
PER YARD, regular 12 1-2 cent quality.
Llama Cloths, in all the latest designs, 9 CTS. PER YARD.
It will pay you to examine the goods in our Gents’ Furnishing Department during this sale FRIDAY AND SATURDAY.
It also stands for
Stands for the famous SENATOR SHIRT.
When you see the
SURE SALES and SOLID SATISFACTION.
and
sell
SENATOR SHIRT, we are sure to
you get more SOLID
it,
shirt you ever
other
than
shirt
SATISFACTION out of that
any
wore, price $1.00.

all sizes from 19

bargain, the goods
perfect,

Mr. Warren 2>. Wentz
of Geneva, N. Y.,
Tells of His Fearful Sufferings After
Gastric Fever and His Cure by

Larrabee,

G.

day.

of Com-

Sense, French
boned Corsets,

This is

coast.

Bffl
“

MIDOXjE

to 29.

engaged to return next augive 60 concerts, beginning in
November, probably on the Pacific

^W §&_

White Ground Prints, Friday and Saturday, 2 1-2 CTS. PER YARD.
Chocolate Ground Prints, 2 1-2 CTS. PER YARD, Friday and Satur-

com-

a

regular $2 quality;
a

Ifek

is

ment

mon

Sold by all dealers for $1.00 and
an
$1.25, to be sold Fn ay
cent*
for
Pair*
Per
69
Saturday
__

glr

M

pair.

a-0=0

corsets,

A.

Manson

and

directly

there

as

twenty-five

He has been

Corporation.
The Babbitt Coin Operated Machine

cents per

$2, $2.25 and $2.50 ap-

peals

Jf

In all the popular brands Ineluding Health, Coraline, Fourin-IIand and Elastic Hip, 69

Grrn

O.IO.CI

IE^-.

_

higher
charges
than what you’ve paid for

or

Q ggi

Celebrated Corsets

down the

to take

a man

the famous

DR. WARNER’S

places and clumsily

darned

en,

tumn and

New

246 Middle Street.

sent

you’ve

to

home

Paderewski sailed from New York for
home Tuesday, and took with him the
snug fortune of $75,000 which he acquired in this country in four months.

The official board of the Congress
street Methodist church met last evening
and voted unanimously to extend a call
to the Rev. Charles S. Cummings oi
Mr. Cummings Is a Maine
Rockland.
in Sunday
man, and has been prominent
school work in the state. He has been a
pastor in Rockland for four years, before
that time preaching for several years in
Bridgton, his native place. Mr. Cum.
mings is aboutJ36 years old.

---AT-—-

sea-

local laundries
the facilities for
doing. good work are
limited and have found
in getting the curtains
them
where

___

FlAYlNDlATiDAY SALE

of the year is the renovation of lace curtains.

donate to the association will send a postal card to A. J. Cummings, 537 Congress
street, they will be called for.

enough

The Grand Trunk lias given the northwestern roads authority to meet by way
of Chicago all rates made by the Soo
line and Canadian Pacific on traffic destined to Canadian and New England

1892.

son

Goodhue, Henry I. Norton, George H.
Owen, Nathaniel Haskell. An old time
fireman’s speech was made by the secretary, and remarks were made by other
The meeting adjourned to
members.
April 14tli. If any one has any buckets
or other relics which he is willing to

city for the purpose of
organized
The
buying and improving real estate.
Anofficers are: President, Wm. W.
H. Sar-

annoyances
dent to this

parishioners.

paid

drews, Portland; treasurer, Wm.
gent of Portland.

April 1»

of the annual
inci-

ONE

Veteran Firemen.

I took pepsin compounds, bismuth, charcoal,
cod liver oil and malt until my physician
confessed that his siili was about exhausted and he did hnt 7*now what else to
try. Everything I took seemed like pouring wetted lead into my stomach. I hapto think I had part of a bottle of Hood’s
arsaparilla thathadbeen in the house for two
or three years, that I found had benefited me
previously for dyspepsia. I began taking it
and soon began to feel better. I have now
taken a little over two bottles and can truthfully say I feel well again and can eat anything without distressing me, oven to

in this

he

to

Portland,

A large and enthusiastic meeting of
the Portland Veteran Firemen’s Association was held at the ward room in Ward
The following were
3 last evening.
elected to membership: Charles B. Hall,
Charles H. Stevens, L. M. Blake, Daniel

Last Tuesday the home of Mr. Rich
aid Whitehall of Pleasantdale, was de
s
stroyed by fire. The family was at homi
it
hat
discovered
fire
was
the
when
and
made such headway in the upper stor;
that there was no time to save anythin!
ant
except the lives of the occupants,
of householt
every thing in the shape
ways of communicating intelligence.
furniture was lost, without insurance
The house which was a story and a hal
Beecliwood Park Association.
and wa
The Beeclnveod Park Association, cap- house, was probably worth $5000
$100
in, has been insured for $3000 with Herbert A. Har
ital stock

$5000,

li/cely

fair.

Miss
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Burned

Horribly

at Cumberland

standing
back to the stove when her dress caught
EIGHTH PAGE.
and she was almost immediately envelDissolution of co-partnership—3.
J. B. Libby.
oped in flames.
X. John Little & Co.
Iler father in trying to extinguish the
the speakers, especially by E. Moody
Owen. Moore & Co.
Farrington & Bickford.
had his hands badly burned, but did
fire
Boynton.
State of Maine.
Some gentlenot
succeed
in his efforts.
AlColonel
was
of
Announcement
The dinner
Copartnership.
given by
Assessors’ Notica.
and hurrying
men passing were called,
A
to
Mr.
A.
bert
very
Pope
Boynton.
Mauson G. Larracee.
j
notable gathering was present, including in, threw their heavy overcoats about the
New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
saved from almost imand similar advertisements, will he found under ex-Governor Oliver Ames, John Shepard, girl and she was
their appropriate headings on page e.
A. Shuman, Henry M. Whitney, presi- mediate death.
As itwas, her clothes were almost endent of the West End railway; FrederMrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
Endioott
S.
consumed, and her injuries were
S.
tirely
ick
Peabody,
Pearson,
ssed over Fifty Years by millions of mothers
so
Severe
as to make recovery doubtful.
ThomsonE.
Charles
Coffin, president
for their children while Teething, with perfect
It soothes the child, softens the
success.
Ilouston Electric Company; Charles E. Late yesterday afternoon news was reGums, allays Pain, oures Wind Colie, regulates Hawley, Isaac T. Burr, Lieutenant Os- ceived that there was no hope for her.
the bowels, and is the best remedy for Diarcar T. Crosby, Henry D. Hyde, Aaron H.
A Collector of Curiosities.
rhoea, whether arising from teething or other
G. T. W. Braman, and Carleton
Latham,
eauses. For sale by Druggists in every part of
A Colorado man has been in the city
the world.

NEW

PROBABLY FATAL ACCIDENT.

THE BICYCLE LOCOMOTIVE.

STATE OF MAINE.
Executive Department, 1
Augusta, March 29,1892.1
is hereby given that petition for the
pardon of Michael Feeney, a convict in
the county jail of Cumberland County, under
sentence tor the crime of illegal sale of intoxieating liquor, now pending before the Governor
and Council, and a hearing thereon will be
granted in the Council chamber at Augusta, on
FRIDAY, the 15th day of April next, at 10

NOTICE

o’clock,

a.

m.

apl&8

jjICjj0LAg FESSENDEN,
Secretary of State.

CO-PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
Trefethen of the late

undersigned,
THE
firm of Geo. Trefethen & Co., and Samuel
E. Bearee of the firm of Dana & Co., have this
Geo.

of
Trefethen tt Bearee for the purpose of transacting the wholesale Salt and Fish business, and
have taken the store formerly occupied by Dana
& Co., at 188 to 192 Commercial Street, head of
Central Wharf, where we shall keen a full stock
of ail kinds of Dry, Smoked and Tickled Fish;
also Foreign, Domestic and Dairy Salt,
GEO. TREFETHEN,
SAMUEL F. BEARGE.

day formed

a

Go-Tartnership under the

Portland, April 1,1892.

name

aprldlw

antassessors

for

delivery

where

Formerly Farrington Bros.,

542

Sut

Assessors.

Congress

Dissolution of

satisfactory

information is not obtained; and persons receiving the same will be expected to return
them, properly filled out. to the assessors’ office
Persons not receiving the blanks will be furnished at the office of the assessors on application.
53P*In no case where the assessors have been
to the disagreeable necessity of making a
oom will the possession of government bonds
allowed as
or deposits in the savings banks be
at plea in mitiga tion of such doom.
JOHN W. YORK.
WILLIAM O. FOX,
ARTHUR L. FARNSWORTH,

apldtf

FARRINGTON & BICKFORD

Street.^

Co-partnership.

heretofore

existing
co-partnership
of Dyer & Bibber, coal dealtile firm
THE
mutual consent. All liabilis dissolved

under

name

ers,

by

ities will be paid by E. W. Dyer and debts due
the firm may be paid to either of the undersigned. E.W. Dyer will continue the business
at 322 Commercial street, head of Brown’s
wharf.
E. W. DY'ER.
(Signed.)
E. S. BIBBER,
April 1,1892.
_apldlw

Announcement of

Copartnership.

THE DAW FIRM OF

SYMONDS, SNOW AND COOK

Insurance Company and as a
UNION
the
Institution,
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COM,
PANY is deserving of the support of
Maine Citizens.
As an
Home

is this day announced. Offices No. 3fi Exchange Street, Portland, Me. (Offices lately
occupied by Hon. William L. Putnam.)
.JOSEPH W. SYMONDS,
DAVID W. SNOW,
CJIAS. SUMNER COOK,
1302.
apldtf
April 1st,

^

